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Directory of Local Unions 
t New York a w k . Q p c n l o n j 121E. 18th St,,New Yor! 
- PhOadclpWa Cioakmafcert 33 X. lOih St.. Philadelphia. Pa 
« S. New York Piece Tailors ' it \V. 2lst S t , New YbrS Citj 
4. Baltimore Cloakmakers. 2 So. High S t , Baltimore, Mil 
6. 'New Jersey Embroiderer*; 3&9 Summit Ave., W. Hoboken, X .} 
6. Now York Embroiderers . . .26 3rd Ave. New York City 
7. Boston RalncoAt Maker- St X. Russell St.. Boston. Mass. 
8. San Franc ico L . -dv ' Gnrnwnt Worker* ,.3.12 l9ih ,\»>'- Ban l ' r i " » ' " Cal 
9. New York Cloak and Suit Tutors 113 E. lOili St., New York City 
10. New York Amalgamated Ladies* Garment Cotters ?.7 W. 21st St.. New. York I 
11. Brownsville. X. Y.. Clo*kiiuker« 2ST Sackmarj St.. Brooklyn, N. V 
IS. -Boston Clottk Pre fe r s . 230 "Fremont St.. Boslqn. ftfan 
13. Montreal, Canada. Cloakmaker- 37 Prince Arthur, E. Montreal, Caiudi 
14. Toronto. Canada, Cloakrnakers , . . , — , .1st Spatfina AVe., Toronto, Canada 
lii. Philadelphia \\aistmafcers, 505 Rced'Si, Philadelphia, Pa 
~I«. S:. Louis, Mo.. Ladies' Garment Worker* Fraternal P.bU.-. l l t h and Franklin A 
17. New York Recurmaker- 33 E. Second St.. New York Oty 
18. Chicago Coak and Suit Pressers , ' is if. W. Dmsion St., Chicago, 111 
19. Montreal, Canada, QoakXntiers . . . ;S5 St. George St.- Montreal. Canada 
10. New York Waterproof Garment Workers so E. 10th St.. New York I 
21. Newark. N, J.. Cloak and Snitmakcrs , >.103 Montgomery Sfcj Newai k, N • 
22. New Haven. Conn.. Ladies' Garment Workers S3 flollock St,' New Ha/en, Conn, 
23. New YorkSkirtmaker*.. .113 E. lOtti St., New York I 
25. New York Waist and Dressmakers .18 W. 21st St.. X.w York 
2fi. Cleveland Ladies' ( .anient Workers , . . 112 Prospect Ave., Clcvcttud, ( 
27. Cleveland Skirt "Makers.....-.". 1U Prospecl Aw . Owelaml, f 
tt. Seattle, Wash.. Ladies' Garment Worker.. ' . . 2706 E Union St., Seattle; 
89, Cleveland Cloak Finishers' Cnion., 112 Prospeei Ave.. Cleveland, t 
SI. St. Lotife Mo Presser*.., 520 X. 17th St.. St. Louts, Mo 
82. fceckskUl. \ Y., Underwear..Workers . . . . . . . . l i s Grant Ave., Peeksfcill, X V 
m [Nanus YtDpisa tuvsa) 
• 
Named shock are frequently- made in Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
n o mat ter what it* name, Bntes* it bears a plain 
and readable- impreaaion «f thia U N I O N S T A M P 
AH s h o e , without the U N I O N 
S T A M P are a l w a y s N o n - U n i o n 
D o not accept any e x c u s e for absence of the U N I O N S T A M P 
PBOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
248 S u m m e r S tree t , Boston, M a s s . 
JOHN f TOBUI. rV«. 
3K3S5 
CHAS. t . BAME. 'S*CV?TV«M. 
. J i 
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Upon going to press w * learn wilh surprise th*t toe Protective 
Manufacturers' Association have failed to accept the decision of the 
Mayor's Council of Conciliation and have not even communicated with 
the Union as to their precise attitude. In these extraordinary circum-
stances the Union has no alternative but to hold itself in readiness to call 
a General Strike not later than Tuesday, August 3rd, after submitting the 
question to a referendum vote of the various locals. The General Executive 
Board of the International and the Joint Board of the Cloakmakcrs' Union 
feel that they have exhausted every honorable effort to come to an 
amicable understanding with the employers by peaceful means. If oar 
efforts fail at the eleventh hour the responsibility, will rest entirely on 
the employers' shoulders. 
MAYOR'S COUNCIL PROPOSE SATISFACTORY AGREEMENT 
Mayor Mitchel's Council of Concilia-
tion, consisting of Dr. Felix Adler, 
Louis D. Branded, City Chamberlain 
Bruere, Dr. George W, Kirchway, W. 
C Noyes, and Chas. L. Beroheimcr, 
has tried hard to prevent industrial 
war in the cloak industry of New York. 
After two weeks of almost continuous 
session, investigation and argument, 
the Council has outlined points of 
agtcement^cceptablc to the Union. 
In another column the full text of 
the Council's deflfibn is given, show-
ing the gains in wages and the conces-
sions to the workers of vital points 
long in controversy. Of these the con-
tention of the Union on the subject of 
discharge is, in the main, conceded. 
Another, important principle for which 
the Union representatives made a firm 
«and—equal distribution of work ip 
'he slow season—is recognized as just 
and necessary by the Council's deci-
*'0H. These along with the advance 
>n the wages of week workers and 
definite minimum standards tor piece 
workers (70 cents for operators and 
piece tailors, and 50 cents for finishers) 
constitute acceptable improvements. 
The employers, .on the other hand, 
gain in the sense, just as important 
for their interest, that a costly strike 
is averted, the fear of dislocation <»( 
trade is dissipated and that they may 
now enter wi*!t calm minds upon a 
brisk season universally anticipated. 
In the long run, the concessions to the 
workers in terms of dollars ami cents 
would not cost t he employers'so much 
as loss of trade caused by strikes-
Revengeful employers are always 
locking forward U» recouping thcni' 
selves for the waste incurred in a 
strike by destroying the workers' or-
ganization. In the case of fche Cloak-
makers' Union, however, this is ut-
terly hopeless- The more far-sighted 
and enlightened members of the Manu* 
facturers' Association will recognize; 
how hopeless arc such prospects. 
, THE LADIES! GAIMENT WORKER 
J 
UNION VIEW 
o r THE 
SITUATION 
In a circular letter is-
sued by the Cloakmakers' 
Union soon after the 
Council's decision -wns at hand the 
following occurs: 
* 
The ofllcers of the Cloakmakers' Union 
( M ! that they have every reason to be 
pleased with the findings of tfau Council ot 
Conciliation. The workers .have received 
at the bands of the Council a fair deal on 
every point in controversy between thtm 
and their employers. V o fully appreciate 
the significance ot the Council's findings 
from the workers' point ot view we must 
refer back to the origin of the dispute be-
tween the Cloakmakers' Union and the. 
Manufacturers' Protective A*aoclatlon. 
That dispute arose primarily over the 
question of the worker's right to a review 
by an Impartial tribunal of any grievances 
which he may U*Y<? agnlntcl (lie employer 
by reason of unfair treatment, including 
unfair lay-offs and unjust or unequal dis-
tribution of the avnilnblo work In slack 
seasons. The Roard of Arbitration under 
sue that i£ had been a miscalculation 
on their part. For instead of disrupt-
ing or demoralizing the Union forces, 
the abrogation of the. Protocol im-
parted to them a new and wonderful 
power of cohesion. 
Under the Protocol the workers con-
sidered themselves fettered. Any 
needed improvement had to be fought 
out before the Board of Arbitration, 
entailing prolonged argument and liti-
gation. Since the last three years it 
has become increasingly more difficult 
to regain remedial measures by the • 
elaborate machinery of mediation the. 
protocol had instituted. The workers 
grew restive under the burden of dead-
lodes in the Grievance Board and sys-
tematic discharges of active members 
since the installation of the impartial 
chairmanship. No wonder that here 
and there the protocol was denounced 
EMPLOYERS At the end1 of June 
MISCALCULATE fa ^ f c j .
 a s i t a p f 
E L S ™ 0 ' P^rcd to us, was very 
* * acute. The tone and 
temper of. the employers as displayed 
by their sudden and unexpected fchro-
the Protocol had rendered a decision rec-
 a s a deadweight on the possibility of 
ogniilng th» right of the employee to such »_.„_• -.._ '_»j:»;„.,, 
a review and characterising the practice of ^ conditions, 
distributing the work equally among all ' Yet, remarkable enough, the work-
employes* in slow seasons as desirable nnd ers' attitude was one of patience and 
necessary, owing to the highly season perseverance. They maintained Mhc 
character of the trade The member, of
 d | . .. b w . . fo decisions of 
the Protective Association refused to ac- . * , , , , . . « . -
copt tho decision, and the abrogation of t h e B o a r d o f Arbitration. Th1S pa-
th* Protocol « u largely caused by tills ticr.ee was becoming exhausted and 
they continually urged the officers to 
initiate an agitation for desirable 
changes. But just when they least 
expected it the employers abrogated 
the Protocol and freed their hands 
from the restriction of the right to 
stride. By their action the employers 
themselves invited the workers to call 
a general strike and even gave them 
(sane. 
* 
gntion of the Protocol, pointed utm.is-
takably to a. general strike. Such W» m o n t h * " m e t o m a k c 8"*"™' 
abrupt termination of relations that U o n s ' 
have continued for five years was in 
itself an act of war. THB UNION It did not dawn on the 
there was some flaw in the SAVED THE employers that matter? 
which led the em- s , T y A T , O N could.not be settled thai 
* indubitable. We way. fn all human affairs it conduces 
f t • 





employers in the cloak trade, however, 
went backward. They headed straight 
for a return to the time of strife and 
industrial chaos that had characterized 
the industry many years ago. Had 
the Union shown any weakness, the 
employers would have ordered the 
Union workers to tear up their union 
cards. This was probably- the next 
step in their plan of campaign; for in-, 
structions had already been issued to 
members of the Association by its 
executive to disregard union rules and 
conditions. In some shops attempts 
to do this had been made but were 
frustrated by the unity of the workers. 
Clearly, then, the situation was fast 
becoming intolerable and fraught with 
danger. 
But while the vision of the Associa-
tion was apparently obscured by in-
tentions which they chose to keep in 
the background, the Union was not 
permitted by its officers and represent-
atives to be swept off its feel. Our 
representatives calmly considered the 
situation and in a calm, considerate 
manner sounded a note of warning to 
the manufacturers. This clearly point-
ed out that the situation could not be 
settled by any such method, or rather 
want of method, as they had substi-
tuted for the protocol. Rather than 
let the situation drift to a general 
strike, would it not be better to sub-
mit the mattqupin dispute to a com-
mittee of unbiased persons presided 
over by Mr. Louis D. Brandeis or 
Mayor Mitchel? 
Public opinion promptly woke up to 
the necessity of adjusting the differ-
ences and such influential men in the 
community as Jacob Schiff, Louis 
Marshall, Oscar Straus, Cyrus L. Sulz-
berger, and Dr. J. L. Magncs immedi-
ately appealed to both parties to try 
and end the dispute. Practically the 
Union had already agreed to submit* 
its side of the question to an impartial 
tribunal; so that it was up to the einfc, 
ploycrs to follow suit. Considering the 5 
quarter from which the appeal came, 
and considering further that no dis-
agreement is so hopeless that, in 
calmer moments, cannot be concili-
ated, the manufacturers would have 
put themselves out of court with pub-
lic opinion had they failed to accept 
the Union's peace overtures. 
The rest of the story is so familiar 
.to our readers that we shall not dwell 
on it at any needless length. Mayor 
Mitchel named the Council of Concili-
ation referred to above, and in this he, 
as well as the gentlemen of the Coun-
cil, performed a service to the com' 
munity in general and the cloak in-
dustry in particular. Mayor Mitchel 
thus set-an example which cannot fa.il 
to have a far-reaching effect in other 
industries. 
* • ' • 
WAGE iM- The first and perhaps 
PROVCMENTS
 l m j most arduous part 
SATISFACTORY
 Q f ^ W O f k o f | f a e 
Council is completed. Peace has been 
restored. There is no reason why this 
peace should not prove lasting. The 
concessions recommended by the Coun-
cil are regarded in Union circles as 
fair and reasonable, even though they 
are the absolute minimum of what the 
workers thought was coming to them. 
They constitute a great improvement 
on the previous conditions. In view 
of the constant rise in the cost of liv-
ing, our members with the slight in-
crease will be able to make ends meet 
better than before. 
For i the rest, the minimum of 70 
cents an hour for operators ami piece 
tailors, and 50 cents an hour for fin-
ishers, is a considerable gain on the 
old methods of settling prices. It is 
;ki&&G*c££t&&> 
T H E LADIES' GARMENT WORKER 
now up to these piece workers to see them be not reached, the matters 
to it that they are not deprived of their dispute shall be referred for final deci-
rights by unscrupulous employers. In sion to a 
this connection the price adjusters to 
be furnished by both sides in case of 
disagreement is a distinct advance on 




(b) Trial Board of three, consisting 
of one employer, one worker and one 
impartial person, etc. 
This arrangement carries out the 
stipulation of the Union granting 
every employer the right to discharge 
an employee for cause, but if the em-
ployee so discharged feels himself ag-
grieved, the employer's action shall be 
subject t o review. In other words, the 
right of arbitrary discharge, or dis-
On a careful perusal of 
the decision it is teen that 
the improvements now 
gained are similar and in some respects 
superior to the improvements which 
the Union had expected from an award 
by the Board of Arbitration under the charge not subject to review, is denied. 
protocol when that instrument was On the subject of equal distribution 
abrogated by the employers. - Let us
 Qf work in the slow season the decision 
summarize a few of the points con- 'admits the humanity and common 
sidered by the representatives of the sense of the principle, provided the 
Union of vital importance: practice does not "imply the right to 
On the question of discharge Finding
 a permanent tenure of employment." 
II. clause* (b) and (c) provide: The Union is satisfied with this 
<h\ That n» * £ . , «hall h , k & K * £ * inasmuch (b) That no employee .sh ll be dis- .
 t_ _ _ . 
charged 
the 
discriminated against on 
that he is participating di-
dircctly in Union activities 
For thin reason a 1 
h. is cove 
as its representa-
tives have never claimed a permanent 
tenure of employment, but a humane 
application of a practice that occasions 
no loss to the employer, while it miti-
vkAlto. -v"r* S a , e s llwT suffering caused by unem-
ployment. It i* the favored worker 
who is here called on to exercise a 
little altruism and by no means the 
employer. 
At all events, the great hue and cry 
that the Union, by its insistence on 
ive cxcr> 
r oi his functions 
discharge and in 




This pro v»s 
Ling III. cla 
"Compla i 
in the first insto 
he two 
e purpose; 
T f X ^ i m W * * In the ianguage of the de-
cision 
investigated "Such approximations to permanent 
e represent"- tenure of employment are within the 
eiations, chosen scope of achievement, by means of 
being impressed earnest efforts _to. regularize employ-
use and exhaust meat and by snch increase of wages 
j to bring about is will secure an average adequate for 
aformal manner, the maintenance of a decent standard 
of living throughout the year." adjustment by 
• 
AUGUST, 1015 
MOSPECTIVE Wc note with gratifi-
IMPROVEMENTS
 c a t j o n that b>\ request ' 
of Mayor Mitchel the Council will con-
tinue as a commission to make exten-
sive investigations of some of the com- • 
plicated problems confronting the in-
dustry. Of these the enforcement of 
standards and trade education are 
sjiecifically mentioned. 
In connection with this it is pro-
vided in Finding IX that a Joint Board 
of Supervision and Enforcement of 
Standards throughout the industry 
shall be created as soon as practicable. 
Furthermore, during the indefinite 
existence of the Council, should the 
parties desire to consult with it, or 
should Cither organization ' fee! ag-
grieved against the other, the Council 
has definitely promised to assist in the 
best possible way. The Council will 
meet as a commission in the fall. 
Another point in favor of the Union 
is the fixed time (two years) for the 
life of the agreement, at the expiration 
of which it may be renewed for a fur-
ther period of two years, two months' 
notice to bcwjjfrvcn by either party 
prior to it* termination. 
Now that a. measure of justice has 
been rendered to both sides it is to be 
hoped that both will, as far as possible, 
bury the past and make an honest en-
deavor to carry out the recommenda-
tions of the Council in the right spirit, 
so that peace in the industry may 
not be disturbed. 
« • * 
* WORD The conclusions to be 
To OFFICERS drawn from the pro-
*ND MEMBERS ^ j j f c ^ ^ ^ 
final settlement are right on the sur-
face. These may be formulated as 
!. That as much of the victory a* 
t>een gained on this occasion is due 
entirely to the spirit of unity and de-
termination of the workers acting as 
one man and icompletcly relying on 
the counsel and guidance of the offi-
cers and advisers. 
2. That calmness and moderation in 
word, and deed are a prc-rcqnisite to 
gaining public opinion. The public 
ranged itself mostly on the side of the 
Union 'beca*usc of its tact and modera-
tion throughout the entire controversy. 
3. That where the Union adopts such 
methods and is backed by organized 
strength, it is impossible for the em-
ployers to resist its wishes. 
Other .lessons to be derived irora 
the controversy are that it behooves 
the Joint Board and its staff of agents 
to exercise greater vigilance over the 
small independent shops with a view 
to enforcing the same conditions and 
standards as obtain elsewhere. 
In the past attention was mostly de-
voted to the "protocol" division, while 
many of the independent shops have 
been allowed to pursue their own 
course. Now a thorough change must 
be made in this regard. The new or-
der of' things will necessitate a com-
plete overhauling on our part of the 
methods employed and conditions ob-
served in these so-called "social" shops. 
We must at once set to work to devise 
a system of dealing effectively with 






Another matter which 
requires • our immediate 
attention is the pursuit 
of organising projects ' 
centers outside of New York. At t 
last meeting of the G. E. B. a norober 
of projects were matured, but owing 
Ho the great stress and strain in New 
York it was impossible t o press them 
forward to completion-





V THE LADIES* GARMENT WORKEH 
throughout the country is as great as 
ever, and President Srhlcsingcr in-
tends forthwith to s ta r t on an o rgan-
ising tour to Middle Western centres 
of our industry t o supervise urgent 
movements for bet ter conditions. 
In this connection it is necessary t o 
remind our members everywhere-of 
t he decision adopted at the Chicago 
meet ing of the G. E . B. to submit t he 
proposition of an increase in the per 
capita to 5 cen ts to a referendum vote 
of the membership. I t is .advisable 
tha t this u rgen t reform shall b e real-
ized dur ing this season. Let our local 
unions take the ma t t e r up for discus-
sion and impress on the members their 
duty t o the Internat ional and their 
sister locals. 
The vigorous defence of bur incar-
cerated and indicted officers; and mem-
bers is another mat ter near our hearts . 
Fortunately the cases a r e ir* the gobd 
hands of our t rus ted and competent 
Attorneys. Tbe request for permission 
to peruse the "minutes of the -Grand 
Ju ry was granted a t the end of last 
month.. Our a t torneys are now study-
ing the evidence and entertain s t rong 
hopes for t he Speedy acquittal of our 
innocent comrades, 
^ J n the •meantime the assessments for 
the defence fund should be'paid iu full. 
Let there be no lack of financial re-
sources to enable the Union to mature 
all plans and a r rangements . We have 
jus t won the first victory. T h e second 
Victory, that of gaining the freedom 








to purine local and 
hie the swat spirit of 
In the cloak factoHi* 
aloe* the abrogation of the protocol. It 
menacM the identity of i a t « e * a o t ' k W 
Croup. U Vill b*r . t h . elect of .elding 
I 
that group together for common detenca. 
Thla Is something the employers have not. 
considered, or rathe*, they failed ID sum-
efent toman Insight to be able to consider, 
Our peoplo are united and eager to fa-
cilitate rhe efforta of tbo Union to improve 
conditions.. It la certainly exhilarating to 
see members paying dues for three month* 
In advance; and they do It In the presence 
of the employer, so aa to convince him 
that any attempt to reduce standards i— 
cauao of tbo termination of'protocol rule 
would prdre futile. In n r t s ln sliupa, for 
Instanco. employers tried to prevent equsl 
distribution of work, but they were met 
with Srm resistance on the part of tho 
• employees and had to abandon the attempt. 
Another remarkable sign of cohesion U 
the Inienae interest evinced by the workers 
in tbo affairs of the Union. This may tx-
measured by the record attendance at all 
mooting*. Local reports Indicate that the 
usual halls have become too small to ac-
commodate the members attending. The 
discussions of trade matters, too, have 
assumed an unparalleled seriousness and 
every member feels Joint responsibility 
with the officers In helping to arrive at 
correct decisions.' This recognition of the 
necessity of wise caution and thoughtful 
deliberation Is a distinctly hopeful sign for 
the future of the organisation. 
An Instance of fraternal consideration 
that Is usual among the workers In all 
branches of our Industry Is that shown 
in a! month in thn shop of H. Markowli. 
One ot the employees died, leaving a wif«-
and fire young ones In utter distress. De-
spite the prolonged slackness which th» 
employee! have been paaslng through tbey 
managed to collect SIS for Immediate re-
lief. Incidentally It U related that a com-
mittee Of the *hop applied to the employer 
for a contribution to this fund, and that 
he refused, giving this curious excuse: 
'"The employees are to blame fop the un-
timely death o f the member because they 
prevented him from working Saturday 
•flar 1 * « . " 
•CM Ineldant 
. M a n t r a . Brat 
apply to SB 
; serve to teach our 
It IS not ad«»We to 
r In SUCH cas««, second 
that the members must, by raising the 
dues, make provision through the Union 





Statement in Behalf of International Ladies' 
Garment Workers' Union and Joint 
Board of Cloak and Skirt 
Makers' Unions 
LAID BEFORE THE MAYOR'S COUNCIL OF CONCILIATION BY MORRIS HILLQUIT 
Counsel for ihr Union* 
Liat oF RiqutiU of th« Clc*ks*an*rV 
Union 
I. WAQES 
The Union request* increase* In the 
minimum weekly wage rale of weak work-
er* a* follow*; 
Occupation Ex i t ing Hate 
Rate Requested 
Cutter* $25.00 $30.00 
Jacket upper, presaers S3.50 18.00 
Reefer upper pressors 20.80(323.50)88.00 
Skirt upper prosser*. 31,50 20.00 
Skirt oojjer pressors. 10.50 20.00 
Jacket under pressors 19.50. 35.00 












A* to piece workers the Union submit* 
the following requests: 
All prices to be paid to operator* and 
piece .tailors ahall bo adjusted as nearly as 
possible upon the ba«s of seventy-flre 
cents for oach hour of continuous work 
and for finishers on the basis of sixty cents 
for each hour of continuous work, and all 
price* for labor shall be as uniform as 
pwslble In all cloak manufacturing •etab-
Hshmenti In Greater New York. The Un-
ion otters to employ a sufficient staff of 
price, exports, whoso u l w i i n o shall requir* 
the approval of the Association. Such ex-
perts shall examine settled prices and have 
W»»r to . ravla* the same. They shall art 
on any complaint on the part of the Valou 
or oa t i t part of ibo Association. All 
piece price* heretofore agreed, upon be-
tween tbe employ*** aud workers for the 
current or approaching season shall be rev 
Utod on the basis shore set forth. 
Hoc* prices for buttonhole makers. 
KSIB of price* for, buttonhole* shall * • a* 
follows: Claas A — » l « a par hundred ba> 
tonboles;. Class B—11.00 per hundred; 
two Inch buttonholes, 11.60 per hundred 
unfinished and $1.76 per hundred finished. 
J. REVIEW OF DISCHARGE* 
No employee shall be discharged unfair-
ly or without reasonable grounds. 
The right to determine whether a fair 
or reasonable ground for discharge exists 
shall rest in the first Instance wllh the 
employer, but any employee, deeming him-
self unjustly treated, shall havo the right 
to complain, and to have bis grievance 
beard and speedily determined by a fair 
and Impartial tribunal to be established 
for that purpose. In the hearing of such 
cases all facts required for tbe determina-
tion of the case shall h e looked luto. and 
the burden of proof shall not be placed 
upon either party. If a worker is found 
to be wrongfully discharged, bo shall be 
reinstated with back pay. 
1 EQUAL DISTRIBUTION OF WORK 
In alo*w seasons all available work shall 
be divided among all employees In the shop 
aa equally a* possible. 
4, MISCELLANEOUS REGULATIONS 
Cutters* appranUcas shall be known as 
canvas cutter*, and only one such appren-
tice shall be employed for each four full-
fledged cutters employed 00 the average 
during the year. In each shop. 
No work shall be given to contractor* 
operating leas than 10 machine* la their 
shop*. 
No contracting shall h* permitted In 
buttonbola work, 
Jaanufacturers shall 0* i * * W a » U for 
the obeervatloB
 0 ( standards by coatractors 
and sub-naanufaetarer* employed by thasu 
In *41 case* In which manufacturer* essaloy 
contractor* and sub-manufacturer*, piece 
price* shaU bo settled between the manu-
facturer* and a joint eoatmlltaw at t o -
mmmm> trnnmrn 
gat 
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ployeea working ID his Inside shop ami In 
t h 6 OUIF.lt].' *I)0pS. 
No overtime work shall be exacted or 
permitted In any shop to long as there aro 
vacant accommodations In the shop for 
additional worker*. 
Sample makers shall receive at least ono 
week's notice before helm; laid off. 
I PRESERVATION OF STANDARDS 
The provisions contained In tho clauses 
of the Protocol uumborod. "1st." "2nd." 
"3rd," "4th." "5th." "8th." "7th," "8th." 
"9th," "11th." "I2ih," "15th." " l a b , " 
"15th," and the provision* of Section 
"10th" relating to hours of labor, shall he 
continued and remain In fall force. 
In connection with tho above request* 
the following explanatory note may aid 
the Council In its deliberation*! 
The week worker*, consisting of tho 
occupations above enumerated, constitute 
together about 16 per coat.-of the em-
ployee* In the cloak and suit Industry. 
The remaining 76 per cont- Is mado up of. 
operators, piece tailor* and flrilsfier*. 
In the cose* of reefer pressor* two ex-
isting rates are given. The figures in 
parenthesis represent minimum wages paid 
by employers who are not member* of toe 
Protective Association. The lower figure* 
represent the ratea prevailing In Associa-
tion shops. 
In the following page* wo shall attempt 
to *tato the reasons for each of th* re-
quest* on the part of the Union. \ 
Minimum Wages of W«»k Worlcsr» 
On the faro of It the minimum scale of 
wages requested by the Union (or the 
worker* to th* different branche* of the 
Industry may seem rathef high. On an 
average of forty to fif^y-two" week* per 
year of work, the w»*k worker* could 
probably support thsmaelve* with some de-
gree of comfort and decency upon the 
wage* now prevailing. Bui the.cloakmak-




t employment* to an ex-
minority of t h e e m f 
engaged In It. It Is a highly seasonal In-
• . -
dustry. Almost the entire output Is manu-
factured in two season* during the year. 
each of them lasting no more than about. 
'••'-' eight week*. Between the season* work I* 
seal 
It is 
, and at certain periods ot tho year 
.to a practical standstill. 
j only authentic data * e have on fluc-
tuation of employment and on the ei 
Ings of workers In tho cloak and suit in-
dustry aro those presented In Bulletin 147 
of the Department of Labor. 
This Bulletin represent* the results of 
an Investigation which wa* conducted in 
1913 by order of the Board of Arbitration 
under tho Protocol, under tho supervision 
of one of its members. Dr. Walter B. Weyl. 
The Investigation was practically in 
charge of Mr. Cha*. If. Winalow, of the 
Department of Labor, lie was In frequent 
consultation with the representative* of 
the Manufacturers' Association and the 
Union as to the details of the Investigation. 
No criticism has been made of the Investi-
gation, or Its published report, by the 
Manufacturers' Association or 
tentative*. 
Practically all the Important suggestions 
of Mr. Cohen, representing the%*soclatlon. 
were accepted by Dr. Weyl and Mr. Wins-
!<>••'. On tne other hand, considerable 
crltlclBm ne to the methods of tho Investi-
gation were made by Dr. Isaac A. Hour-
•wich. representing the Union. 
These fact* are stated merely 
introduction to show that there appears to 
be no ground for believing that the report 
has aimed to favor the workers" side. 
The investigation reported In the Bulle-
tin wa* confined to conditions of the week 
worker* In the industry, but as far as fluc-
tuation of employment 1B concerned. Its 
conclusions necessarily hold good for the 
piece workers as well a* week worker* 
According to -this report 4,858 week work-
ers were employed in the Association shop* 
Investigated a t some time during the year, 
and of these only 860, or 17.7 per cent. 
worked from forty to fifty-two weeks. The 
vast majority of the workers were em 
ployed during periods ranging from nine 
week* to forty week* (Table 10 on pane 
41 >; the average employment of cotter* i* 
given as 37.6 per cent. (Table 11, pace 
43) , and the period of employment of 
worker* In other branches of tho Industry 
Is approximately the earn*. 
In commenting upon Table 10, above re-
ferred to, the repori states: 
" T h e table I* *lgolflc*nt • • • 
also as Indicating the small percental" 
of the total number of employee* per-
manently employed in the Industry." 
Allowing for possible error* and dupli-
cation* I h tho report, and basing our esti-




mates not only upon (be concluilona qf\ (Ion, while the greatest number of cutt»r« 
that report, but upon the actual expert- employed at the height of tho «eason In all 
ence of the workers in the cloak Industry of the ninety shops was only SIS. in other 
lor a long nunVber of years, we assert that word*, there were more than twice as many 
the average work period of the cloakmaker cutlers as there we re positions available 
does not exceed twenty weeks per year. .To. for thetn at the height of the' season. 
be perfectly conservative and to glvo the Similar conditions were found to be pro-
employer the benefit of every doubt, we vailing in case of the other week worker*. 
shall assume, for the purpose of our cal- (See Table IT, page 49 of tho report.) 
rulatlons all through this statement, that Taking, then, the total wages paid In 
the workers' opportunity for work In the those shops for the entire year, the report 
cloak Industry Is fifty per cent, after ellml- estimates: ( l ) The wages which the in-
eating all surplus of labor. I.e., twenty-six dividual worker Would have earned during 
weeks In the year. Upon this assumption the year If the number of workers em-
the minimum acale of wages requested by ployed' at the height of tho season did not 
tho Union is a t once reddced to one-half exceed tho onmber of positions open to 
when considered In terms of total annual them, and (2) the average wages earned 
earnings, by the workors actually employed In the 
In other words, if the request of the Industry, 
workers bo fully granted and If we assume Upon the basis of the two sets ot estl-
that every worker will have employment to mates, we Dnd the following conclusion* 
tbe full extent of tho average opportunity as to the earnings of the workers In Tab' 
for work in the Industry, tho minimum 17 on page 49 of tho report: 
annual earnings of such workers will be
 T n o earnings of cutlers would amount 
as follow: to |837 a year it the conditions were so 
Cutters $780 nor year Ideal that there would be Ju«t one worker 
Jacket pressors 728 " " for each position at the height ot the sea-
Reefer pressors 728 •** " son. But as a matter of fact they amount-
Skirt pressors 676 •' •* ed only to $415 per year If wo divide the 
. Jacket undorpresaers. 650 " " total amount of wages paid to all the cut-
Reefer underpressers. 650 " " ters in the ninety Association shops by the 
Skirt underprossera.. 500 " " total number of cutters employed In these 
Sample makers 650 " " shops at various times during; tho year. 
Drapers 416 " " For skirt cutters the average annual 
naatera . 416 " " earnings would be $672 under the ideal 
Skirt Belabors 312 " " conditions mentioned, but only $333 as a 
As to the eMfblog* of week workers In matter of fact. For caovaa cutters, the 
the cloak Industry on tho basis of the annua* earnings woaid amount to $61* 
present scale of wages the report above under tde*^ conditions, bat actually 
mentioned (s very illuminating. But be- amounted to $89$. For jacket upper 
fore undertaking a summary of Us find- pressors the Ideal ***«* would be $755 per 
mgs It Is necessary to state that acting annum, but actual wages art* $363- , 
upon the suggestion ot the Manufacturers' Jaekel upper prweers might enjoy an 
Association, those in charge of the invest!- annual lb corns of $542, bat on the averago 
gallon undertook to show the extent to tkey " " • only earning $343. 
which the tndnslry Is overcrowded by an- Sk^rt upper preaeers- could earn $691. 
perfiaous workers, but are actually earning only $*St on the 
For this purpose en attempt was* made average. The skirt under pressors would 
lo trace the individual workers through an have earned $470 pwyear, but are actually 
satire Jew's nayraHs in a considerable averaging only $I7«. Piece pressors.could 
number or shops In order to compare the make I4»1 a year, but are aeinally aver-
n-amber of workers with the number of aging $277. 
positions open to them. Thus, for In- The basters might have earned i s much 
•lance, tho report found that In the ninety &» $54$. but are actually earning $314. 
Association shops Investigated, no leas than Flntshars— $563 at agalnat $888 actual 
1,045 cutters were employed at some time earning*. Sample Bnlshwra— $728 ha 
or other during the.year under InvsetlgV sgaiust $485. 
_ 
- . - • " • 
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Such are the average earnings of the 
men employed In the industry- The earn-
ings of th© women In the Industry are 
reserred for separate treatment. 
Now, what do those wages in dollar! 
and cents mean when stated In term* of 
living: ot food and clothe* and conditions 
of home? in it possible to raise a family 
according to the American standard of life 
and give an oducatlon to the children to 
fit them for the dlschargt of their duties 
as American citizen* on sieb wages? Wo 
are fortunate In bolng able to refer to an 
Impartial report which baa met with a 
moat favorable reception on tho part of 
economists for an answer to this question. 
We refer to Prpt. Robert Colt Chapla's 
report on the Standard of Living Among 
Worklngmeo's Families In New York City. 
The report was published by the Russell 
Bago Foundation, and the investigation 
was conducted under tho auspices of a 
Special Committee appointed by tho Now 
York State Conference of Charities and 
Correction. . _ . 
TOO Chairman of that commute* was 
Dr. Leo K, Frank el; among its members 
wore Dr. Edward Devlne, Mr. Cyrus Sulz-
berger, Mr. Homer Foils, Mr. -William 
Guggenheim and several other man well 
known In thin city. 
The Investigation was undertaken for 
ton purpose of definitely answering the 
question us to what constitutes the essen-
tial elements ot a normal standard of liv-
ing of an average working class family, in 
the cltlea and (owns of this' StCto. 
Prior to the investigation being under-
taken, a number of social workers who 
bad been living among working people for 
many years and were intimately acquaint-
ed with conditions prevailing among them, 
made an effort to estimate very closely the 
amount of money that It would take to 
support a "social unit." meaning by this a 
family consisting of huiband, wife sod 
three children under earning age, la rea-
sonable comfort and health; -Their •sti-
nt ate 
a v e r t e d $S50 per year (Chapln. 
pages 1S3489). 
The mv^tigatlon anaartakw by tk« of t».,. most important lUml of the budget 
necessary for the preservation of life. 
health and decency. 
A careful study of living condition! 
among tho working people showed thai 
the following Hems must be included In 
the family budget to provide for the mini-
mum normal standard: 1st, rent; Jnd, 
food and drink. 3rd, clothing; 4th. light 
and fuel;'Eth, provision for sickness snd 
accident; 6th, Insurance; 7th, recreation; 
Stb, furniture and furnishings; 9th. car 
fares; 10th, miscellaneous expenses, audi 
as dues, contributions to church, nowtpe-
pers, etc.; 11th, savings. 
Tho schedule for the investigation was 
prepared with minute care, enumerating 
every item of trod from a loaf of bread to 
onions. 
The investigation of the Department of 
Labor and the Department of Agriculture, 
of Professors At water and Chittenden of 
Yale, leading authorities on the subject, 
were taken' as a basts in determining the 
normal quantity of food necessary to main-
tain a person in health. Those authorities 
taklug HU adult mau aa a unit found that 
a family of five, including father, mother 
and three young children, which was the 
"social unit" taken as a basis for the in-
vestigation, required a quantity of food 
equal to 1.8 unite. 
This estimate Is a very close one; It 
provides just tbe necessary food to main-
tain the human organism. It does not 
provide for any luxuries, 
On tbe basts of the cost of food in New 
York City in Hay, 1$M. a t the time the 
Investigation was made,' Dr. Frank Under-
bill. Professor of Physiological Chemistry 
at Tale University, found 22 centa per day 
as tho minimum amount necessary to pro-
vide nourishment for an adult man. 
Over 700 families were Investigated by 
Professor Chapln with tho result that they 
wero divided Into three principal group* 
according to tbelr earnings ranging from 
1600 to #900 per year. 
Schedules showing Incomes from three 
to six hundred dollars, to quote the repor-
"ware at once eliminated as the anal 
State Conference of Charities snd Correc-
tion was for the purpose of ascertaining 
as accurately as possible the actual stand-
ards a* well a* te see to what eitetit work-
lagmen-s families la New York City are 
able to Hv.
 u , ,o the « . 
such as food, rent and clothing, indicate! 
that the families were maintaining an ex-
ceptionally low standard of living, a n ' 
were not Independent of outside assistant 
(Chapln. page 171) 




1I10 families earning from 2600 to {TOO 
per ait num. as disclosed by this elaborate 
and painstaking report? Without attempt-
ing to so Into loo many details. let us 
quote lta most Important conclusion!: The 
average family of five persona In this group 
pays 113 per month for rent For this 
(bey oro able to obtain In the Borough of 
Manhattan from two to three rooms, de-
pending upon tho location in which they 
are living. "Rents seem to be highest on 
the upper Woat side. In Central Manhattan 
and oil the lower East side. Such a family 
baa no hath, and only one family In ten 
has a toilet in their apartment." 
The food disbursement for auch a family 
approximates 2270 per annum or 32 M 
cents per man per day, which la Just oyer 
the minimum eatabllshed by die scientific 
authorities, as necessary to maintain life 
(Chapln. page 274). 
"The budget permlta a disbursement of 
$14 for the preservation of the health of 
the family, or rather Blcknuas requires this 
disbursement." 
"The family la unable to make any pro-
vision against accident or to lay by any-
thing for a rainy day. As a matter of fact 
the schedules show that the families are 
unable to llvo within thla Income, under 
the conditions shown above. Twenty of 
the seventy-two families admit being In 
debt, the money being borrowed for food 
and rout Not rarely do they visit the 
pawnshop" (page-277). 
"The Committee Is of the opinion that 
an income beis**>n $600 and 2700 per 
annum Is insufficient for a family of five 
to maintain a proper standard of living in 
the Borough of'Manhattan, Leaving aside 
the exceptions, it Is apparent that on an 
Income of 2800 to 2700 many families In 
Manhattan have a fierce struggle for ex-
istence. The maximum of food purchases 
approximates the minimum set up by au-
thorities on thla subject. The narrowest 
margin Is allowed for other essentials^ No 
provision can be made for accident or 
emergency. If either of these occur, the 
family runs into debt. Were it not for the 
charity of friends, relatives, employers and 
philanthropic organisations, the expendi-
ture of the family would be, and f m n t n t -
ly la, larger than the income. 
"Such a family literally Urea a hand-to-
month existence, with neither opportunity. 
U f ' B i u i for enjoyment or recreation. It 
can make no provision for repairs to equip-
ment. The health of Its members cannot 
be safe-guarded from its own resources. 
The housing accommodations barely pre-
vent overcrowding. H requires no citation 
of elaborate statistics to bring convincing 
proof that »flOO to $700 Is wholly inade-
quate to maintain * proper standard of 
living, and no self-respecting faintly should 
be asked to live on such an Income" (page 
n«)„ 
Having gone Into some detail In descrfb-
Ing tho living conditions of a family with 
an Income of from 2fi00 to 2700, as dis-
closed by the, report, wo may confine our-
selves only to the final conclusions of 
the report as to the other two groups of 
famlllos. ; 
"The ' Committee believes that with an 
Income of from 2700 to 1800 a family can 
barely support Itself, provided that It Is 
subject to no extraordinary expenditures 
by reason of sickness, death or other un-
toward circumstances. Such a family can 
live without charitable, assistance through 
exceptional management and In the ab-
sence of emergencies" (page 279). 
As regards families with an Income of 
from 2800 to 2900, the report teaches tho 
following conclusions: "The Committee is 
of the opinion that It Is fairly conservative 
In its estimate that 2826 Is sufficient for 
the average family of - five Individuals, 
comprising the father, mother and. tnree 
children under 14 years of age to main-
tain a fairly proper standard of living In 
the Borough of Manhattan" (page 281). 
These conclusions were reached on the 
basis of prices prevailing in 1907. 
According to the report of the Depart-
ment of Labor. (Bulletin No. 18«—Retail 
pries* 1907-19M..page 8) the retell prices 
of food In the North Atlantic Slates rose 
from 12)07-1*14 to U»e extent of over 22-%. 
While we have no data as to the changes 
In prices of other necessities, there la no 
reason to believe that they have gone 
down, and It la wall known that la many 
Instance* there has been an Increase during 
that period. 
In the light of these facts what do the 
wage* of the workers in our Industry m s u 
In terms of food, housing and other neeoasl-
tits of life? No leas than four occupations, 
including Jacket underpressers, skirt undsr-
prvsasrs, part prospers and flniabere are 
shown to be able to earn only from 2470 
^is 
;. 
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ID jr.82 per year under Ideal condition*, 
which do not exist. Thus the highest pos-
sible earnings open to the worker* of four 
occupations In our. Industry under the 
present rate of wage* are, according to 
Profeaaor Chapln'a report (pane 271), ut-
terly Inadequate to maintain a minimum 
•tandard of normal life without" charitable 
or other outalde assistance. So far as 
actual earnings are concerned, according 
to the Board of Arbitration report, not one 
occupation seems to yield a sufficient an-
nual Income adequate to maintain a living, 
$485 (tn the case of aample finishers) be-
ing the highest average annual earnings 
shown for any occupation. 
We do not mean to say that all the 
week workers In the Industry are depend-
ent upon charity for a living. Thla would 
be the c a n If-they were ill cumins an 
equal amount, at the present rate of wages. 
A* a matter of fact, some arc able to work 
for a greater number of weeks than others , ' 
with the result that the mora favored 
workers in our Industry are able to main-
tain a modest workman'* standard, while 
a majority of the workers, unable to ob-
tain steady work, do not earn enough to 
satisfy their moat vital needs. 
This Is not our own conclusion. On 
page 12 of the report of the Board of 
'Arbitration, the following statement Is 
made: "Regarding the earnings of «bo 
employees, the surplusage Just mentioned 
would lead to the. conclusion that a con-
siderable number do not receive for their 
work in the ninety shops Investigated, an 
adequate amount during the year for their 
Mpport." 
HOME CONDITIONS 
Th«t olHfnl ormdlltmifi IIMTI e pitiful con itions described by the 
Chapln report are present to un even ruoro 
aggravated extent In the Uvea of the gar-
njont worker* A hasty, iavoaJigatlQn un-
dertaken by the Union a few dayi 
Ihe present hearing ha* disclosedT condi-
tions of which tha followlna few cases are 
of 
tloni of which the following few 
typical. A more complete preeei 
the findings of the Ir will be 
made at the hearing, before the < W i l 
of Conciliation: 
A. Finisher. Live* in Jackson Avenue, 
Bronx—has four children, the youngeet of 
them 10 , « * » old.and all working. The u> 
tnther earned $800 for a whole year, as 
J
 shown by bis Indlvldaal pay book kept by 
• • 
f - s 
• 
tiibuted by the children It would be im-
possible for hlra to maintain himself sad 
bis wife. As It is, they are having a hsrd 
struggle, as the cblldron do not work 
regularly.: The wife stated to the visitor 
that her husband-Is greatly distressed over 
the fact that he does not get an equal 
opportunity to work In the factory In slack 
time. -~ 
B. Finisher. Has two children, 6 and 
7 years old. Has earned $287.20 as shown 
by his Individual pay book kept by hit 
employer. Family? Is In great want. They 
lire in a basement, which they get rent 
free in return for Janitor's service in s 
large tenement, which the wife la per-
forming. In addition to working as Jani-
tor, ehe takes In sewing from the neigh-
borhood. Jn spite of that, they have a 
very hard struggle to make both .ends meet. 
C. FlnlBher. Annual earnings aa shown 
by his Individual pay book—$535. Hoi 
five children, from 3 to 13 years o|d. To 
make both ends meet, wife works as Jant-
tress In an old tenement, having no Im-
provements of any kind, and for this gels 
free rent. Homo terribly poor. During 
the winter they had no coal and had to 
apply to a charity organisation for help. 
Husband out of work since Boater. Had 
to go without sufficient food many times. 
Wife and children look under-nourished. 
Wife had a hard time to get the place of 
Janltreaa because of the number of chil-
dren. 
D. Operator. Annual earnings aa shown 
by' Individual pay book -$C7K. Haa one 
child two years old. The family occupies 
a 3-room fiat, out of which one Is dark. 
The home la "kept spotlessly clean. To* 
Wife had 3200 saved up when they were 
married. This was used up partly on es-
tablishing a borne, and the rest In supple-
menting- the husband's Income. But tor 
ber savings, she does not know how tber 
would have gotten along. For the lost 3 
months, the busbaud has not earned a 
cent, and they had to pawn his gold watch 
to buy food. They would take 
If they bad a light room, and 
i aot enough money to move lo 
a larger place. 
Finisher.. Has six children from I 
The oldest working 
ey occupy a flat of 5 
of which 1 are 





pay" $8 a month for the room. This 
makes a total or 9 persons crowded into 
tbe small flat—each room contains a dou-
ble bed. The man has been out of work 
dnce Easter. Annual earnings—$499. 
But for the earntiiKs of the ion It would 
have been Impossible for them to live on 
this Income. Tbe bonse Is very poor. 
F. Operator. Annual earnings as shown 
or the par book—1402.50. Haa four 
children, from 5 to IB years of age. The 
family of six persons has. in addition, iwo 
roomers, occupying a flat of 4 rooms. In-
cluding kitchen, In which two of the chll-
dren sleep. The best room In the boaae 
li occupied by tbe roomers. Since Easter 
be has not been able to earn a living and 
has to depend on the earnings of two chil-
dren—a 13 year old boy who Is earning 
75c a week as an errand boy. and a 16 
year old girl working In a candy factory 
for )4 a week. Another boy Is looking for 
work. He wept bitterly when taken from 
High School. WUo earns about $2 a week 
by taking in sewing. 
O. Finisher. Haa two children—14 and 
18 years of age. The 18 year old boy 
works aa an errand boy and contributes 
13 a week to the family. The 14 year old 
girl does not work; she has tuberculosis. 
A SO. year old girl died of tuberculosis. 
They live In a t ^ a . 3 room Rat. bearing 
marks of great poverty. Although the 
girl died In this house, they are too i»or 
to move. They have a roomer who pays 
IS a month. Wife geta her clothes from 
relatives. 
The employers may contend that the 
reason the workers do not earn wages 
sufficient for their malntensnce. is last 
the Industry Is overcrowded. To this we 
reply:
 f 
1st Tfcat the existing surplus of la>or 
In tbe cloak Industry has been grossly 
exaggerated. It has been claimed that 
there are about twice as many cloakmakera 
la the Industry as tbe number required In 
'h# peak of the euetest a«*S4m. Comsioa 
knowledge and experience refute tha^ as-
wrtlon. As a matter of tact very lew 
rloakmakers remain without work during 
the nine or ten weeks of the year which 
mark the height of tbe two seasons, and 
situations are not unusual where the sip-
ply of Ubor Is Inaufllcfent for the requbV 
«wnt of the Industry- Ths difficulty doe* 
sot Ho In a-material surplus of labor sup-
plied, but In the1 unusual fluctuations in 
the Industry above Indicated. According 
to the report above mentioned tbe number 
. of workers employed a t the height of the 
season In some branches of the trade ex-
ceeds the number of those employed In.the 
slowest season three, four or even flve 
times. 
Snd. Tbe Irregularity of employment In 
tbe Industry is not caused and cannot be 
controlled by the workers. The employers 
may with greater fairness be charged with 
responsibility for the situation. As far as 
we know tbey have made no effort at regu-
larixation of their work, in busy seasons 
they press .Into service hundreds or thou-
sands of new workers, recent arrivals from 
Europe or persons engaged In other Indus-
trie*. Tbey make them cloak worksra. 
and the Union by It* agreement with tho 
employers, must admit them a* members. 
and thereafter Is morally uound to take 
care of them In the same way as of their 
old members. 
3rd. Even If tho number of workers 
were reduced only to those necessary to 
run the machines now installed In the 
factories, the report of the Hoard of Arbi-
tration shows that at least four of the 
occupation* which were enumerated. v.'ouU 
be earning less than 1*00 a year, or from 
$143 to* $353 Jess than the Irreducible 
minimum shown^lo be necessary for a bare 
existence, Foar other occupations, namely, 
skirt cutters, carinas cutters, skirt qp/ter 
preseers and bastera. would be earning 
from $600 to $T00. or an amount which 
in the lanauago of Prof. Chapln's report, 
la "wholly Inadequate to maintain a proper 
standard of living and no setT-respecting 
family should be asked or expected to live 
on such an Income" (page $78). Two oc-
cupations, those of sample finishers and 
Jacket upper preseers would earn eader 
the Impossible Ideal conditions from $T00 
to $880 which, according to Prof. Chawn't 
report would be hardly enough to enable 
a •family to live without outside assistance, 
provided the woman were capable of ea-
.cepttonal management and there, were a a 
emergencies by way of sickness, death or 
other untoward circumstance*. 
Only Me occupation, that ot cutlers. 
would yield aa latcoae of $85? under the 
Ideal conditions mentioned before, just 
high enough to rise above the msrgtnul 
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lino which separates privation from ft 
mere living. 
In conclusion let us point out again that 
the wages we are referring to are those at 
present prevailing in the industry, while 
the cost of living Indicated by Prof. 
Crispin's report baa since risen by over 22 
. per cent. 
Earning* of Womta Wo*ker» 
According to the report of the Board of 
Arbitration tbo following are the possiblo 
highest and actual earnings of-dm women 
week workers employed in the cloak and 
suit Induatry: 
Baetor* 2496 ft 1286 respectively 
Finisher*.'. f 482 ft 2200 
Sample finishers. 1465 & $1S9 
Skirt finishers.. .Mf 8 ft 2832 " 
(Bulletin, of Department-of Labor. No. 
147,—table 17, page 4ft.) 
Nothing i i said In the report as to-
whether these women are married or 
single, or whether tboy are living With 
their own families. We know that, aa a 
rule, a great majority of tfto women em-
ployed In the Industry are unmarried. 
How many of them livo with their own 
families has never been ascertained. It 
stands to reason, however, that the .mere 
fact that they have to work for a living In 
a clothing shop, la an Indication that tho 
family la hot able to support* them. It Is 
quite likely that a much larger proportion 
than Is the case with tho native born 
families'la obliged to board with strangers, 
since the majority of those Women have 
Immigrated from other countries, and a 
great many of them without their lamlHes. 




we hat* considerable authentic Informa-
Uoo. Within the past two years nine 
df the Union havo enacted minimum 
. - - , for women. gi*«U- the wage 
board*, created under those laws, the 
power to fix the minimum Wages In ac-
cordance with the cost of living In thoso 
States. This baa necessitated a very care-
ful investigation of the subject In a num-
ber of these States, in all of these cases. 
wago boards consist of an equal nuni-
of representatives of the manufac* 
4 employee*. In addition to rep-
VM of the general public, There 
Do doubt, therefore, as to the 
strictly impartial character of the finding*. 
I s Ma*ucHuaotta, tor ' «ttmpi*, the 
• i 
minutest Items of expense down to the 
cost of a tooth brusb, and the amount to 
be allowed for movies, waa carefully scru-
tinized and checked by tho representative 
of the employers and reduced to tho mini-
mum which they thought waa necessary. 
How close the estimate waa will be seta 
from the allowance of 20c. a wook for 
doctor's and dentist's services, and 17c. a 
month for movies and theatrical entertain-
ments. . On this basis It waa found that 
the lowest amount on which a single wom-
an could get along In Massachusetts, not 
allowing for savings or Idleness through 
lack df employment, or Illness, la $8.71 
per week. The estimate In Minnesota >• 
from 18.50 to 28,75 per week, while la 
the State of Washington the minimum 
wage fixed, by the board waa 110.00 a week 
for adult women. Considering the hiRliu 
cost of living In thla city we will be mod-
erate in accepting $10.00 per week as the 
amount necessary for n woman to main-
tain heraelf, whloh is equivalent to f 5*4 
per annum. In the light of these facts It 
will be seen that If the number of women 
employed In the Industry did not exceed 
the number of positions open to them at 
the height of the season, they would be 
earning less than the minimum amount 
necessary for their existence. Aa a mat-
ter of fact, howover, with conditions ai 
they MO, tho women workers earn tens 
than half the minimum necessary for ex-
istence, 
' Again the reservation has to be made 
as in the case of the earning* of the men. 
that the figures quoted, being average 
earnings, there Is no doubt that some ol 
tho more favored workers, who are given 
more steady employment, do earn aa 
amount sufficient to maintain themaelt* 
which, however, leaves the other workers 
with earnings still smaller than those in-
dicated by the avorage figures. 
Suadard of Wag*, for Wee. Werker. 
With referace to wage* of the plow 
worker* In the Industry the Union sub-
mits the following proposition: 
All price* to bo p*jd to operators 
and piece tailors shall be adjusted ** 
nearly ** possible upon the baal* *•' 
seventy-five cents for each hour of 
continuous work, and for finishers os 
the basis of sixty centa for each ho" 
of continuous work, and all price* fer 
.. 
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labor shall be as uniform' aa possible 
In all cloak manufacturing establish-, 
menu in greater New York. The 
Union offers to employ a sufficient 
staff of price experts, whose selection 
shall require (he approval of the As-, 
sedation. Such experts shall exam-
ine Bottled prices and have power to 
revise the same. The-y shall act on 
any complaint on the part of the Un-
ion or on the part of the Association. 
All piece prices heretofore agreed up-
on between the employers and work-
ers for the current or approaching 
season shall be revised on the basts 
above set forth. 
This proposition was submitted to the 
Cloak, Suit A Skirt Manufacturers' Pro-
tective Association at a conference held on 
tho 16th day of March, 1915. It was dis-
cussed bjr,the conferees, who finally agreed 
to submit It to the Board of Arbitration 
for decision. The protocol was abrogated 
by the Manufacturers' Association before 
tho Board of Arbitration bad had an op-
portunity to consider the subject, and the 
proposition together with a number of 
other plans then pending, remained un-
determined. 
The principal objects sought to be ac-
complished by the proposed regulation 
above set forth were: 
1. To obtain greater uniformity in the 
wages of pieceworkers throughout the 
industry. 
1. To secure, a Irving wage for the op-
erators, piece tailors and finisher*. 
The present mode of fixing wages of 
piece workers In the cloak and ault In- • 
dustry la most arbitrary and chaotlo and 
Is a t the bottom of most evils and fric-
tions'In the industry, prices are agreed 
upon between each of the two thousand 
Individual employers In tho city and their 
respective workers for «acb separate kind 
sad style of garment, without the slight-
est regard to other establish menu manu-
facturing similar garments and without 
any accepted standard or basis whatso-
ever. In practical operation the. system 
works out as follows; The employees of 
ev»ry cloak manufacturing establishment 
elect from among tbemnelYSg a "Price 
Committee." whose duty it Is to "settle" 
prices with the employer. The Committee 
Is headed by a "shop chairman," likewise 
sleeted by the employees. When the em-
ployer has designed a new 
ment he prepares a sample garment,, which 
he exhibits to the Price Committee with 
the question: "How much will you make 
the garment fort" The Committee ex-
amines the garment, makes a guess at It 
and names a price. If the employer is not 
satisfied with the figure named, ho. will 
offer a lower one.' A process of haggling 
thereupon ensues, which, in most cases, 
eventually results in a compromise. It is 
obvious tfiar in such a process a number 
of dement* other than the value of the 
labor required enter in the determination 
of the result. The employer, who is most 
relentless in bargaining, and who does not 
•brink from threatening and bulldoslng n h 
workers, will, as a rule, stand a belt 
chance to secure a ver? low rate of wsges 
than tho more decent employer. The more 
submissive Price Committee will secure 
less pay for Its constituents than the more 
aggressive price committee. In busy sea-
sons, and when work U plentiful and labor 
scarce, the employer will naturally be in-
clined to yiold a point. In slow seasons, 
when work Is scarce and the employer 
needs his earnings most, tho worker Is 
likely to make the heaviest concessions on 
prices. Sometimes tho employer will force 
his workers to accept an unfair and inade-
quate wage by a threat t o send his work 
to the "sub-manufacturer." 
Tho Institution of "suo-mannfacturers" 
Is a recent development and 1* fraught 
with danger to the cloak Industry. The 
origin, functions and mode of operation of 
the "sub-manufacturers" sure, briefly sjteted. 
as follows: In former years a substantial 
portion of the work In the cloak trade wa» 
being done by "contractors" or "sweaters."* 
These war* middlemen, who would obtain 
from the manufacturers cut material for 
garments and contract to finish them at 
fixed prices per piece. They would do 
their work in their' homes or in small, 
unsanitary shops, ntfuerpnyieg their work-
ers and forcing: them into long hours of 
work. Men working for contractors would 
he paid considerably less than those work-
ing directly for the manufacturers, and 
the difference In watee woald eonaUtatw 
the contractor's profit With the advent 
ot a strong onion in the industry this evil 
waaeefbed. The union Insisted npon equal 
wages to be paid in "contracting", shops 
and "Inside" shone and Induced the mane-
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facturer to maintain equal standards -in 
his own citnblishment ae well aa tn those 
of bli contractors, The-so measures ef-
fected' a i>urtiiil but not a complete cure 
of tha evil and finally, In 1913, too Union 
In a genera) strike against all contractors, 
succeeded In abolishing the remnant *of 
the sweating system In" the Industry.' It 
was the hope of : the workers that the 
middlemen in the, Industry would thus be 
abolished and that hereafter they could 
deal direct with their employers. But that 
hope was frustrated by an Ingenious device 
'on the part of the manufacturers. This 
device consisted In reviving the contractor 
In the guise of an independent manufac-
turer. Instead of turning over to the con-
tractor cut material and paying him for 
the labor of putting tho same together, 
the manufacturer now proceeded to "sell" 
to the same type of person uncut ploco 
goods a t a fixed price and to "buy" from 
him Ms finished product at a fixed price. 
By this process the contractor of old was 
elevated Into the modern "sub-manufac-
turer." Gradually the arrangement varied 
from placo to place. In some Instances 
the manufacturer could not sell the piece 
goods direct to the "sub-manufacturer," 
but would make arrangements with the 
mill to have Much material sent direct to 
tho latter. And Anally, some of such "sub-
manufacturers" actually purchased tholr 
own goods and sold the finished material 
to the manufacturer. The difference be-
tween the legitimate manufacturer and the 
so-called "sub-manufacturer"- always if 
this; That the manufacturer sells direct 
to the trade, while the "sub-manufacturer" 
works for the manufacturer. The exist- . 
ence of th« "sub-manufacturer" Is, of 
course, in all cases dependent upon his 
ability to manufacture the garment at a 
lower coat than the legitimate manufac-
turer, on hit ability to sell his work to 
the manufacturer at a price somewhat 
lower than the cost of production of the 
garment In the Inside shop, still reserving 
ft profit to himself. This can obviously be 
accomplished In only one way: The "sub-
ntasufacturer" must pay leas far labor Per 
garment tha,n the Inside manufacturer. 
Thus the planless and competitive sys-
tem of Individual wage fixing tor the piece 
workers In Mch of the two thousand cloak 
shops In th« city results In the following 
. ftvlls: 
1. Unfair and ruinous competition be-
tween the employers. The least scrupulous 
employers get tholr work dono cbeapeai 
and
 t the bettor class of employers are 
forced to lower standards In their shops 
under penalty of being undersold by their 
competitors. 
2. Development and growth of the "sub-
manufacturing" system. 
. ' A s above* stated, those employers who do 
not succeed In forcing wages In their In-
Bide shops down to the low point attained 
by some of their competitors, seek to re-
coup'themselves by having their work done 
by "sub-manufacturers,'' in other words. 
delegate to the latter the.delicate task of 
forcing down wages and driving their 
workors. The "sub-manufacturers," how-
ever, who begin tholr careers as tools of 
the old manufacturers, often develop Into 
their , competitors, endeavoring to sell 
goods to the same market. This results In 
the abnormal situation which now con-
fronts the Industry; (he members of the 
Protective Association and other leading 
manufacturers complain of the lower 
standards prevailing In the "sub-manufac-
turers' " shops, which they themselves 
have created for the express purpose of 
getting their goods cheaper, i.e., lowering 
standards, and the Irony of the situation 
Is that the manufacturers now seek to put 
the blrfme for tho maintenance of these 
dual standards upon the Union. The "sub-
manufacturing" system and, lta evil In-
fluence in the Industry are due entirely to 
the acts of the manufacturers Induced by 
the senseless competition In Individual 
price making. 
3. Uncertainty and Insufficiency 
pensaUon for workers. 
As tho present system of wage fixing for 
piece workers is not based so much upon 
the quantity and quality of the work as 
upon the respective strength or ability to 
haggle of employer and worker, the 1st-
ter's Income Is more In the nature of a 
gamble than a fair compensation for a 
fair day's work. Moreover, on account ot 
the competitive elements above-mentioned, 
the general tendency Is towards ever lower 
prices, and In numerous instances It occuri 
that operators and finishers are forced to 
wq'rk for starvation wages, even In seaiwns 
when work is plentiful. 
The proposal ot the Union seeks to 
remedy all of these defects by establlshim 
I standard or basis of compensation and 
by making provisions for lis uniform ob-
•nrrance throughout the ludufitry. 
The standard thuB proposed Is based up-
on the unit of a continuous work hour, 
and the compensation suggested, seven ty-
dvo cents for operators and piece tailors, 
and sixty cents for finishers, is entirely 
reasonable and moderate. 
As shown above, the worker in the 
cloak Industry cannot figure on more than 
about tweuty-alx full weeks of work dur-
ing the year, I.e., an average of ono thou-
sand and three hundred work hours. Up-
on that basis tho proposed standard would 
bring up the annual earnings of operators 
and piece tailors to |»7E per year or 
J17.50 per week and those of tho finishers 
to $780 per your, or 116.00 per week If 
their work were done Continuously during 
the period of employment, but It must be 
borne in mind that some time Is lost be-
tween different operators, as above indi-
cated, and the chances are that upon the 
basis of the Union's proposal, average op-
erators and ploce tailors would earn no 
more than about $900 per year and avar-
axe finishers no more than about 1700, 
l c , amounts barely sufficient to maintain 
their families in modest decency and com-
fort. 
To Insure tho enforcement of standards 
the Union proposes to employ an adequate 
number of price experts to examine Into 
and, if necessary, revise settled prices, 
where such prices diverge materially from 
tho standard. Since the Association Is as 
much interestcsjssk the Union in the main-
tenance of uniform wages, the Union Is 
quite ready to provide for joint control of 
ouch prices. The technical obstacle to 
such an arrangement la only this, that 
while the Union has access to all cloak 
shops In the city, the Jurisdiction of the 
Association Is limited to the establishments 
of its own members. Price exports se-
lected by the Association may not gain 
access to non -Association shops. To over-
come this difficulty tho Union proposes tcj 
employ price experts at Us own expense, 
but to submit us choice of such experts 
to the Association for approval or rejec-
tion. Improper price settlements Buy be 
corrected at the instance of the Associa-
tion as well aa at that of the Union. 
The Union is convinced that the emb-
lem of wage fixing for piece workers must 
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, be solved on 
outlined before the industry can hope for 
substantial progress and lasting peace. 
4, Insecurity of employment fur 
worker and constant friction between 
ployer and employee. 
Under the system which leaves prl 
making to the arbitrary agreement 
tween the employer and the Price Co 
mlttee. tho employer will naturally favor 
a pliable committee and will feel rese 
ment toward* such members of tin. co 
mlttee as will take" a more obdurate, atan 
In the defense of what they consider jus-
tice to themselves and their fellow-workers 
In the shop. ' The employer will naturally 
feel tempted to get rid of the "obdurate" 
members of the Price Committee), to dis-
charge them as soon as opportunity pre-
sents itself. The members of tho Price 
Committee will often yield a just c 
for fear of discharge. 
RavUw of Discharge* 
In the foreglng arguments we 
taken for the basis of our Inquiries 
"avorago worker." But while Ibis pro-
cedure Is perfectly proper for the purpose 
of statistical Investigation, it is often mis-
leading In actual practice. The "average 
worker" Is, of coarse, a pure abstraction, 
arrived at by an Imaginary equal division 
of work and wages among all employses 
In the Industry. ID actus! fact, however, 
each worker must figure with hla indi-
vidual work time and Is dependent upon 
hla Individual earnings. The man who has 
only nine weeks' work during the year de-
rives scant consolation from the fact that 
his neighbor 'has employment all year 
round, and tho man who earns 1260 per 
year cannot pay bis food, rent and cloth-
ing from the pay; envelope of his fellow-
worker who earns 11.000 A Tear. 
The Inequality of the worker's oppor-
tunity to earn a living Is, of course, most 
glaring In the seasonal Industrie*, and It 
Is particularly iniquitous and ruinous la 
the cloak making industry. 
In view of this situation a custom, has 
sprung up In the industry many years ago 
by which all workers always soarod, more 
or less equally, alt available work and 
wages. In Other words, "superfluous 
workers" were rarely laid off a t the end 
of the season, sad when the work was not 
enough to go around, it was dlstcibuted 
- • . • - - • . 
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as equally and equitably as possible among 
i all of them, no that no worker would re-
main abnoliitely destitute between seasons. 
This custom was tacitly recognized by 
employers and workers-In tho Industry 
oven prior to the adoption of tho Protocol. 
It was continued while the Protocol was 
In force. 
A djipute having arisen between em-
ployers and workers in the Industry as to 
the exact extent and application of the 
custom, tho Union submitted to the Board 
of Arbitration a request to construe tho 
rlt:lit- of the parties with reference to 
discharges and equal distribution of work 
In the following language: 
" I . BIQHT TO DI3CHAR0E 
"The period of the first two woeks of 
employment shall be considered a period 
of test or trial, and the employer shall 
have tho right to discharge any worker 
during tho said trial period of two weeks 
If he should consider such employee un-
suitable or unsatisfactory for any reason. 
When a worker la retained by the em-
ployer after such trial period of two weeks 
he shall not thereafter be discharged with-
out cause. Causes for discharge shall be 
restricted to Incompetence Or- misconduct 
'Incompetence' within the meaning of this ' 
rule shall be Interpreted to mean an In-
ability of the worker to do the work for 
which he was hired with the average de-
gree of skill possessed by other workers 
In the same line of employment. •Mis-
conduct' shall he interpreted to mean con-
duct incompatible with good order, and 
reasonable discipline In the shop. The 
employer may determine In the first In-
stance whether an employee Is incompetent 
or guilty of misconduct, and ' the worker, 
if aggrieved by the decision of the em-
ployer, may apply for redress to the Com-
mittee on Immediate Action In the manner 
provided fcr by the rulos." 
"». RIGHT TO RnWRaANizs SHOPS 
* 
"The employer has the absolute right 
to reorganise his establishment and work-
' log fores to meet the exigencies of his 
business'from lime to time and to reduce 
'hUcworklng force, provided-tEal such re-
organisation of the establishment and re-
duction' of working force are* undertaken 
in good faith and not for the purpose of 
discharging employees without causs. As 
' proof of'hucb good faith an employer who 
wishes to reduce bis working force shall 
agree not to Increase It again within sit 
months. When an omployer is bound to 
discharge somo of his employees on ac-
count of such reorganization of his es-
tablishment, the employees to be retain^ 
and those to be discharged shall be deter-
rained by the Joint action of the clerks
 e« 
tho two organizations, and If such clerks 
fall to agree, by the Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Immediate Action. The selec-
tion shay be mado in each case with a 
view to securing to the employer a compe-
tent staff of workers suitable to his re-
quirements and to doing Justice to the 
employees. In the. observance of these 
principles the workers to be retained mat 
bo chosen by lot. on tho basis of eonlorlty 
In employment, or upon any other fair and 
Impartial method, agreed upon by bolh 
sides." 
"III. EQUAL DISTRIBUTION OP WORK 
"When the omployer does not hate 
enough work to occupy the entire time of 
all of his employees, the work In the shop 
shall be distributed as equally as possible 
among all of his employees so as to glre 
each of such employees a chance to ean 
equal wages." 
In support .of these contentions itae Un-
ion argued that immunity from wholesale 
or arbitrary discharges and a provision tor 
equal distribution of work in slow seasoni 
were necessary for tho workers in the In-
dustry for the following reasons: 
I. Aside from a small number of work-
ers who come Into the industry during the 
height of the season only, and may be 
designated as casual workers, the cloak-
makers depend entirely end exclusively oa 
their earnings In (he cloakmsklng Indus-
try. As a rule they * " u n f l t , o r *** b u l 
tailoring work, and as the seasons In ill 
tailoring Industries correspond to each 
Other pretty closely, and all are over-
crowded, there is rarely a chance for a 
cloakmaker to find employment In an; 
other branch of the needle industry darts* 
off seasons. If then the employers are to 
be permitted to discharge all "superfluous 
workers" at the end of each short season. 
the result would be that the favored few 
would enjoy a full year's work and a de-
cent Income, while the bulk of tba workers 
In the Industry would be left without asj 
• 
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Income or resource* whatsoever during the 
long periods between seasons. The wages 
earned by the cloakmnkers during Ihe sea-
sons are lar from sufficient to support 
them oil year round, consequently the. 
workers discharged at the end of tho sea-
sons would bo thrown upon charily for 
relief. The Union contended and contends 
that the Industry n-t-ir ts primarily 
charged with ihe support of the workers 
in It. '" ' 
3. If all "surplus workers" would be 
thrown out of employment at the end of 
the busy season they would of necessity 
endeavor to secure some work and would 
underbid their more fortunate follow-
workers who retained their JODB. and the 
result would bo an unhealthy and ruinous 
competition between the workers In the 
industry, a cutting of wages and a demoli-
tion of all standards. 
3. fY view of the fact that the bulk of 
the employees are ptec« workers aod that 
tholtfwagea are fixed for each separate 
style of garment, tho men acting on the 
"Price Committee" could bardly be ex-
ported to have the courage of holding out 
for a decent wage. If they knew that their 
jobs wore entirely at the mercy of their 
employers, Again, standards would In-
evitably be lowerod under a system of free 
and arbitrary discbarges on the part of 
the employers. 
In this connection It must be remem-
bered that' the system of tolerably per-
manent tenure of employment and equal 
distribution of work does not Impose any 
additional expense or appreciable incon-
venience on the employer. As stated above, 
the Test, majority of workers are paid by 
tho piece. The week workers are also not 
paid by the «ajfc. but by the hour. lb 
other words. If a so-called "week worker" 
should work only three, hours during any 
week, he would be paid for three hours 
and not.for a full week. Thus the aggre-
gate wages paid by the employer is always. 
measured by tho quantity of work pro-
duced In bis shop and not by the number 
of his employees. An employer who gltes 
s full day's work to 10 persons would pay 
no less for his work than the one* who 
give* ha!MiEie employment to SO men. 
Tho employer may make «omo economies 
In overhead charges by employing a small' 
er number of men at full time than a 
larger number of men at part time, but 
these economies are so pall 
hot entitled to be considered as an 
to vital ctblcal and economic const* 
tfons which support the worker's demand 
As stated above, tho proposal was sub-
mitted by the Union to the Board of Arbi-
tration not ss a request for a new arrang< 
ment, but as an Interpretation of existing 
rights under Ibe Protocol. The Board 
Arbitration, after many exhaustive hear-
ings on the subject, rendered a very com-
plete and Illuminating decision on the llat 
day of January, 1916, and we herewith 
reproduce the principal points of a decision 
as bearing upon the Issues discussed: 
* "It was proposed, In creating 
protocol, to insure to the Indlvldi 
employe not only the compliance w!1 
tbe Bpeclftc provision named In the 
protocol/which involved changes In a 
large part of the shops; but to secure 
to tbe Individual employe, through 
the protocol, the enforcement of fair, 
reasonable and just treatment by bis 
employer; such treatment which in-
dependently of tbe protocol, could or-
. dlnarlly have been enforced only 
through strike*. That Is. the proto< 
was devised to enforce tor the twin 
of the employe a right to fair 
Just treatment; or. to put It in another 
way, to secure, through the Instru-
mentality of the protocol, tbe reason-
able certainty that the employer would 
not exercise his legal rights oppres-
sively or unfairly. 
The Union, by signing the protocol, 
relinquished Its right to secure by 
strike more than It waa gutting, and 
there was substituted for that relin-
quished power of strike, the powers 
created under this agreement, which 
constitutes a government to control 
tbe relations between employer and 
employe. And as this Union and other 
Unions had frequently exercised/the I r 
right to enforce the fair. Just and 
reasonable exercise by the employer 
of his legal rights in regard to the 
administration of business, and la re-
gard to hiring and discharging, so 
this instrument Involved In Us crea-
tion the right to secure, through Its 
provisions, the'same thin*. &«t It 
substituted for The strike the ma-
chinery of the protocol as a menus of 
securing the fair and reasonable ox-
ISHH 
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erclse by the etnployor of those rights 
which were, by law. vented in him. 
Wo are of the opinion, therefore, 
t ha t underlying the protocol, and ot 
tho ewence of Ua existence, must ho 
a spirit of fairness, that It m u s t be 
understood as a basis for any proper 
Interpretation of It and application of 
it ; that Hi*- part ies desire by li„ pro-
visions to promote, foster and develop 
square dealings in all of the relations 
ot employer and employe; t ha t Us 
purpose must bo-read in the light ot 
an honest attempt to eliminate un-
consclonable and unjust conditions in 
this important nod necessary relat ion-
ship; t ha t unreasonable ar ts or de-
mands are not to bo expected from 
either of the parties, and that any-
thing of tha t nature would bo. tn vio-
lation of the fundamental purpose of 
the protocol; t ha t In the light of these 
basic principles, the Board decides a s 
bearing upon tho questions of dis-
charge. 
Tha t no employe who can be- con-
sidered as a regular employe, should 
be discharged unfairly o r without r e i -
Monable ground*. In oilier w o r d s 
tha t th* spirit of falrm** and trie rule 
of reason be Used to determine 
whether or not an employe should b e 
•dine barged; 
That the right of' determining this 
must In the first Instance rest with 
the employer, and that any employe, 
deeming himself unjustly t reated, has 
a r ight to make bin complaint and 
have his grievance hoard in_tho regu-
lar manner . And In thd hearing of 
such oases. It Is understood tba t tho 
parties administering the protocol a re 
to .look Into a l l the facts and to apply 
the same standard* for determining 
the case, thus eliminating the burden 
of proof from all consideration. •: 
That statement, and what 'vhoars 
upon. . the other branches, nifty per-.. 
'baps be amplified by this fur ther 
s tatement: 
T h * power of administration, disci-
pline and discharge vested In the em-
ployer shall be exwxlswd in * fair, and 
reasonable manner, «*d if the nfo-
prtety o r « W / a e t t o * to qns . t l o . ed , * 
*hall be awibjcct to rwitewi 
nsuBod heroin, shall be Interpreted in 
the light of tho spirit and of the.pur-
• pose of tho protocol as stated, and" 
that spirit and purpose Includes. 
among other things, the following: 
F i r s t — T o assist the employer la 
the peaceful and uninterrupted op-
oration of bis*-factory, in establishing 
and maintaining reasonable discipline, 
and In promoting such economy and 
efficiency of production as may be se-
cured by co-operative effort. 
Second.—To assist t he Union In es-
tablishing the strength and efficiency 
of ita organization, and raise tho 
s tandard throughout the trado. to the 
end tha t the Union power may be 
adoquato to carry the responsibilities 
and perform the duties Imposed upon 
It by tho protocol, and to promote the 
co-operation and good will between 
the Union and tho Association, so es-
sential to the successful operation 
the protocol, and to the xolntlot 
the problems of the industry. 
Third.-—Subject to tho forej 
provisions, to assist t he Individual 
worker In obtaining such security and 
continuity In h is employment, such 
equity in the distribution of work and 
' such fairness of general trealm™t 
and of conditions a s may be possible 
and practicable, having regard to the 
unavoidable-fluctuations and exigen-
cies of the work, and tho Imperfec-
tions and limitations of ordinary hu-
mau nature by which this enormously 
difficult Industry must be admin-
istered. 
And.as bearing upon the question 
of what is "fair and reasonable." In 
\ the division of the work, the follow-
lag may be of assistance as a guide. 
The equal division of work la to be 
regarded as desirable and necessary 
in thU lutltittry, for It mos t bo ac-
knowledged ihat It should be made 
pos«lh|e for . the people called Into the 
L Industry, and who are regularly em* 
N. ployed therein, to earn a reasonable 
livelihood, hut the principle of the 
equal division of the work Is ineepar-
al.lj bound up with the principle of 
control of labor supply." 
It will thus be seen that t he Board of 
Arbitration did no t agrfce with the con-
struction, sought for by the Union, bu t In-
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stead of that Hot up the principle that thp 
Tight to discharge workers reals with the 
employer, hut that such right should not 
be exercised unfairly and without rea-
sonable grounds. That when a worker 
claims to have been discharged unfairly. 
unjustly or unreasonably, his complaint 
must bo hoard, and If round justified, the 
worker must he reinstated; and also that 
equal division of work in alow seasons 1« 
desirable and necessary In the industry. 
Or to slate the proposal In still different 
language, the Board recognised the right 
of the employer to discharge his worker, 
hut It also'affirmed the right of the worker 
so discharged to a review of the causes of 
the discharge. 
The Union has accepted the decision of 
the Board, and Us present request Is f or-
itiulated la the spirit and practically In the 
language of that decision. 
The employers now take the position 
that their right to discharge Is a sacred 
right, not subject to arbitration. To thta 
•a reply that we grant without hesitancy 
the employer's legal right to hire and fir« 
as ho wjshea. But it roust also be borne 
In mind that the worker has the similar 
!-s:tl right to asapk or to refuse to work a* 
he pleases, and that the strl 
of the Union Is a legal, legitl 
feeUre weapon to correct the abuse*, of 
power on the part of the employer. This 
right of the worker is as sacred for him as 
the employer's right to discharge, and this 
right he *had-surrendered undor the Pro-
tocol in consideration of the employer's 
surrender of his right to deat with his 
hands arbitrarily. The present proposal 
then Is not to deprive the omployers of 
any of their legal rights bat one of a vol-
untarly arrangement by which both parlies 
are to limit their legal rights In the inter-
ests of peace In the Industry. 
The requests of the Union grouped onder 
the heading "Miscellaneous Regulations" 
are self-explanatory and require no further 
comment They aim partly at checking the 
tendency to overcrowd the Industry with 
workers and partly to curtailing the de-
moralizing factor of the small middleman 
In the industry. 
Dated, New York. July ISth, 1 9 » . 
Respectfully submitted. 
MORRIS Hrt.U}Un\ 
Attorney for Cloahmskers' Unions and 
International Ladles' Oarment Workers' 
Union. 
The Story of the Month in the Cloak Trade 
Br A. ROSEBU*Y 
CLOAK MANUFACTURERS OF NEW YORK AND 
I'UBUC OPINION 
In court* of last month the *clonk 
manufacturers of the protective .Aaaocla-
llou had a hard nut to crack. They ex-
pected an easy victory over the Union, bat 
they made a wrong calculation. Aa soon 
as the Association abrogatad the protocol. 
Us leaders launched their old fossilized 
lactic* Q? non-recognition. But th* Union 
Immediately compelled them to come out 
hoMly before the world. 
"Bo you, gentlemen, want war or peace 
In the Industry?" Bach was. in substance, 
the essence of ihe very diplomatic, yet 
unmistakable meaning of the letter ad-
ores**! by th* Union to th* AjwoctaUo* 
fcno" W r y manufacturer separately at the 
' i d of June. This masterful comniuttlca. 
UoB immediately made;* b i t It Indicate* 
in no uncertain tone that the Union had 
every •pacific Intention in the world, but 
Insisted on the rights of tBe workers. 
More than a month elapsed sine* the 
Manufacturers' Protective Association had 
abrogated the protocol, Waa not this In 
Itself an act of war? Did not the em-
ployers thus Are the Brut shot? What waa 
now the alternative before (he Union? 
The natural reply to that war-Uk* act 
would have been a. prompt declaration of 
a general strike. 'But the Union acted 
thoughtfully and with deliberation 1* first 
of all sending a friendly and honestU-
wonled ultimatum. 
The atmosphere was immediately 
Charted with, elsetrlcUy, so to sej- Dark 
clouds rolled overhead presaging an ladaa-
trial storm. Only tw* weeks had been 
give*, Tbet» two weeks wottM soon paw 
and New fork would viioew a repetition 
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shops and factories at a standstill, the 
Btroets crowded with Idle "Workers, the 
cloak and suit Industry paralyzed and 
thousands of people, engaged In other 
tradoa, suffering as a result. 
PROMINENT CITIZENS SUGGEST PEACEFUL 
ADJUSTMENT 
Influential people of the Jewish com-
munity—Jacob SchIff, Oscar Stranss, Louis 
Marshall, Syrus L, Sulxborger. and J. L.-
Magnes, took notice of (ho Impending In-
dustrial cataclysm. The public still had a 
vivid recollection of the hlatorlc struggle 
of five years ago and thought that a strug-
gle on a similar scale in the cloak industry, 
when the trade crista entailed by the war 
was hardly over, would bo little short of 
a misfortune for New Tor* City. Accord-
ingly they wrote to tho Union and the 
Manufacturers' Association suggesting a 
peaceful adjustment. Here aro a few ex-
tracts from their letter: 
, • « * 
Under ordinary circumstances, wo should 
hesitate greatly to approach you on this 
matter. But in these days of war and 
catastrophe, we cannot, in good conscience, 
be the mute witnesses to an Impending 
struggle In yoor Industry, a struggle which 
would affect some fifty thousand workers. 
and several thousand employers, and many 
thousands of others dependent upon them. 
Warfare will disturb the orderly progress 
of an Industry which the community has 
of lute boon taught to look upon with 
pride, A conflict at the present time would 
mean an appalling economic and moral 
waste to tho entire community? and will 
engender a bitterness.that will last many 
years. • - • • 
We cannot, however, bring ourselves to 
believe that matters havo come to such a 
pass that serious strife and Ha distressing 
consequences are absolutely the only way 
out On tho contrary, we feel that a rea-
sonable solution of the problem can and 
ought to be found, 
We have I earned with considerable In-
terest that the union has proposed to you 
. that the contentions ID the Industry be 
forthwith 
Uon when they abrogated the protocol 
May 20; four daya before the Board ot 
Arbitration was to decide the questions In 
dispute. By giving Instructions to their 
member* not to deal with tho workers in 
the shops as union men they made It 
pear as If ;they had adopted that m 
policy. 
However, the Uolon frustrated th 
plans by sheer tact and wise deliberation. 
The' events of July, 1916. will be in-
scribed with golden letters on tho pages 
of the history of the Cioakmnkera' Union. 
Barely, if ever, haa^the trado union move-
ment placed to Ita credit a greater success 
of arms, in the shape of tact and wise 
diplomacy than has the Cloakmakors' Un-
ion last month under the guidance and 
leadership of MorrlB Hlllqult,' Benjamin 
Schleslnger and the committee of seven 
selected by t'he Cloaktnakers' Joint Board 
and General Executive Board of the Inter-
national. 
EMPLOYERS' INSINUATIONS LEAVE PUBLIC 
UNCONVINCED 
The letter addressed to the manufac-
turers by the Union was characterised In 
the general press as an ultimatum. Vet 
as such it unmistakably declared: "We 
want peace and arbitration and not a 
strike." In his reply to Mr. Schiff's com-
mittee President Schleslnger briefly stated: 
Wo don't want a tight We want our 
rights. We bellove we can trust the pro-
Ksals and plans of the men who wrote a letter. A strike is not wanted by u* 
in these hard times, but we will not see 
the -anion crushed. If that Is what the 
manufacturers want 
The public quickly realised the entire 
situation and protests against the manu-
facturers' attitude appeared in the press. 
Some dally papers even commented edi-
torially on the crisis. 
in the circumstances the manufacturers 
felt bound to change their attitude on the 
subject ot arbitration. After a stormy 
submitted for adjust moot to a 
ronimlttee or board of unbiased persons. 
We would urge you in the public Interest, 
as well as.Is the true interest of employer 
and employe, to accept this proposal, meeting they, no doubt reluctantly, came 
Could the manufacturer, reject this ° l " * l l h a " « very definite statement 
proposal. However bellicose the disport-
tton of Mr. Hameman and hi . coUea««>«> 
they could not Ignore the earned request 
such prominent men in the oopSmirnlty 
..jusly they felt Inclined to put on th<; 
id rusty armor, "nothing to arb!t^ate.,• 
clearly must have been their in ton-
' ' -
 
intimating their willingness to appear be-
fore a "council of conciliation." 
A remarkable feature of this entire con-
troversy was the precise and clear-cut 
language of the Union. The Association. 
the other hand, has continually 
ulged in Insinuations aud hurled ac-
iiTfliiitlffiii 
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citations against tlio workers' orgaiiira-
tlon. 
The Chairman of the Executive Board 
of tbo Association gave out several state-
ments to the press In which he character-
ised the Union aa a collection of Anarchists 
and Syndicalists whoso object It w&s.to 
Introduce Into the shop* the co-operative 
commonwealth. According to Mr. Ileine-
nmn'i official statement the Cloakmaknrs' 
Union was "not an American Union but a 
radical Socialist group that made a peace 
agreement a means to continue the class 
struggle." Obviously in employing those 
tactic* his aim was to gain public opinion 
on the sido of the employer?. If so, II was 
an error In Judgment; public opinion 
grasped the situation much better than we 
could bavo expected. 
Since the Union had stated the wishes 
of the workers In clear, unambiguous 
terms, the Intelligent public was perspica-
cious enough to see through the game the 
manufacturers were playing, and tbo r in-
sinuations and accusations left the great 
public unconvinced. 
The demands of the Union were clearly 
set forth' In the historic letter addressed 
to the manufacturers by the Union on 
June 18, which said; 
We do not desire to revive the protocol 
*lth its Intricate machinery and perpetual 
dnratlpn, but propose Instead a t'.mple 
working agreement, limited in time to one 
or two years, .which shall contain provi-
sion* for ^Treasonable minimum w«jw 
scale for week-workers, a uniform bail* of 
My for piece workers, equal distribution 
of work, a method tor tbn adjustment of 
disputes through the medium of oar re-
spective organisations, as representatives 
of the employers and workers In the In-
dustry/, and such other provisions as shall 
be found necessary to maintain proper 
standards and preserve peace in the In-
dustry. 
If this was Syndicalism and Anarchism, 
then the manufacturers were apparently 
bent on throwing sand In tbo ores cf the 
public. Such statement* were an Insult 
to common sense. 
AGREE TO CONCILIATE BUT PURSUE 
MILITANT POLICY 
The note In reply addressed lo'the Union 
by the Association, intimating their will-
ingness to come before a council ol con-
ciliation, by no means revealed their in-
tentions. The Union merely scored a 
Mint; It. compelled them: to come forth 
33 
least vagiie from their concealm 
and ambiguous phraseology. Her* Is a 
copy of the note. Let It remain on record 
for future generations: 
Benjamin Schleslnger. Esq., President In-
ternational Ladles' Garment Workers' 
Union; Ktmer Rosenberg, Esq., Presi-
dent Joint Board Cloak and Skirt 
Makers' Union, New York City. 
Oontlomen* We have your letter of the 
88th ultimo. We are willing to go before 
g Council of Conciliation, to be made up 
of disinterested and neutral parties, and 
to lay our. case before them, with the un-
derstanding that arbitrable questions may 
be left to a Hoard of Arbitration, to be 
subsequently formed. If necessary. Very 
truly yours, 
CHAS. HElNEMAN. 
Chairman Executive Board. 
In a separate letter to the Schlff Com-
mittee the employers, however, placed an 
obstacle In tbo way that made the situation 
extremely doubtful. This plainly led to 
the Inference that the militant tactics of 
the Association had not subsided, even 
though they accepted peace overtures. 
That letter said in part: 
When, however, you know the situation 
as thoroughly as we do, you will rosllso 
with u* that there are certain matters of 
vital principle that we cannot surrender. 
Indeed, If We did surrender them, we are 
certain we should forfeit your respect for 
us. On the other band, we court the 
fullest Investigation Into our conduct, not 
only of the whole five years past, but es-
poclaily .of the rocont history of our rota-
tions leading up finally to the inevitable 
termination of relations- W* are confi-
dent, whcrivtheae facts are fully disclosed 
to you, that you will marvel at our pa-
tience and forbearance. 
The "arbitrable questions," thy "mat-
ters of vital principle" they could "not 
surrender" and the editorial in the New 
York Times cast a shadow of uncertainly 
over the Controversy: The Union waa 
open-minded; the Association tried to win 
the public over, not by a precise statement 
of facts but by placing the Union In a bad 
odor. While, on one bend, thay intimated 
their readiness to appear before aa im-
partial commute* and. U possible, con-
clude a new treaty of peace, on the otter 
hsnd they Insisted on the Union being a 
"bunch of radicals" and Impossible to get 
on with. 
SOME C* THE EMPLOYEES- CONTENTIONS 
One of their contentions was that of sea 
•tonnage* investigated the Workers had 
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* e n at fault in 351 case*, and the clerks wha t extent the sub-manufacturer, who la 
really a contractor, is encouraged anil 
mainta ined by tho large manufacturer. 
Because these shops enjoy tho secret pro-
tection of t he big employer they a r e even 
less amenable to control than the Inde-
pendent shops. The workers ID the large 
•hops contemplate the sab-manufacturer 
' o n t o w d them back to work . On these 
par t ia l figures, lorn from their context, 
they bafU up a theory t ha t the Union 
could not maintain discipline In the shops. 
But tho fact that tho workers were ordered 
back to work proves t ha t discipline was 
maintained, l a view of the fact t ha t to 
' a lmost all eases It I t . the.employer and bis with a feeling akin to te r ror ; for the price 
supervisors who cause the hot blood by committee Is often Intimidated into ac-
pcttjr tyrannies, the wonder Is not that o p t i c * a lower price owing to a veiled or 
s toppages occur-but that the workers have opwn th rea t by the employer to. send the 
such enduring patience. When utteniptt at work out to tho sab-factory. Freuuently 
mediat ion fall the temporary stoppage Is t he buljc of the work does go to" the sub 
the only form of protest left to the worker factory, while the Inside workers go Idle 
who feels aggrieved: and he ofl*n does T h i s throws the onus of responsibility f»r 
himself Justly aggrieved, f t h* mushroom growth of the small ahoi» 
er contention, was t h a t ' t h o yn lon ent irely on the shoulders of the employer*-
trol the "social" or small afcon* It Is t he system of eentracUnf and sub-
wblca compete with the large fartortefcY; eoutraeUngv encouraged by the employer 
f Nothing could bave been be t te r ealcii- because It tends to Increase his profits tha ' 
latod to mislead tbo public than this State-' h u fo* years boon tho greatest evil la th* 
m e n t The sub-manufacturing evil which garment tradea. T h e "social" shop ma* 
baa been so keenly felt In the t rade for t h e , faa've originally s tar ted with being • help 
last two or three years is not a fawillnr to the mannfactarer . and ir now its owner 
te rm to the general public. People, out- t u r n s around and rends him, he is htmsel ' 
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Such were tin- contentions with which 
the manufacturers endeavored to justify 
their action. T h e public, however, could 
not got ovor the f a c t , t h a i the manufac-
tured, betng the Drat to commit an act if 
wan had undoubtedly planned a . re turn 
to pic-protocol condi t ion! In tho trade. 
Some members of the Association had el-
ready reduced prices a s much a t 30 par 
cent, on var ious ga rment s n ^ t h e bargain-
ing- between fhrtiruu-lvea aud the Drlco 
committees, m er.it.> of Mr. Helnemac 's 
statement tn the press that the Association 
would maintain existing ra tes . 
UNION LEADERS ON THE ALERT 
Credit Is due to the representat ives of 
the Union, a n d Attorney Morris Hiliqi.it 
in particular, for the assiduity with whleh 
tnoy watched every move of the manu-
facturers. The centra l idea underlying all 
tho dallheratlons of tho elected represent-
ative* of tho Jo in t Board and the officer* 
of tho Internat ional was In effect: '"We, 
by all means , des i re peace, but we ore 
ready for war ." 
Tho following s ta tement by President 
Si-hltMinger tn one of tho dally papers in-
dteatefl the c a ^ a n and forethought exsr-
ciaeO by tho representat ives of the Union: 
Everything is ready, W e need only 
press a button and tho 80.000 garment 
workers tn o a r union go on s t r ike . 
In. (to reply to our let ter the manufac-
turers' association polhtedly avoids the use. 
of tho t e rm "board of a rb i t ra t ion ," a i d 
sienifios Its willingness to meet our repre-
wmUtWes in a "council of conciliation." 
We nave a suspicion t h a t t h e manufac-
turers will t ry to make use of. th i s council 
of conciliation merely to drag things j*Ioag 
until the season when It becomes Impcs-
albfo toy the garment worker* to s t r ike . 
I t may be t h a t they Intend merely to 
use this conciliation council for talking 
things over, not tp t ake the placo of the 
abrogated protocol. In t h e courss of an-
other fortnight or th ree weeks the most 
favorable t imo for n s t r ike la t h e .garment 
Industry will .be here . If the manufac-
turer) can prolong discussion a n d Indeci-
sion until a few weeks af ter th i s time, i t 
will he . too la te for a cloak makers ' 
*rrlk# to be effective. Therefore we of tUs 
International Ladles ' Garment Workwa" 
ttnloa a w curious to see , now tha t taa 
membership of the conncll, its Urns of 
meeting, and IU method of procedure ore 
M a « ar ranged. Just what will folio*. If. 
as we Duspect. w e flad t h e r e l a a dlaposl-
H M QB t h e pa r t of the manufacturers 
Wrwy to talk ta n o purpose we will order 
a aklrersal s t r ike , within t h e sext W o w 
Ibree wo&ks. •,%"•:< ";•••.. .,...•;.,. •&.-; "•,
 ;-_ ./ 
While we have one committee In 
room ar rang ing for peace we have snothi 
j u s t , a s busy m ano the r room ar rang ing 
evory detail of this s t r ike . Already, t h e 
ten locals which comprise tho union, and 
the i r numerous branches, have been fully 
Instructed -as to their course of procedure 
In case n* s t r ike Is ordered. Wo h a r e only 
to press an electric button an j the ntrlku 
!• on. 
MAYOU MITCHEL TAKES A HAND i 
At the request of both parties Mayor 
MItchel- appointed the following woli-
Vnown clt turns as members of the Council 
of Conciliation to give hearing to both 
aides and try to bring about a peaceful 
unders tanding: 
Dr. Felix Adler, leader of t h e Society 
for Ethical Cul ture and Chairman of the 
National Society for the Prevention of 
Child Labor; Louis D. Brandeii , the Chair-
man of the now defunct Board of Arbitra-
tion; City Chnmborialn Henry Druere; Dr. 
George W. Kfrchwey of Columbia Law 
School; ex-Judgo Walter C. Noyes of the 
United Sta tes Circuit Court of A p p e a l . 
and Cbarlea r(. n»roh*lmer. President of 
t h e Chamber of Commerce. 
In announcing tho appointments the 
Mayor mado thla s ta tement : 
"Having conferred with the representa-
tive* of tho Cloak Makers' Unions and t h e 
Manufacturers ' Protective Association, and 
for the purpose 'of avert ing a threatened 
s t r ike . I have named the six nierabtra of 
t h e Council of Conciliation la the cloak 
Industry. 
"I t rust these gentlemen will succeed 
not only in avert ing the threatened crisis 
in this important Industry, but win be 
able to Bnd some constructive plan for the 
future avoidance of such crises." 
Doth parthas oOteUlty expr***e4 -their 
satisfaction with the Mayor's Council. The 
manufacturers , however, made certain 
reservat ions which seemed to indicate that 
they wore not a l together ssii^fted. Mr. 
Helaeman assured a T imes reporter that 
t h e Council named could coma t o only "one 
conclusion as to t h e causes leading up to 
the terminat ion of the protocol," and he 
added: 
"As to the making of th% new; agree-
ment, these gentlemen will learn tost this 
cannot be accontpllshsd without taking in-
t o consideration tb« actual burin*** tacts 
of th*; Indoatry a s d cer ta in fundamental 
printtples. These principles we ucvsr •ar-
re&dered whs*) * e algnsd tBe protocol, ana 
never will sur rendsr . bwegkse tk*y *r* 
principle* tha t are not nrMtras ls ." 
• ~ ^ " - ^ * - - '•- ' i H s f t ^ M 
!«* :.,ra«*Bsr-M 
• 
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The reporter subsequently gave the fol-
lowing explanation as to what Mr. .Heine-
man had meant by the "principle*" which 
the manufacturers would not surrender: 
The manufacturers h a w takon a Ann 
stand against the establishment of a mini-
mum scale and the compulsory equal dis-
tribution of work. The unions Insist on 
these polnta. The manufacture™ want a 
long-term protocol to establish the Industry 
on a firmer basis, while tho unions will 
fight for n short-term agreement of one or 
two years, at tho expiration of which they 
may seek new concessions from the manu-
facturers. 
The manufacturers have yielded what 
was perhapa tha greatest contention of the 
unions—the establishment of a'permanent 
Hoard of Arbitration. Slnco Iho abroga- • 
Hon of'the 1910 protocol by tho manufac-
turers the unions have had no way to air 
their grievances except through a strlko. 
COUNCIL'S FIRST SESSION 
Tha first session of tho Council of Con-
ciliation opened Wednesday. July 14, at 
10 a. m. Dr. Felix Adlor, who had been 
appointed Chairman, made .the Opening 
Speech from which a few characteristic 
sentences follow: 
-
The appointment of this* committee Is in 
linelf an event of some importance. 
Twenty years ago a mayor of Now York 
would not have thought of appointing a 
committee looking to tha removal of the 
causes of Industrial friction- The fact that 
the Mayor has done so In this Instance 
Indicates that a new social note haa been 
struck In our' politics—a marked step la 
advance. 
• 
Despite tho official orlxlii of this body 
, i t haa no coercive power. We are hero 
>*BpIy to render our friendly offices look-
Industrial peace. Yet there la a 
In authority, a certain preasurr- In this 
,ly voluntary power, the pressure of full text of which Is given on the next 
public opinion which desires to 
trial peace. 
We are not here to go Into the deep 
fundamentals winch underlie Industrial 
life;- but wo are to .work hero in the hop* 
that we may bring about a modus Vivendi. 
But there should be when this council lias 
concluded Its work a commission created 
charged with Investigating the fundamen-
tal causes which have produced these dlf-
roreuces at the top, the differences with 
which this body Is concerned. 
Morris Hlllquit, representing the Union, 
Intimated right at the start that, "Not-
withstanding tho voluntary character of 
this council, wo aland ready to abide by 
whatever definite conclusion It reach™. 
providod tho employers will do the same." 
Mr. Julius Henry Cohen, on tho other hand. 
waii unable to. say whether or not the As-
sociation would abide by the decision of 
tho Council before consulting them. 
Mr. HIHqult asked for two hours in 
which to present the Union's side 
of tho disagreement, while Mr. Cohen 
asked for nve honra in which to present 
the grievances of the manufacturers. Eacli 
was granted an hour and a halt, with a 
possible extension of time. Counsel for 
the Union submitted a printed statement, 
which he had prepared In advance, giving 
the history of the disagreement and a 
statement of the requests of the Union for 
tho workers In the .vmrlo.ua. branches of 
trado. This very interesting statement 
appears on page 7. 
Tho sessions, of the Council lasted nearly 
two weeks. During tha time a mass of 
evidence was taken and witnesses heard 
from both aide*. The Council sat In execu-
tive session for aeveral days and on July 
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• IF-NOT—WHY NOT? 
Get «tc from your Local Secretary and show your employer and your 
. • 
, • • . 
Report and Recommendations of the Council of 
Conciliation in the Cloak, Suit 
and Skirt Industry 
July *4. 1915. 
Tho Council appointed by the Mayor of 
the City of New York to assist the Cloak. 
Suit and Skirt Manufacturers' Protective 
Automation and tlio International ladles ' 
Garment Workers' Union to reach an 
Mreement on the matter* at present in 
controversy bot ween then), record on be-
half of tfio general public, tholr apprecia-
tion of the peaceful and progressive rela-
tions which hare existed In the Cloakmak-
loft Industry during the past Ave years, n 
state of things duo not only to the en-
lightened aelMntorest of the employers 
and vase earners, hut also to the large 
social ideals which have animated both 
sides If this fair prospect bus for the 
moment been clouded, and these friendly 
relatione Jiavo, suffered a temporary Inter-
ruption, It la the aim and the hope of this 
Council to paves*!** way for their resump-
tion, not only to prevent ground previously 
istned from being lost, but to bring about 
advances In new* directions. 
The Council remind both sides of the 
wry notable achievement already to their 
credit in the creation of the covenant 
known aa the "Protocol." And If this in-
strument has been found defective In cer-
tain- particulars. It should bo modified, re-
constructed or some more suitable agree-
ment put in its place. In the endeavor to 
work out the plan of a new compact of 
this sort, the Council has laid down the 
following fundamental rule: 
t ha t the principle of Industrial efficiency 
and that of respect for the essential human 
"gal* of t a e worker should always be 
applied Jointly, priority being assigned to 
aelther- Industrial efficiency may hot b e . 
"winced to th« interests of the workers, 
for how can It bo to their Interest to de-
stroy the business on which they depend 
lor a living:, nor may efficiency be declared 
paramount to the human rights of the 
•orkere; for hfcw tn toe. Ion* run can the 
"aduatrial offleioncy of a country be main-
tained tf the hnraan values of its worker* 
are diminished 'or destroyed. The delicate 
sdjuatweat required to reconcile the two 
principles named, mast be made. Peaeo 
and progress depend upon complete loyalty 
In the effort to reconcile them. 
WE. THEREFORE. FIND:— 
I. Under the present competitive system 
the principle of Industrial efficiency 
quires that the employer shall be free and 
unhampered In the performance of the 
administrative functions which belong to 
him, and this must bo taken to Include— 
(a) That he la entirely free to select 
his employees at his discretion. 
(b) That he la free to discharge the 
Incompetent, the Insubordinate, the Ineffi-
cient, those unsulted to the shop or ihoeo 
unfaithful to their obligations. 
(c) That he 1* free In good faith to 
reorganize his shop whenever, in his judg-
ment, the conditions of business should 
make it necessary for him to do so. 
(d) -That he la free to assign work 
quiring a superior or special kind of skill 
to those employees who possess the requi-
site skill.
 / 
(e) That whilo.lt Is the dletste of com-
mon sense, aa well as common humanity. 
In the slack season to distribute work as 
far as possible equally among wage earn-
ers of ' the same level andVchoracVr of 
skill, this practice cannot be held to imply 
the right to a permanent tenure of em-
ployment, eitber In a given shop or even 
tn the Industry as a whole. A clear dis-
tinction must be drawn between an Ideal 
aim and a present tight. 
Th» constant fluctuation*^ tho alternate 
expansions and contractions to which the 
cloakmsklng Industry Is so peculiarly sub-
ject, aad Ha highly competitive character. 
enforce this distinction. But as ideal aim 
1* not therefore to he stigmatized aa Utop-
ian, nor doee It exclude substantial ap-
proaimaUona to It tn the near future. 
Snch approximation* are within toe scope 
of achievement, by means of earnest effort* 
to regularise ewptoymeBt and by sueh la-
creeise of wag-ee as will secnr* an average 
adequate to* the maintenance Of a ttecent 
Standard of Urtog throughout the year. 
mmmm 





Tho attempt, however, to Impose the Ideal 
of a permanent tenure of employment up-
on tin- cloak-making industry. In l u present 
transitional stage is lmprac Ilea bio, calcu-
lated to produce needless Irritation and 
Injurious to all concerned. 
It. In accordance with the rule above 
laid-down that the pYinciple or efficiency 
and that of respect for tho human rights 
of the workers must be held jointly and 
Inseparably, WE LAY DOWN 
(a) That tho workers iiavo an Inalien-
able right to associate and organise them-
selves for the purpose of maintaining the 
highest feasible standard as to wages, 
hours and conditions, and of still further 
raising the standards already reached. 
(b) That no employee shall be dis-
charged or discriminated against on the 
ground that he Is participating directly or 
Indirectly In Union activities. 
(c> That the employees shall be duly 
safeguarded against oppressive exercise by 
the employer of his functions In connection 
with .discharge and In all other dealing* 
with the workers. It Is to be carefully 
noted that the phrase "oppressive exercise 
of functions" need not Imply a reflection 
on (he character and intentions of the 
high-minded employer. 
An action may be oppressive In fact, 
even though Inspired by tho most bene-
volent purpose. This has been amply 
demonstrated by experience. No human 
being Is wise enough to bo able to trunt 
his aolo Judgment to decisions that affect 
the welfare of others; be needs- to be pro-
tected and If ho is truly wise, will wel-
come protection against the errors to which 
he Is liable In common with hit kind, u 
well as against the inspirations of passion 
or wlfUonaa. 
For this reason, a tribunal of Mine kind 
Is necessary. In case either of the parties 
to this'covenant believe*.. Itself to be un-
justly aggrieved. And because the..con-
struction .of such a tribunal is a del irate 
and difficult task, demanding the greatest 
care, lest on the one hand the movements 
of Industry be dogged by excessive litiga-
tion, and lost on the other hand the door 
of redress be closed against even the most 
real and Justified complaint, therefore 
III. >!n accordance wllh tbeee^ t**e»l ' 
the Council propose'' Iha^ an 
be'-entered Into by tho Cloak, 
Skirt Manufacturers' Protective 
Association, and the. International La< 
Garment Workers' Union, and tho Joint 
Hoard of Cloak * Skirt Makers* Unions, 
embodying these principles and providing 
the following: 
(a) Every complaint from cither organ-
isation* to the other shall be In writing. 
and shall specify the facta which. In the 
opinion of^  the complaining organisation, 
constitute tho alleged grievance, and war-
rant Its presentation by one organization 
to the othor. Such complaints shall be* 
Investigated In tho "first Instance by tho 
representatives of the two assoclntloiiH. 
chosen for the purpose. It being Impressed 
upon them thai, they UBO and exhaust every 
legitimate effort tcrTjrlng about an adjust-
ment In an Informal manner. In case, 
however, an adjustment by them be not 
reached, tho matters In dispute shall bo 
referred for final decision to a> 
(b) Trial Board of three. conBlstlnR ot 
one employer, one workor and one impar* 
tlal parson, the latter to be selected by 
both organIxatlona, to serve at Joint ex-
. penso nud to be a standing mombor la all 
cases brought before the Board. The re-
maining two members shall bo selected at 
follows:— 
Tho Association and the Union snail 
oacb make up a list of ten persons, to it-
approved by the other. From these tw0 
lists, as each caao arises, each party shall 
select ono person. 
IV. The articles of the Protocol num-
bered First. Second, Third. Fourth, Fifth, 
Sixth. Seventh. Eighth. Ninth, Tenth. 
Eleventh, Twelfth, Thirteenth. Fourteenth 
and Fifteenth* are hereby incorporated In 
•sare"aw«^*^sa> 
• • f a * article* of the Protocol are a* follow*: 
KIRSTl Electric PO»er be lonUlled lor <lw e«perv 
lien of rafcChinr*. ami tf.it no charae lor f*»**r be 
waik aitatBat an* ot the tmp}<tytt» ol ibe trtanj-
factum's . • 
S E « : O N D J N O r b a i M ah all be n u d * afatoat an , 
'.ni-Iojee ot Ike Nsewiactvixrn toe Material r « » w 
in M* *v»*t o* the nefltgencr or wrongful »<-< *i 
Ihr .mploj-w reauIHiif In loaa or i»iur» to the 
™WP"f A uniform dcpoail a j l t c in , with uniform 
draealt m e l p a ahull be adopted b> the N inofa t -
' turtta. »nd the ttanutavture-r* will iidopt nt lr» an,i 
rrguUtion* lor enforcing ihe promt** rctviB « all 
defnaiK t* *wr4o>et» <utitlrd thereto. TheaaHH»«t IBWTWS 
o l ' 4 t p o . i t ahalf be O n t JMIar, 
FOURTH: No wotlt ahaii 1* 
•nm, dralftier* and . 
SI*CTH: The Manu* 
n to or lak in 
V t F T H j a* IB*, («(«»« there aVall *« •*•» »fl"« ""> 
LfTKtl «"! i individual abop »mplo ,«ta . ex^efl tote 
• " " • " . J ; .. « .*_ 
reta will d i a c i p u a c . a o . 
mtrabrr thereof proven irutlt? ot unfair aucrtanto*-
tloq > n o x f hi* ewplo«vfa. 
SEVENTH: Ktnptojte* ahall not U t *g» i i e3 Jo 
•a.ifk diifui« rt>e t m (ID) t r i a l tioliday* a* eataV 
l i .heJ h , thV l i . a ol the Stat* o* New Y i t k ; M-l 
i>» e m t f o m »»»ll Ve-,Hrmliir»l to work mtn IM" 
M l » •!*»• m each » n t , iboae olrw>*M«SSiaiiil*r 
B B l BBBl • • !-.-.-..-. - : -* 
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(his agreement except as herein expressly average skill as the basis 61 computation, 
revised and except as hereafter modified and making no allowance for Idleness, 
after (he recommendations of the Council. Piece prices shall bo settled between I 
V, This Council has been requested by employer and a price committer It the 
ttw Mayor to continue as a commission, to. Parties cannot agree, they shall eall 
investigate thoroughly the fundamental Price adjusters furnished by both side*. 
problems of regularisatton, standards of Wages 'or week workers shall bo 
wages and enforcement of standards follows: 
throughout the Industry, of trade educa-- For Cutters $17.50 
tlou, and a more thorough organization of For Skirt Cutters 23.50 _ 
the Industry, and on the basis of such For Jacket Upper Pressors.. 35.00" 
investigation It shall submit a constructive Skirt Upper Pressors 33.00 
policy to both organisations. Skirt Under Pressera 18.00 
VI WAGES Jacket. Under Pressers $1.00 
i. As a temporary arrangement until a f ^ f * ** f t o r» " " J J 
msturer study of the Industry ah.ll lead * w ? " M l e r B : " * J J 
to a final adjustment, the standard ob- Part Preasera I6.a 
«rvcd for piece workers in flxlag piece- C * ™ " CuiUat 1 3 < 0 
work rates, shall bo at tho rate of 70 cents skirt Finishers $11.00. provided oa«b 
an hour for each hour of continuous work Department be permitted to bave one 
for operators and piece tailors, and &0 learner to six finishers, 
cents an hour for each hour of continuous Reefer Pressers and Under Pressers to 
work for finishers, taking the worker of be paid as other pressers providing Ihe 
*"— ~"—;—;•"": ——- Unions prove their contention that su.fi 
3 & Sa&gVUSA S r t K & $ U & S > ! * ' " wages have been paid outside of the Asao-
KicilTfi: The Manufacturer* wni rtuMiih i Ploce Prices for buttonhole manors: 
•-B'.ln m i k l r p«» day and they will p a r (or labor _ __ fc^—a a \ ,, - « . - • 
« <»ih, *rA vwthstac worker win Wpii«i lor ail Class A, 11.30 per hundred buttonhole*; 
«etk dflivertd a* wMiri >« hi* work I* impacted and (Mooa R 0 0 reditu Tier h u n d r e d 
. r p ' « " ^ . • hkh .hall be within * r e « o n a « r l i m e t - , a M *>' v u o e a " p e r " " " a ™ * ' -
NINTH: All lub-ratitracliaB within itwp» shall be 
' T S K T B ) Thr f o l l o . i n , Khedule of the . l a a d t r d V I I . F O R D E T E R M I N A T I O N B Y 
gfe JSt^&S^WS^^ ARBITRATION 
^ S ^ X V i e . ' ^ t ^ ^ S i ^ r ^ I h t That the following question, shall be 
i f t ' S l i l f t *^$1$&t&t<£$S?% if., « * « l t t * I to the arbitration of this Coun-
nw hour* in »ix («l working d*jt, to wit, awe ell, their decision to be rendered Within 
^\r«VSi'4X€i;*' *""" * * ™? • t a n thirty days, and to be accepted as final 
ELEVENTH: No overtime work- thal l be per- - „ , i M n r l t n V - S 
nitic<l between i t e Hlh day ol N o * » » b * r t e d the • n a > > l n a m « - \ 
ikh dajr ot January-, or dorm* the roomh* oi Jute, (a) Whether the presaera and piece 
i*dJolT, *»cepl upon (ample*. . _ « . . » . , _ . , » . , , ,
 L 
rWKLKTH: No n.enime work *iuli be permiitr.i workers shall during eight weeks In each 
: S , a , %?£*& V T i * S U r , f i ? V 3 •«"«>n *» l*rmltt*I to work oterUme- on 
ud one-half boor*, nor before B A. M. nor alter •Saturdays Until four o'clock. 
! ^ J^^lKV^9££ir& (b> What legal ho.lday. sbal. be ob-
ffi&lnSB ' w o ^ ^ r ' J c e . « " * » "» * • Clot*. Salt and Skirt In-
M .loubk the U ' N w , doatry, and under what conditions they 
HHrr* U to maintain a wnlon * h o p : a. "Jeaoo'»*©»" a h a l l DO ObSerTOd. 
. ^ r a o * : ; 1 ; - ^ v " < - ** * • « - « « * & understood that 
*S *"«&*• aSp* *h*H»" IM (P t,eJ """'trlrwdl t B W * ahall be no shop strike nor general 
"^efiU'reweoired* Ibat. (Sow lhe're %n .flffereoce* strike, nor Individual BOr -general lockout 
r J ^ P - o l f J L r e ^ ^ ^ " i f t & t ' . S ««ri«« * • • . « ™ o ' ttl. agreemant. 
W w miM a t . W m i t o . ^  jhdt *« I X The Union and the AjBOfiatlon, with 
& ^ f t 5 e r * : h s J ^ r ^ *• " ^ w the assistance of the Council, wiU. as soon 
*£>w mmT%SS^»°tl ^e i lUje '^ ' f ie f r lSS M wacttctJiIe, create a Joint Boar4 of 
* w » prcMoi: cnpioywa, AtU^"n*Kie4; ike Supervision and Enforcement ot Standards H».tto(flctuT«ii, howetrr. dec Ure their beUiftn lb* I^TT _* . .» . 
w)oo. « 3 <h>i >u who <k*tre in Voeftt. *h««M tbrougbont the Industry. 
iWiiENrii" ""£'••• hn Htmnei i« At Ms) ' X- ^!»rc iti- Oottt^U will oenatiBWsj in 
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ommendnllons, iff will bo available when-
ever the parties desire to consult with It, 
and If either organisation feels aggrieved 
against the other, such organization may 
address the Council upon the subject, and 
the Council will do the best It can to assist. 
Finally, since peace In industry, at In 
f(ut.ilit-s and among states, Is the offspring 
.of good-will, and since no peace can be 
sound or enduring that la not baaed on this 
Indispensable prerequisite it is agreed 
that the leaders on both, sides shall exert 
their utmost endeavors to create a spirit 
of mutual good-will among tbo members 
of their roapoctlvo organisations, such 
good-will taking the specific form of a 
disposition to recognise the Inherent diffi-
culties which each side has to meet—a 
spirit of large patience under strain, and 
withal, a belief In the better elements 
which exist in human nature, be It among 
employers or wage earners, and the faith 
that an appeal to these elements will al-
j • -
ways produce beneficent results. Th^« 
recommendations, when accepted by b&is 
partios. shall couBtlUilo the agreement be-
tween them. 
. This agreement to enter Into force on 
the date hereof and to continue for the 
period of two (2) year*', and thereafter 
for like porlods of two (2) years, unlws 
terminated by either party on two montbi' 
notice. 
Any modification of the terms of the 
agreement, requested by cither party, shall 
he presented to tho other at least two (2) 
months before the termination of an* 
period. 
FELIX ADLER, Chairman. 
CHARLES L T B E R N H E I M E R , 
LOUIS D. BRANDBIS, 
HENRY DRUERE, 
GEORGE W. K1RCHWEY, 
WALTER tf..NOTES. 
Council of Concilia I ion. 
Local News and Events 
THE CASE AGAINST OUR ARRESTED 
COMRADES 
At the end of last month the attorney* 
for lha defence Bcorod a point In favor of 
tho accused. Their request for the privi-
lege to Inspect the minute* 6f the Grand 
Jury, conUlntag U« ftO-culled evidence 
against the imprisoned officers, wan 
granted. 
Until then the attorneys did not know 
Hie nature of the charges upon which these 
honorable and upright men are to he tried 
tor their Uvea. Now U a t - t h e y nikve 
plunged Into these "mysUrlaa" they are 
more than ev»r convinced o i their utter 
hollowneaa-
Upon the request of the District Attorney 
the caaea were transferred from the Court 
of General Sessions to.the Supreme Court 
of New York: As the Supreme Court I* 
closed during the summer months the cases 
can noteoroe up for trial before October. 
ID the meantime It is satisfactory to 
know that, considering the doubtful na-
lure of the evidonce, the cast* against our 
comrades may utterly colls,***. Our at-
torneys are, at all events, confident that 
By A. R. 
• 
Numerous resolutions of protest con-
tinue pouring Into the various offices of 
the Union. Our membership throughout 
the country feel as ono man the glaring 
Injustice of keeping high-minded people 
behind prison bars, and they are prepared 
-'»r any sacrifice to vindicate them and let 
the consequences of this shameful con-
spiracy recoil on tho heads of Ha origins-
tort. 
they will be released on bail if the trial have all the time beau 
baa tp.be postponed- » solid,Iron wall coi 
THE COLLAPSE OF THE BOGUS UNION 
The trade union movement haa rawly 
witnessed such a fraudulent mixture or 
scabbing, spying, treachery and Intrigue *> 
a certain so-called "union" has exhibited 
In the past few years. Originally estab-
lished by disgruntled employers and a fe* 
disgraced members it has boon taken in 
hand and manipulated for their own pri-
vate «nda by individuals who wished to 
undermine the influence and prestige of 
the great Cloakmak'ers' Union. But witn 
all the mischief they hove succeeded in 
doing, In the form of throwing black *u*-
nlolou on some of -our best people, they 
beaten their heads agaioM 
constituting the Cloak-
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makers' Union and havo Anally succombod 
to the Inevitable. 
In the courao of last month the mem-
bers, who out of personal grudges, or 
other loir motives had aworn allegiance to 
(Ma fraud, held a meeting and decided to 
place the vila thing In a coffin and bury It 
with shame and indignity. The obsequies 
wore performed at Henlngton Hall In a 
manner which Indlcatetd disgust and re-
morse and a genuine desire to wipe out 
the past by thorough reform. 
At this mooting one by one In utter 
contrition of heart and self-accusation so t 
up and relatod a tale of evil deeds of 
strlko-breaklng- and treachery that filled 
the few honest dupes present with sicken-
ing amasement. 
"A limit to endurance has been reached!," 
said one of tho active spirits. "Our. con-
science Is condemning us. We suffer pangs 
at the thought of having been made the 
caispaws of a vile plot to railroad innocent 
(Ben to Jail, and we have determined to 
call a halt." 
These men decided to return to the 
fold of the Cloakmakera' Union In a body, 
and, of course, they will bo treated as the 
one traditional stray lamb that rejoins tbe 
"ninety, and nine.*' How much longer will 
the scab-pro tec ling agency that deceived 
the public by styling Itself "union," he 
allowed to continue Its deception? 
LOCAL No. 1 CREATES THE FIRST PENSIONER 
The Piece Tailors and Samplomakcrs' 
Union, Local No. 3, has Just set a prece-
dent which cannot fall to benefit both the 
local and /he members. This consists of 
a sort of superannuation, releasing. mem-
bra of a certainjtfu limit from tho pa.y-
ment of dues. It Is a precedent because 
' -r the present it involves no extra pay-
ment of dues and'no separate fund. If the 
precedent is followed by other locals a dis-
tinct provision for members beyond a cer-
tain ago may grow out of I t 
Local No. 3 Is only one year old. Vat 11 
last year Its members formed part of tho 
Cloak and Suit Tailors' Union. Local No- ». 
Then a separate charter was fronted the 
piece tailors by the International. • 
The new local set lo work with energy. 
and In spite of hard time* nearly 2.000 
additional members have been enrolled 
'luring tho year. The knowledge of this 
numerical progress Is highly sati< 
At the beginning of last month Local til 
3 compfoted a yoar of Its existence ausV^ 
marked the occasion by creating the first 
pensioner. 
This is a member named Hyman Dandt 
who Is seventy-two years old. A cloak 
tailor attaining to that age deserves to be 
thus singled ont for favor. He was offi-
cially released frpm paying any more dues. 
but as he Is In'possession of vigorous vi-
tality and still does good tailoring In the 
shop ho insists on paying every assessment 
levied on the membership. Tho incident 
Is of Interest in so far as gradually _ a 
superannuation fund and possibly a fund 
to pay the dues of unemployed members 
may come Into existence as a result. 
A FAVORABLE DECISION IN PHILADELPHIA 
A question of discharge and a shop 
strike resulting therefrom occurred lasi 
month in the shop of Wollu fend Small, 
and was handled by Director Porter of the 
Department of Public Safety, who Is tho 
chief adjuster of disputes under the collec-
tive agreement with the Women's Wear 
Association. Tho opinion of Director Por-
ter, cited below, Is Interesting as showing 
to what extent some employers will go In 
discrimination against employees Incurring 
their dfsplensuro. 
Tho story In tbe official report Is to the 
effect that Lomaxoff, a member of the 
price committee, having notli-ed t h a t ' t h e 
employer was taking steps to exclude him 
from the committee at price-bargaining, 
cautioned the members of the committee 
not to act without him. and lor that be wan 
discharged. After a process of negotiation 
the cler$ o f the Association finally ad-
mitted that Lomaioff had been unjustly 
discharged; yet" the employer refused to 
reinstate him. This left the Union no al-
ternative but to tall a strike in the s£op 
The employers brought a charge against 
the Union that the strike was illegal and 
finally the matter was submitted to Di-
rector Porter who handed down the fol-
lowing declaloo: * 
Mr. Samuel H. Schaeffer, Adjuster. 
Women's Wear Manufacturers' Association. 
Mr. Max Aradur. -Chief Clerk Joint 
Board of the Cloak and'Skir t Makers' 
Unions. 
Qeatlemcn: I have given careful con-
sideration to the testimony presented and 
arguments mads In the case of the dls-
-* JJ 
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charge of Harry Lomaxoff from the firm 
tff Wolln * Small. Notwithstanding the 
'.'onnipiltiR stork'* told, I am ofthe opinion 
that the facts themselves justify the de-
cision which I am about to mak«. The 
facts, as nearly as I have beet] able to 
ascertain them, are as follows: 
•J. Mr. Lomaxoff was employed In the 
factory of Wolln & Small, where be has 
been working off and on for raoro than a 
year. 
2. During that time very little trouble 
was had between the proprietors and Mr. 
Lomaxoff. The one instance cited whero 
Lomaxoff Is said to have threatened some-
one, was not known to the proprietor, ac-
cording to the proson so threatened. , 
Therefore the only evidence presented to 
show that there had been disagreements 
between the employers and Mr, Lomaxoff 
was to the effect that the latter bad on 
several occasions attemptod to "butt In." 
To prove that the man was not or-quarrel-
some disposition. It was brought out that 
he had worked at another place for five 
years without any trouble arising. 
3> From the evidence before me, I gather 
that Lomaxoff became distasteful to his 
employers, only after he had become a 
representative of the Union, and It was 
because of such representation that he 
became Involved In the trouble wblch sub-
sequently followed. 
4. The question then resolves itself to 
the point where the discharged person as-
sumed certain responsibilities with the 
Union which made blm come lb contact 
with the employers in a more or lest offi-
cial way. 
5. As to whether or not he w*s elected 
tho second or third member of the price 
committee for that particular shop makes 
little or no difference, but the evidence Is 
such that 1 am satisfied he was A member 
in addition to being shop representative. 
At the tlmo the price committee was called 
In to settle upon the prices Mr, Lomaxoff 
should have been Included la the group 
•Ten were the proprietors Of the opinion 
that he was not a member of the price 
committee. • The only persons who could 
positively know who wore elected-to the 
price committee are those who participated 
In the meeting Of the Union when the 
committee was elected. The fact that Mr. 
Lomuzoff was shop representative, how-
ever, should have carried sufficient weight 
with them to at least have listened to his 
plea and thus avoided trouble. 
c. No question was raised or evidence 
produced to show that, at the time of dis-
charge- 'Lomaxoff had acted in an" offensive 
«*• officious manner. The man should* cer^ 
y have been discharged for something 
than asking to be represented on the 
committee, which was bis bounden 
to perform. 
There Is no doubt to my mind that 
was discharged in the I U U J W -
nee of a duty placed upon .Aim,; by 
mployees of his shop. And It is 
* 
• 
hardly fair to- make this one suffer 
penalty for following out the wishes of tee 
men ho was chosen to represent, aud in 
accordance with tho agreement betwevu 
tho parties. 
8. 1 therefore recommend that Messrs. 
Wolln & Small reinstate Mr. lomaxoff, and 
In doing so I suggest to tho Union that In 
order to Insure harmony and peace in the 
factory of these gentlemen In the future, 
that Mr, Lomaxoff relinquish either the 
position of sbop chairman or as a member 
of the price, committee In tho discretion 
of the Union. 
1 havo tried to be fair to all concerned, 
and 1 would like to be allowed to say that 
It would be of great assistance not only to 
me but to both omployar and employee, If 
all matters of this character were taken 
up In a broad-minded spirit at their in-
ception, and I feel confident that they 
would be settled long before they could 
reach mo. ** 
NEWS FROM HERE AND 
BV M. H. DANISH 
Vice-President KoldofBky writes 
Toronto: 
"Not long ago we have bad a dispute la 
the factory oT the R. Simpson Co., where, 
In spite of very bad prices and workinR 
conditions, our people^ had worked right 
along patiently biding the time when ther 
may present demands for a living wage 
and human treatment. When, however; 
the manager of the shop has engaged for 
work a ex-strlkcbreaker. who has done 
dirty work during the strike of tho 'Do-
minion Cloak Co.,' the cup of the workers' 
patience appeared to have been filled up 
to the brim. They all left their work, 
vowing that they won't go back until the 
scab Is sent down. The strike lastod hut 
a half an hour, as the undesirable new-
comer was dismissed. 
"We expeot a big, strong season. There 
nre signs of it in abundance; tho sales-
people of (he local firms are reported to 
hare come back from the road with large 
orders; besides, w« havo hardly made any 
cloaks In Canada during the last year. Of 
course, bad Industrial conditions havo kept 
away a great many women from the cloak 
stores during last winter, but It Is quite 
certain that since very few women wear 
their cloak* longer than two seasons. It 
stands to reason that the stores will do a 
great donl of business during the coming 
.-* • , 
mm 
"Our cloabmakvr*. even though they 
have had a lot of local troubles to eon-
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lead with, have not for an instant Tor* 
gotten tha malignant 'frame up' concocted 
against some of their brother* and leaders , 
In New York, and they have been watch-
lag very attentively the trend of events In 
their mother union In that city. There Is 
not very much work In the loca'l shops yet. 
so the payments for the legal defenso fund, 
will surely be made as soon as work ts 
resumed In full In the factories. In the 
parly part of July we have called hero a 
conference of all tho trade unions and. 
radical organizations to aid the defense of 
our New York comrades, those who are 
• '.ill incarcerated In the Tombs and those 
who are now out on ball. Their only 
'guilt' consists In tho fact that they have 
given up their best years, energies and 
abilities for the Improvement of the condi-
tions of their fellow workers and the lib-
eration of their class.
 fc 
"The conference has agreed on a plan of 
practical work for the creation of a big 
defense fund; they are going to have a 
big ma*a meeting In the near futnre with 
speakers from New York, also frequent 
open air .meetings all over the city for the 
purpose of creating a strong public senti-
ment for our Buffering New Tor* brother*." 
are progressing satisfactorily, while 
membership In growing steadily. 
S3 
WHY THE CLEVELAND UNION IS GROWING 
Some people have regarded It as quite 
a wonder that In Cleveland, the city of 
"benevolent" cloak manufacturers, sani-
tary shops, and even occasional "bonuses" 
for the good, obedient "bands," the Union 
should bo aWo to record such a steady, 
healthy growth In spite of the many ob-
stacle*,, open aflB^biddon that are placed 
In the way of our active workers. 
The Cleveland Citizen reports of tha 
following shop meetings held recently at 
which demands were prepared to be aub-
mlttod to tho employers: 
"Schwars-Huebschtnan "~- Abolition of 
contract system, minimum wage scale for 
week worker*, price committee to arrange 
rates for piece worker*. * 
"Prince-Wolfe — Demand that work 
should be equally divided among •all em-
ployees. Instead of leaving tome Idle to 
suffer. 
"Korach's—One *yatcBi of work only to 
prevail and minimum scale to be enforced. 
Hungarian local held' a pig meeting 
and elected new officer*. Ait other local* 
THE LABEL AGITATION IN ST. LOUIS 
Not very long ago we received Informa-
tion that soma of tho local firms that have 
been Instrumental In compelling the Union 
to give up the strike In 1913. have' failed 
In business, a* (hey were not able to ''come 
back" after the fight. Just now the secre-
tary of Local No. 78 Informs ua that two 
local manufacturers of cloaks and skirts 
have .applied for the label, as they Intend 
to make no other goods but with the union 
label henceforth, and are ready to sign a 
special label agreement and maintain 
strictly union .sbops. This request could 
bo partly laid to the strong agitation which 
the Union has conducted during the strike 
among the atrongly organized union towns 
In the Middle West and partly to the ener-
getic label agitation that Is being con-
ducted by the 8L Louis Centra! Trades "ft 
Labor Union at present. 
The member* of the local expect much 
good to coma out from this movements and 
they hope that the Union may gain from 
it considerably in a material and moral 
way. 
THE amjATtOW IN CINCINNATI 
The movement for a collective agree-
ment which has agitated our Cincinnati 
workers for quite soma time and wa* sanc-
tioned by the last meeting of the General 
Executive Board In Chicago 1* growing 
apaco and gathering force from day to day. 
Wa mentioned last month the antics of 
the loading cloak bouse In Cincinnati, the 
Bishop firm, -who have tried by word of 
mouth and by actual coercion. In the way 
of withholding *<$rk from the employee* 
for w«ks , to wring a promise t rem/bem 
that they will stand by the firm through 
the Coming •*»*)« and will not obey the 
Union's order*. They have failed In this 
quite ignominously, and.' a* It wa* to be 
expected, the people are at A r k at preaent, 
and are just a* loyal and ready to respond 
to any call that the Us ton. may make upon 
them. Aad so a re ' the. worker* in the 
other ahopB,—-whU* their attention and 
mind* are fixed upon the New York situa-
tion which I* pregnant of such Imminent 
importance to the entire trad* of the 
country. 
• . . . » * - 4-ttJBkS*H** H^^^^H^^g^H H ^H H 
_ . 
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u THE LADIES" GARMENT WORKER 
. 
RAINCOAT MAKERS' UNION. LOCAL No. » 
The surprising thing About this local for 
the last two months has been the return 
of the old fighting aplrltVand a display or 
organising activity that Is arousing the 
hopes of every one who has the affairs of 
the Union close to heart. On Thursday. 
June 24th, they held a. mast meeting, for 
the double purpose of enlisting new mem-
bers and of protesting against the Incar-
ceration of the eight innocont brothers of 
the Cloakmakern' Union. Much to their 
own surprise, the large Forward Hull was 
packed to the doom by raincoat makers. 
There were from eight to nine hundred 
men there and they listened with rapt at-
tention to the speoches of Bro. H. Wein-
berg and Samuel Martin. Tbo local has 
taken in a hundred new member* during 
last month and has engaged Brother I. 
Altshuler as organiser. Another successful 
mass meeting was held In the aame hall 
on Thursday, July S2nd, and too local Is 
jail" pending charges based on allegations 
of criminal fiends and perjurers. 
A large, mass meeting in the biggest ball 
In the city, with Bro. H. Weinberg from 
Now York, as* main speaker, has boon ad-
vertised here for Sunday -afternoon, Aug-
ust 1st, and the Worcester workers, as 
well as all those that are In sympathy with 
the cause of Labor, are~expocted to turn 
out In full. It is being held under the 
auspices of the Cloakmakers' Union, Local 
No. 76, and a number of other local bodies 
have, promised help and co-operation. 
Our Worcester local has by this time 
thoroughly recuperated from the strenu-
ous strike of last winter and they are lu 
a pretty Bound statu from every -point of 
view. 
The arrests in Now York of some of the 
fenders and members of tho Union baa 
called forth a strong defense movement In 
Philadelphia. A conference of Unions and 
getting ready for big organising work for
 f r , e a d , r o r B a n iM tfO M h „ „ „ „ n e M o n 
next month. 
EMMOIDEJtY 1 WORKERS, LOCAL N». • 
The embroiderers have done IODIC sub-
stantial organising work during the month 
of July. There seems to be a new spirit 
and quite a vigorous one In the organisa-
tion, 'i 
July 21st, at 505 Reed Street, at which a 
number of organisations wero represented 
and many sub-committees elected to carry 
out some practical plana to stir up tbo en-
tire public opinion in Philadelphia for our 




They moved to new headquarters, at IS Whereas a number of trade union leaders 
Third Avenue, elected a haw set of officers, have been arrested on the so-called con-
an oncrgetle Rxecutlvo Board and together fession of well-known criminals; and 
with their organiser. Bro. M. Weiss, are Whereas it. Is known to all connected 
bending every effort to gather lu every with the labor movement that these con-
man and woman of the trade mto tbe teased gangsters were employed by the 
Union. T h o trade.has three centres In the manufacturers to beat up the workers 
0 renter City: the Brownsville district, the whenever they wero on striko to better 
lower Manbuttan and tbe Bronx districts, 
and this scattered condition naturally pre-
sents difficulties In the way of organising. 
During tho last month a number~of big 
shops were tackled and organised either 
wholly or partly, such as the Atlas Em-
broidery Works in Brooklyn, and tho Kroll 
their .condition; and 
Whereas the arrests Qf the trade union 
representatives and active ""Ion workers 
are nothing else'but a conspiracy of the 
master class to discredit the labor move-
ment in tbe eyes of the American people; 
therefore, be it 
Resolved, That we express our slocere 
sympathy and faith In our arrested broth-
ers and pledge ourselves to support them 
morally and financially to enablo them to 
prove their Innocence lo the eyes of lbs 
1 1 
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Dpyiny T5R:I PK » U " D ya^cya^B ft 
DPT n*w inini e>VDVDya |y*$t ooioao 
w*ms .jypiiysaB D$f> IBOP ft *n JEIR 
,n't? awe-Pi m lye-jyo ya»nm>ia»K 
"VhD D1T»D .D1RTDU' TBPDB ,$8PTSD DWJ 
Jri"? iv DV*KB JWKA OJUSVD .TT pR JTM 
vi \9t>yfv vihyftB- lyno iy?«» "i omv 
S"DPKB IMP T.BT DRiT p^ OP ft -D'31D3D 
18C TV TH'R l»a"^\'i8D tta$HWUW itfEya 
-pa Bti8 PK by -.aa'TVa jy^wtms^K JR 
BTjnwopyiHiBo \i £ inyr iv pi?a jya^a 
p« aftayonya jraftn.Dip I»no yw ip*mi 
an \v2Hn ya*yn .lyaBtTya n OSSTOMJK 
D8T J3P8B, CJIi T/1K J1K ,D3BDP3 JK^BTWft 
pR 1P1W Rfl ,^ D3D DIP J"P 13*3 DO Dy 
jyo lya^ yv, ,p>i DO *** TP DTPDSB^PB 
.mpt R Tin pfeM&itw (y^ yp o'a 58? 
-DMTK v* V\R DiyiirDPPEiaBon ipo^n 
TMPEP nyvasa TPT pc waptRs* ft iwivya 
IPbUyuB DO IVD^II "T pro J3U"0 Tjr5»? 
-TRD yoriy ft usn mfc ft D»U I8^i am 
yiyta'.« PK STACKS w * n own DP D«n 
-TKT tp =y J»r iffa )8 ,ojww o» is npiy? 
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DEsr^nya IVTI»O Doayn w DPDS"?P3 >>D 
ftDona^K PI«:P Tin TBS p.R p*eya?8 P* 
-••a K tyPitfj DIP 5yma»a TK»J^ K; .*P>XP»D 
-3pnwo<m tip** iwm Dim n»a?ini ,5y^ flP 
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OIK PB PD*28P K iv. tPaparpa^ R n«aieab ft 
ft! .oBTa .- ..TDD^D 








•\yp-rtjii Bjyo-up D»I«* -ijn 
,ins> 5 iimya oasts pK PW CR» ,$$*& 
csj-i .[Pima fpasnaiMafc wufth K in» PK 
.aanny^p-urcaynp pa R rpiwj v» j"?K 
•H'2 *i fisn o*3 SPCMW p'P i'K cy 
.DHF ny"T iv ann-cya eijn DRI |»H ,pavn 
•IPPMBJB apsia iyiv»n *PIR | W MafBiya 
ntt P"OCO njn ."omu IP3'IRB em p« 
jpsip DTmcappciaRs
 rn .TOFT tpityj 
.iyby'hWJ ayn jJiVuw iV"i Dip B3"cpa 
'T lyvi^fc-ujDyl .Dayaoa'OPii otv Tjn» 
nvE r:«) iy2» y i Ban tPittfpJO'm .jifw 
liopapaa"-* IROP im p« Bun a$n .BMPP 
p* c y s K .BSRS nKSijn3iw* R p * v-y K 
-i8 rt V I^Rn 5«PRaR-iB am nyoaiR 
.D'E IIH oayn ijna^yj; m Bj>n>Dpa -IPB-*:; 
BEBBPpyaa-in anew BRnaanpcysD^R jnm 
pKi i R i ^ a ^ - m n» iTRRa im p* imyn 
iwnwa jn yaysMYiyc — B3<>cya a«n CR-I 
oy PK;*V«|» »vn yo*yf> *•» pit .jpaaysuTB 
issnp iv iaronvff m mrurw r*8 (jnipiw 
-'cua TIPI T»'*I jysinyDyaB'w ya'B'ia n . 
.WM'iBJj"* o»n ^RPRBRIB -&; evil *TM 
ipay: l y v a ^ m jycuw ;p2Rn TPB^SIR n 
r-K TWRVDSPIP-O Tjn pK "D&»^-Hn. ry 
.TPB«3"IR PtyupPD i»r,08cyBD>b cjn jpaya 
J»-P .t«*ap i n pu wopts ijniyj W T wf\* 
nyc i ^ OTjnya o«n jyo OR« .B'3 -onwm 
I'K ^RPRBKTB Tin om jvfeftt p a n y c 
' i no pvp *•> iriVDMiyfc iv aaiiPBr K 
.npB^2i« 
T»|P3«n nyo>'2^ *i . rYtwiPo .^P28 
.-yi |P3«n «i .n?a*'wpi7pa,"« DP?R anfti 
J»»M* TPT pc- P^VOVT yuriDir n aa^se 
•urt pc aan"i?oay iv-i IMK piiiiyi i*» 
asn i5rwa iyty^ . W T O ' 3 - I « MW niK«a 
' T i w .jyeyimK ttouya p n « r ^ a T ? 
D P " ! PE iy-an»D jpouya \vsmn nyB^rat 
^BE irv»B':« IH iya:8cai* iv^? "i . ipin^ 
,:»T irwnj cu p»e .jyaaninay priD'ia yon i ) 
jSftafevv ipeo»w» CM ry Btfn [PB .pnv 
a n ipsciayas* ranir t»P5«»c n lyiWA 
Cn PCly0"--.fc *1 D'-)Cy= p« ^PKBKTft 
• -jtov-*>yT .CP»-VOD !tap; twaipt 
'^ !P:yaP: Bijnic*BPpci:*Kt n 
PK DM18 tS**l "I .B«W>Fm«3»( 
• . -
Hj»av i p a ^ p i ^ P " i 
_ u 
-iyE-;a,.-:',s;,B3y"»pTpD 
ry IPD?PII pw ^ai inp^p JK b3»toM*Rj* 
:P13W?»E CIJT c;^:pa o t^fii 
wsi> "aouBinuJp ^yn PE poBia'3 '-> 
•pnow lyrnmsy^K iP3«" »H.o||T ,li$n*E 
-jiwp BPI pE aan-^oay TP~ B»D I«I W ;P -
ir: ip ^yp"3iB n .tPT'^^'DWP M ?*c 
PR P M ]P3'?iny ]K jyaipya r'caiKp PE 
bsnpa iPaijn "1 iPs^yn IPS'K apaiE IPIP» 
•on C'.R .onjni£'BpyDi38c ' i o*= llBJfD R . 
-^ 'CBay ^y^ pe 33«3-ny: *T lPSRPft3<( 3S3 
JPttO ,Bp3W-3Rt3f D'TPB"31R H pB-fl3^ 
W08P."an 'its •» DPT «i*^R ip;-x;w v-: 
I'BCB lVBpyama Ty-. p« lipjn iy- tyi-'iiv 
iy;38Ey;;u y t B«.T TP .tP3JttDp33» l*i a«n 
oiynstpi BJJH 'i8,-,.* ^ : IEIK jyty1" I*'.R 
B2PT cip jvssn jy:^ ipo»2-R n E«-. 
DPCS3 *i iy:P3. Dy"ir,Hp pnp'v ^ ^ m t e 
w-\p yrp'-, .ipcr'T jyr'R"a^Rfi3i« \» I »E 
^yep , , 3 cm Ml ; panyr-tfE HO"1 -i'~ 
-pa B'3 PR »*•& e-; . : " - - J S ^ V : w>« a*; 
K in« !P:Rr3« .a-aiRjiE 3Jtf>'nott poam 
^TRB2 *n .-ipa"v, Rt pw PSSPUH PC3yipa 
-IR n CRT a'apcs'ya BRH ^RrRawnE |"TJBI 
jyaa'-na-iRE pt aryi yty-r IBETRI IVB**2 
ua'iyr'R^iRB;'.R JR IRE C ; -T*V piy-i 
p» cy ORi ,^ 1np^p^y BR.T *I . I P ^ H ,C3-
*RT 1RPC pytGHim CRT ,3'S'" ^R jp=n *R 
n iyc"iw i«58 ipSjm B>"nam tf-'aiR *\ 
«*BWBKTt TPT po DTV=aira 'T --iya"3iR 
pnjri iP3^ RE w aa»tBap v i "»"*n i ' c :« 
KWh**tSVin n [piiya^PK cip pR .PCB 
JP31P3PJ2R PR 'tfPRBRTB tpT CRIIIBE 
mil l* i jn in 
nr t i BRaRt: may CR r-r^wpynap n 
,|PP»PJC-!R T31R WP 
^ p R PR pa*o *T cm 
*i lis i«o Tjn jic-e 
CR-1 IPB *« rfl^'CW n y : ;>w enc *>irc 
pR y ; a * ^ ^ tP"i pE ipnpi oaypya v ^ l 
>-. ,f«»?RB«r» PB aaianswt »Bpa-iRi^ ya>R 
-R-a -tn *n»' i i PPm tut B-HJ n .p-ncc 
afeiiiuiTi 
... „ • • • • 
-
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3tfmvn* n *n 5rc- ni» p.'iR C«T (1) 
lypjiiviVB iv oy "i }V2t$x ,jyjiKi>ya jvaifn 
pK 0"P3'3"X JIB D2"3 IP"; 1OT383 PR 
)y2*n " ' 0*1 OpKE DBl ,D"njyD8teD3P 
*J Q&lfm PR ]KC I"M '11 t$ni*Am V?» 
po yoc*va'*n ins OERsnyimS pK .natn 
il*»M* ipi 
pK Mir'frw**. PR D"p:»sm D»T (2) 
:*»»U Dtf*D3« |M»t W?n;»n p» pR jn*»i 
DIP .:3U"t> jo*5t»y» n IWMIW iv DIR 
*HK o&ory: c ame l s DK'VT Dip eip*$a*.B 
l**3i* n D*H i«Eiyi 4*psi' i n PD 0"t i n 
DPT pK !P05RnP33"K pH COPRO ffflW T'X 
.^«53D nn»w 
O'O V* OX13P3 ltj'31' n (Jftl C*T (3) 
ly.iBDP iyo»: i8 •- jui IP-IROPO y;»u« 
lyno pp ,Qj»3"myD PIKD? W R iyo3'n 
.lWH*nw3 yco*n nn*K oinitfopyowBo n 
i n JIB ]P.TY r e |*0q ci te K H*3 
tW*KWn H Dip $&»> -331TDKB lJ>Y38i 
Dwjwn'm cyat'a P.B npoa/UvR p» v»t*a 
-3>K y;"5p n .n ' t t iP3Pa.33iQ3a inyo \vxva 
-H3HP H (P**i ]yoi*i :» ,npEPr OJntJWn. 
MI V3^i •" P*I "enrBWDii n PR BJJP 
.P ' I *DPPE yo*ii3 >i p« 
OR y t i w DRTI ' 0 " h j w j w i w i n pR 
f»*pRDKi»,, i y i o'c |P3p:y;3* wsbb^o 
e*r. nysye* oapiayftna'R fi «i>w ."lyerun 
p« C*l Ita "WDY'R .DpVpjtt D*ft i\l»»tt IPS 
s u r a ? iy"3 iyi PR .ty*V» einiyya tP83RJ 
Tn Win .trow 0382P; iyo**K caw o*>Y 
I U'2 JPlKDyc *T iPnpDySDMK t»T» 
: :;-J3K j*R 0V-SP3 j » *«*« "1UJ 
.jyi"*B* D'3 DP in*c h$s ,^n}D#B*» *i 
a BSf»>WiP 1 
ova Jnsv ta 
py Jjr i i 
iya*yn \* -nsT K ^ifj 
.IPcny; v ^ VI lie jyo 
IPMiTyerxn* 
I«J «r*jni c«n 
lpny« c^cr; 
T^p'i i . I ; IR tsino oy,.. 
Dip ^C3IKP nyt DifT ,nwn 
"1PB D'?pffD'D tK'PD «l'lt< 
•aw M^ijhii R ivatfb iv D3* i^iy33"K ;:B5 
yi3iyD3»?BipB n po yaaso pM aiainpo 
JPiyil y^'VPBD .HDDn3'K Ml~\ PR W3R1B 
'IIR MI (1) :jy:ipD'pTpn pa "iiy D3ijcnri 
•tjt IPPHfi [IE D^KljyDD n T8 JP3RD IX 
MIR m'(2) PR ijnyn cnya T^Dpa^ a 3y^  
-jy3yi>y33« v n o pR |pD"mR H iy-r '^3 vt 
.iyo»n 
D3«D y:8*iB nyotriy -an )K aivys px 
-p3 ^*i cy CIJI ,3R*CI*E oyi JSITTDSP n 
-lyBiD ii» T1R83 D3'«B*n.R jyiyii iPEUr 
• ,"0*nR13PDD llR D3POD")»B3y 13P IPPtMl 
-3yOD n V1R P'l 5$t DV P3R3B'1R bSpcpv 
.jysya iv 331D38 ovan 
•JRE h oasoyj yii* tavh J*WWP H 
*: 'ii 33»^  'lis CRT ,33i3jnBenpE jruPi 
-DMK 3*^ 11 MP8 D"31R WM D'D !R &TP3 
PB --ujrav-R nctn D'a lPB5yn pR imprnv 
•Rn oyn nv p'R 3MK Dtp pn ,omv y i " : 
'i c m .;pc"iiv ojn 1P3P3 jnunp R jya 
oyn S:»ca«p i n .tva^wDnw oy ty^io 
pK D118 IPDRaip 1KRB R 1*R IP^DWiyE ^'1 
•*P. K D^« JPJJ'D'D -IW»» IPvyiDtSB DP11 
I'K |R'3T "iyn 18B I3P31B iyD13 R *i$3 
N DDRC pK p»r <0*P D3psn38 TjH B«^ 
"11V *1 183 .{1^8 , "11V) D»'V P O D * » W : 
• W 1R3 viR pnjn*, o"3ya ip ;yp v.8* 
TIC ,ip;y-i=fi8 D,TK >MI iv p>« SMR .ins* 
. p o p D83ira «wx (pay: *w i»»nw o n TP 
D»p;tD3pip3 p g n n g tva«n D>IIV n^*a 
;« «I*IR .cip tvc*n vc*^ 5*WW o n ps 
;;: IPDPPPC ipov'R "I u^Pii ,^ *5ayo 0"ll 
I'R !PCl?y3"l*B IP3"T D*1VJP"T»C»^ i":> 
iyin*civa-.n )p»no JiR o»*iuyu*r»o V i 
jD3»oa*T j" t pR }'C3IKP o n PB PD» o n 
ipfiiK PK ;yiy*u -.yi 1$ r o .D?": 
-inyii OTPOWU oo **? 'IOOITJ'R 
* « * 
ivp.iv? B*n Bey^c **! 
TS-P^-K pR ^icao IP:38^ oy-} PB jyn*v 
Oipo^yoye w&w o n i * 
i PK D W iyfi^ov,« vi fw iw .viK :y3^8 BDjr^  
nmrrtf l i w y m t w D»*P 
v^jro"* " i nut >»K cp i p $ 'JBB p * ."iicae 
— * is 1PJ*« iryjjjfjiyi'K -,*.c=s 
inye»p= *^> pstyH .Twaa- *JJ»TO (3) 
.'rH(MW P»R MH D»l I"" ,-tya«oiB p ' * lie 
D$n ppii ' n OBH DPJiB P R J B H nytpn 
;jro Dip ->VT IB w DU flWV n .o^i tp i 
ijcif j n u n w ]« IBB " W S I B IB jwtfiojy 
iyo«jiD3y iv\ 3MK Dip ^ n l B J » ' w w n 
V J W O ' J B.TH t>*n |pc IB «5n»B iyb"3"iB 
in i n n s c - ">» 3Vo ,D;»IPJ2» oajnwJiK PR 
-ipn n n a B o»o .DPI iwim 3:i3invt>;iK 
03P1 D»"> "UWR BVPlfD D«3 IIP ,1V0 
,11) D?PEP3 C7PR ]PM -lPt3"31B IMBNWS 
njn ]"P nvi PR OPPR ?*t iy3"P Dip PB 
.]VW 1P3PP Q'3 
pi* 0^3-m po u^*mnx » » a *i JHWI 
DIP a3w*tmjj n binjtfp-iv isi'D PPSD 
' P R r w » I P T Dip D3PP"IP:B *1 ; naPa^BE 
'I TP2B .1Pb»DPB*lB R PR i j o^ rapo K 
*«»„ DS3 R 18 ,D*3 DO"rt Dip IB ,TW D3B1 
,-jvp'R V1R lpb»3iB P3"t p&ftn |Pti5 
•pncw » m * w « tywi O*D r » iB'ar * I 
0'3 S B O 3 " P W a p a - ' B i«/i Dtp n S»« . i n 
OPt |P3">3 t\0 1V0"3n« IK Dip ,t31VnBDVS 
i i i own M o w n | " t UMB ]V3v^ \nw 
(Ptpn PR 1P^ B» 0PDB2 R*T IB .DTPIBEpa 
B ^«*i t*K oip .^^pjjra |pna«n roup 
fPlRP \"P DPDB3 H 033»13 DSM :31PJBH 
^P'p MB* H DP 03BO 1P0"3"18 P PR $'3 
rp»M. i n v«*i ro»ii Tttjm PR /«ffl*w 
B3«^J BB3 Ijn lP«m ,iPb"31B "TPTPa^ 
P3"( 1BD D**P3^"UnP,13 IPJ"XD'nB ,1PDP3 
lPD>»n TBPO **i IPP n» ."«n*T3 n j n ; » 
.0B3 Tin '1! 
OBT .ipmipaoinB v* e«n Df'Bfisnv* 
n 18 ,DTjn>»roppci3B3 n p» «TT*M Tjn 
]PVi'c3"B r t i v t i jptyn v>« ^*i' WW 
R F*
 ( m » p w n PR b w ^ r x v e ojr> 
-•TC3P n C«« 08 .TP3P3*1D"WB T>W^B»-
; DPi« IBIP'T IP;PII OJtft : j n 
i>n i» •yjwpnirs tjreipim "r-fiffo i '* cy„ 
!• Tin irrfii !»nc?J ;«; 07 ^«r r t I » I H 
am .%»« *•-*• v w c?rn»iv '-. a v B r w j t 
,'U!3(0 r» Jp=r> • :»:jr! T ^ ' 3 » 
• 
- " tw p'R P R tw?Bn 5po'o-OJp3P^ IUJ ip: 
IPf»jni Dppn"tt ponv3i!npa 1 b-s pM jps 
DB110V IP3P72-11T <|»» IP3PP TPD"3-iB-lnPtaiR 
.*lpPIB P3 Ml ^PD3"^ 
W3»tl R.PR iPI""« 1BC T1KT1PO0 ipn 
70 !P3p,'npE ?Bt iBO'npaB 1R — D:MIP3 
OX'R -b3UD 50 W W R pR pi:W3t- B D3VS 
1PD*»31B-P'DP »1 1BC TFS'R DP 0="r3 
DVDB3 '1 IB IP3P3 3J1D3B |P^B» »•> ,P*?B 
•S»DFJJ3 aih ri'lR VE33P-I P*PH " t " 3 \p& 
BP11 DP .IP3'YTPPV.B 0*3 *nKt3POo'lPa 
I B P'T6B Dip ,|PTP11 Din'Ep:3"B -*'H 
•VI 331b3B IP^(t D T^IV p l"3 ]12 "CIBDDBfT 
Dip ^3'b3'T *1 P'T tP7BT ;pI"-iB 1 IB JF3 
"ipnnC I P ! (IE 331TPDP3DMR P^DS'll B I'R 
. • » * 
c : "me ry: K 
-03P *1 1P3'R 3'D3'r 
•31RP DPI pc m w 
*"31B *1 pE IPD3M1P3 t i DB~ .IV*^  OW , - r 
MI t p c r u jposMS'n IOJBI: PR IF>M IPD 
-lBinp b»n i«»jv n DBM iP;3npcp3D'iB »n 
•'no'3-.««MB 11RB2 i n f n iPsn? iy spo 
*1 tvii 0 " * npT \'H ,5«PB13R1B K**Ojw j s r 
.IP3^p3P)3B, ^BPRSR'a apn IP3»P DPDB3 
n P3*p» ;poP3ia P:*3'*B 1MB IP ;"X;B -vs t r 
n pB iporB'n'. IBVV i m 11c ip^Dtr-.BC 
J3«p3*03Ml JTBDITU 
,1PO'*31« [V:«:3« PD PMPE "in \'Vi 
(3) |iR (2) IPDP3U ,(3) aan-rojp n DW? 
rjni = J ? I - ^ « E»: '•IJI ^fn»wr:j»«p (2) 
»» "ir-T ij?"";" ttyvmw ='= "*' ~v*s i n 
.='
,P-l•B|5nB-J i^'J•.' P " sw""-'i« "'T'lt e p n 
™2 PM tf= op p i iri«hfi»o r^TP'-n^SK-.B 
•^ (IB es'ija » I P T » iswtry- ^ - p w i « »« 
tfj'-ri** |fjpp i^?» b 'T« p " = ** iy=^r^ 
.upmipjo 1»' 1B^ Rf» **»*•• P * '«3?S 3^?"' 
PR •W »^H « 1BJ DOlp bP3» IPtp'1 IX 
.J3n',pb3jr i jn p» j j ^ r m a v 1PC02P3 i n 
:btf«o MI r t oijS-^jt 
p " a |i» ipWoonB* *> 1H IPS11 •Kinpejui 
•^ r««» w»w -gnjtrif* >*!>•» ^ r"« r?»n-






1 9 1 6 .ODISM'H 
Ttfi r w n DBWJPIX own iw*3i» n npsw 
» # w n .D"pD3y3ynp;D,iR jupttfyr O*Q nyj 
TJOD'H TVT pK IPTpll |P3JJ'1PTJfC Opll 1915 
Wjn**a D»O l#>3l\-ijn«EPi»tfP npn pc P\n 
ftw T n o *i own pm praSyt .iP38BP3i3 
PR tfwiv lynpDyna R o w x n y c uujniW 
-piW<P H 'ii nasn yc'OBOW'B'n iiR OPBO 
JIB ow«nynn'c *n nyosiK iw'3i* np28o 
•aart,-1 t,K •uwij'fcp .3 ,o*np>*n D'TIKO 
*3'K PR 11883 t» '8pn ijn pc PO*OWP npi 
.0831*0 ]povp? 5R3wcy;npo 
cnjnwBpvDUBo n 7*113 ' p y ^ ^ c r * 
-un5BJ8C o*n |w*3i* *i 0*11 nyna Tin ' 
DWPP1P PR DiyiiroppDlSKD H IX CP'ffW 
.DIOBO'O^R IK 0*8 KDlHi "Wl PR |yiW"P' 
D*n pVll .DIOBO'O I^R IK JPl'VJ. IP. PK ^ lp 
PR umPio ptfPi T O loirutfpny ^»5»«i 
pn V» ! P*VWD p*P c a PR iwff»no»3i8 
own n*np ivn PD WS'QHP "un W IPDOJP 
IW n i p onrartpTP np33»»?tf w r i v m s 
: J*TJ»3 
->?• ip:?p TO m ,uQ»ity TO j rs^n pSpi 
•ipwpo <i i» -ip:jrt« JIB ps#*nw >i ip«iic 
i'» cp . v n a er- tpsp'irya Ml* ;-=«n Bffti 
•;r^" ?'?"» 1*" p"i=e « *»» call IVW* n :J<; 
>? ,tWtort ='• ll^P" ^'o W3« ;j»»S pn 
itirggfi Vm -impii Hf=c«w *" i r«» ** 
,jp*«n DTpniweppuws «l C$1 
cvi ipcnjpa 4gnft own owfeW own 
npnpo*3 nyn tPepii ,mp'5aw cwn .^»3D 
W^^  1** P'noo tye-naoi^n nsw po cvo 
m ^ p e c p n w e vt ]P3wn > » px JPJP?PJ 
qipnp npn nptP3 ,n"no-Piw?p PR lao^P N 
-.W2 1PX383 pR o»3 ^WJ t'K nooJo npn nc 
p'^ioiR IR »M b u *«*, jPiipa o^w" .nps'K 
-pa y5i [P3wn "t jw ,,O>D pnw w n»c 
DnpniPOPPDWRD H pR 18*31* npn iv iP3p'v„-
.Di5y jys8o iv *»! onpnwcPiciK pn 
T»'M PD P^ XD»1R" P3'3"K |p3»n DW 
TO IJO^SH ipi:p=Btsm pstVaronijU r " 
i'K -qrav 4<tt OP^ I P « " ipoipp; a-3 T' 
n»b i?;pp .p^aiB pn nante IIB ip='<!i y 
capn ejr in.ippipw lpc'iip; opj'»i « B»B S 
DBn ,*irD :^>K I?T TSBIB r,BC)jp TponiJ N 
-ij-Mi ••» -ira,,3'»« t:p'Ma 50 ir»n»-mj opii 
.cijnircppei.'p: i:ptns ri's-'n ;IK JP-VCBC 
ttl^Mp *"» IPVWW =P" (P'HCO K^JP'V 
-p; n pt^pn ,»Tccn3<n |K \M cpn:irn jiir 
•>p;»s»'K x't i'K VDUP'K .r^pw o'o ipc:tr= 
pn p»'3(«i»?p ?;<S?3-.r i?a»i3 ep» e"i 
pns»'cpi -vytw ijn i» iptBi^pe PB^OICP 
•p3 =jn C(j» e'ipipe'5 K iyt«rp3 Bpn p« 
. . . Uhft»< ?^?'fi ipip'n 
nm r ^ n Dp 1* u»'iVa s»s^  |p;yp T C 
»EDfp ijrccnp jn 1* ira:p tie'ep c<o ^ : ? ^ 
. . . »pi*$» p:npti-a p« 
,C7nyc:'K :rcn-; =m s^ynyi ipi«n -tta 
-n^ spruit * e:«op: c^n :iW»a." ,<: •" 
"HfBJlK 11= PS'OtJF H 1(!C 11CK) Dpi--.jpft'tV,* 
-in* »n P* VP. :?"=»•» *>•» .^ snripo p?'*»= 
»flU-»ii r^y-K ]•« im p.*:,s p t a«r>Po 
.;K^=-I«S oyn :pcn;;n;¥ ipopTytu^ p'noK 
0n^viP33» v i i W OP PK njwowt (W«J O.3PP» enjn>rbppci38c- >n i?2fn ow" 
1R3WT PR Popn» npn pn tPODporiB jpnyn 
SPJP) 1PJ)10"V P3^:yo »n pR o5yn«ony 
-lis* h PC aif-por w a o ^ i i npn 
^•BniropyD 
-»o n iP28-n rrt'msvow ys^ym npoiiR 
n o>n R iw vfafr* opo»3 6nhiepppcu 
R 1*a ..-o"io>3n8 ID 3>»^ke l)38n& 
rtTna "ipnss P*P "t iy3W<" ii'C": p r a f i t 
aJKfl K O'O lPOl?lS0*n«. '11 D8:3P> »*> 
*n%vt mm IP3*M • 
v 
Vi own neo8P R i8c pen nyn oan ? wno 
PR psoy3'*n .no "3 ,DD»»n own — «t "3 
,onypK>civ pnsor osnys — }p3y^ wp y3"t 
cjiKii or? ipn»nw33'K osppyj \r\ »M |P3W" 
*n* jPD>w" t yt3»J'po3P3'oR-ia io5pi» pc 
-PJD'IK yo58 H IPVUP3 0381iy> OS'K pn 
^-D^no^-iw tQ UVdN9>. :yi8-,c psprRi-
,*«» PR ?wp«08ns OPT iPay-cBW np»t D'= 
s^ own p*r^no'3"8 58 n-ww3 "1 npr'K 
lP3wn M>Vtf&Wm Ivcyjixo'inK tw^D 
Itfi p^tjrao >n ownpa fci p« ^»5pvn ••; 
own ym «i --a"itj»3n8 10 uvnotu. 
-W-ifpnocrR pnp-i B>0 w f l w r * n r^ 
C0C8 wpnrom* run pc onpaeiro *s w.pu 
i 
..-" " r r - r ' T r - " - 1 y T ^ m y i T f f l l i l w a A 
-lypvsn ejytriHj &vi nyi 
•28? yavwc no ijjm n p8 p««i C P C P «I 
pie pa«n DTjpy> n .onp'K? yosyoyB 
prpwntt \vi& »M ?«t jy-s D»I BWUMBW 
n .riwn "yia lyn lie 5IJPKD8?B a n 
mm Dipt .yrmya *T ox*8 m^iDi? enr*?" 
,«i pH phpn MKisyj yD-vDDyisH \vm 
-J-.K imnaW DV- jJUVBsn ymeoe' [y3i*n 
.nrw*. o"i£y3 *yat? u^y" "Wina I*3*T$W 
nyc |'i«D oojysDyDK *n IJHIO i#«in}H 
-*p jyvi*: PK PK i^opi's Ttfftreajyi'psw 
•tfpa p-P -.80 !«*3^ iyT .jrtyi*. ovowtf-
T a ^ v w i y c iyi O'c inyawiit iy*nyc o»3 
S"K oaya"nyo ecny tyaqn v o ..0"2itt 
nytaiK ]vo :3iK*ncy3 n ,iyD"iiv i n aim 
.D"ii o*a Tin int .lyria 
iiD-C38'Y8T*3»«ap8 JK iyjascas imrnp I 
.&cyv."?yo,£ P& Diyoayv n p« 
~iyi w 3*o*ia oy m 33W*wo w y n pit 
138* |yv)82 j'lya'K cnyayo y-iyum UUftttQ 
•map J w\ n Bipi Di5ry= cyi jyayn 
•yen 8 iv isfayamya's — prsiayaa* o«r 
o n jy-iyDinnyc pc yasne H owircnam 
PK cy -oays na>c <mrt cpyo KD»IKP"H'B 
nyc ?ijt Vflwn ya'O'ia wwi D«T OB»nom 
-318 >y*8* -tji-D iy;yn p« trum ea^pTu 
yasic »T una.TP3B»w o38*ai' y*8P»t ripi 
DTWofie my"i iya"x:» PK WDIPCH IKC 
lit pK ^yatjmryDa'K im w ea^EB ny"t 
.D^Kpij^ yDcyttB' ny*<t 
yoTODy^s W i t * pc aaian-noTyc »i 
isa n i eiya*yo pK wowa yoyo"i3*n p8 
pw n rs MOB i« lsmrrew ynsw n 
.'T.atjn.« PE 
iy:«n ? non^o pc ta?8 IH \vm Oti ovy= 
iyomy,D]n,t>:;t<^in trcijn Dpo«i n o*3 
oc^snya i«'3iv'i twpi vcrosn ?cuc 
?>nyayB'n « mhyf'pny T ^ o s a ? I»nu 
D j^nannya w»ii* **j nyaij Dijn ,13 .P"-IDD 
K tap»pya pK. IDIK B P O V I ^ * K "1*** 
— mpBO'oJw lyp'DPBD PK |ya»^3"T& 
".yii* .ly^oyo Sm» 0^11 : »n«n yoxy^ own 
"saypn it jpcncnis II^IJT v e w » oJnv 
O'a opyos?ya DiDBco^ttiyi DMri ;^»-. 
^cij^yD v* Hfb^ M iy2«» «mr«i -ta"v 
th»^  va pit e^mjnMv vi ]PO?BH sy p« 
"^ yaoMR nyeyi? n -^1910 po oyayvo n 
"i>«0P n .(PPsya D*3 tic jyesa ^ .oan 
Pc lyrayo "inayi^o px DTI^ICIKB i"->c 
.OHD T^rs K o$9 itr\"$ oi»vfc p^*na« 
B'.^ ff IKD 6»*pi(f ipn*a vc3iu*cK-i» 
•**»*I*K iifi Po lyrays vtsmwrm 
DTW> J>*Ttt» ~isps« ,*pe i ip^pn — n5w : 
cra;»s j5 pn nyaiysvSio 3 o^»o farms 
en pit Bvcy^ jfo3*KTjffi »^»>a ipi jw*P 
r* pit D ^ o m t y e p v ^ a ' p ^ p n 
•«nB njn ]« ornropyfiiaKc p»*>P *T 
ow^a |Jtt3tt5 |ya«a wr"»»ejp« IVOPJTO 
jy:i(n "t .AP«UP iv DU JyotB" K o«nin 
Tin "lys'K ajri proD**? it vw D3*Tya ^*: 
niyo iyo*na H btenya jyaif.1 "t lyaij/.irii' 
lW**it*c«08 »i MI c r a w .53*oy3in I>H 
•3» »l O*T ^pitomt Djn iyairuyii« DIJ^ 
0*3 pD P*DP8D *W0?8- i n 0*0 195**^ 3. 
o*n !j«w *n iy3* -I*** *•" iwytnyjw 
i r t 1W lyowvoniu jyaatimvya v^ VPn 
TTi pn ly-iy^c l^^ ^* ar^P -WM e ^ " 
oyo'iH'a «rWo«H^ o«n — ?'TODI*!3,K 
i n *.» nmp^i cp-pya vn o»*-i ,«in= m 
TT3 "unwopsreuvs ; n r p« iifff"»P5ife« 
Y^a o*."! W O i n .pen yiay Trttu 
•^ SE ni^p *rapiya r « cy ."o*n* « oawasa 
Tta TrVw*^ **K tS'Ji* *i can m-jvciiSs 
.soan . m n n*w T* onjrawra v i .oo^oe 
iy;*K1«E im*JW Mt 0831*0 8 »« ^ RttB 
oaa. H(tr*w«o8 OTyiic^pjrcuBO »i oa*t 
. Wp*pK ^ifiwoini can iy~8iayaa» OWB 





 - 1 9 1 5 . E b U M K ' ' ' 
D8u i8£im Tfoi8i*»38ipE OPPT-I ir«n n 1P38 .;PEB o*:jnw DB-I IBOP n .*«>* 
^8*PD)»ii» MI DMR iVDPwvwcifa p:«5p ^" j&ftfci t»*n «r»«8»o»D« D i m e w t t i j * -
rtWjpjmwgb H i»a»n nupo wtfn D'Q .iP'Bic PKIPM** IPDSIR J p * I'DOR >TR JUO 
IP3MR n PR 'pass oariM ^ i DJ»DP; c u n innuu Dfttwu *p28n OIPIIFOPPDISBC 'T 
JM«I »1 IB &>XD Ipl 1V2B" .D1P'J»31B pD D'D 0' : 1P38 ,TV IP"! *IMR DIP^SXB OBI 
»8" jpnp iwurtpw iv poenp *i ipiips PR IBOP H IP^PDBPDMIB D'o no ,[PDPBC 
PMI3P5O*3 njna Dgnps *P38n " i r8 ,DJ"vp3 iwifrr j« .03*5 ipoap^p H p* ipo"3i8 H 
UBoenv DPI iv T*Tp cpi ipa^ia pmv .iy*"J»i: P I P I : W 3 'MIV «PW DSp'Brp: ip 
pass© .1910 "iijEpa IPHPJ PR ip |pa?pii pR ^ i w b D^lPfiiifi^n "t IM8" ©*.n p'R HE 
Tuiposns o«n»a i8;8» p ic jpaB" cpcija 
pjpnp'tnpc «IMK jpp'iB p*b*f n P B I P D ' T 
rtpO .B3PVR1B 30 M', *Jt»B MTR CtMPEnW 
PK Dlfip^PiP DBH *80P3'V1 ,TO"D811 DPI 
3«JU8 DP11 WC'R'CBOB n IB PDPIB Ipl 
.18I1M Ml IPP'15 h IPO 
f 
.-wi' n p ?i»iR tynyor "QrvrtftfUP n 
PR ,!R'3P 1PT pfi iPOinOTPC *"t DD1P OP 
ip'M IBCDHIHP ,B'*iip$*B Dmwa tnrmuw 
Jlfi O'lP {PIP' HMR IPC89DMK P3'03M18C 
183 P38"f3 DBMH 1)>1 .E1pTrOPPS!3B9 H 
po'npunp n opoa^pa y i (Msn op pajjm 
H P8 TtRJp 03'8t-n npi p,c "WOp-iDiya 
: \VV3li PR ?R38rP31P03*8 IP*: PS P3S8P2 
D»'TJ t.M»» *ro 1P28 .firW'IB l^Ml 170 ,V\, 
."man?© i82 
DjpiMpiB 0 8 " sjnnpspTp nmtyz *i 
-:PD H pB P3"R pR l>aWM Dip 1P33MP>C 
; IP01PDMR DO *80P lin D'D JPJPP «1 1» 
03^M1P33"8 "t |p38fl O'U TlTlSB iPn J'.E 
"31R pD PD'CBP R "BD p"n3PD'lVOMR V>* 
TT ,T^3PD 3MR .plT 1PC3PO PB"R»D1Bfi 
.D3PD*138 DP^J R *1MR JPSHJPOSnpfi 
IB .IP11P3 |M"I nOPD pnp'M pD P3«3"8 
•318 D8R IPn D8i*. "DptrnpBROD,, 500 p« 
05pl38np3 1PD"318 +1 1P38<1 .DSIHVO 
JP38-T OinM P^ »1 pR DPD"P 361 PR 3'X*n 
•Ri .D-318 iPi iv tnpipmv DTjrn8W "• 
H t8 -PntfPb PV383 8 DM3V3 »I JP38H >l»n 
-E'VOH 'T JPD5BH38 03PPP3 DO BJjn 18*3'' 
"18 *1 D8.VIPO tB 1P38 .TPWW.n P8 p5 
D8H ,D»3n8 1P1 IV PniV D-IPT18P3 1PD»2 
H pR l^ BMTO'-i $ lPD^8np338 8' 181 JpO 
-IP P» !P38"1 DMR DPMI DP Ml .TPBPC* 
-IP D'3 183 ^8* "IPD"318 OJH IB .DPDIBV. 
jPC JPll l^fiR 1PTDDPD81B IV pM D3M? 11R D"PJ'D3»ri8C. VI DPM1P3 IP331D-V P3»5. 
:Pt«8P3
 WOV -1 PC D-PD3P3P1P30MR ^ >M JP3>M tt&OI ?18 J1>W IK-WPK D1HD 
v o .=^P -i =^n; >"i:ft^fll ;rs '" >* -10 * *>»P Pic l»MW 
«f IPS" /?C?:? * "B S^ P*"" * ~- '>&** WW I TB ,!PV.P3 t'R ri3PD 1P13R |R 
DM-1B 1VUP WOW PC T)»'W3J»»>U! 50 j,3»5p n {jn^M-|03KP IV 138DPO*R D'3 PK 
V8 l - ^ p ^ V c a u p W Vpawa, x tern »'« *w*3V o'JW J»^« «1 irup>3ipc w 
'•• =«n w»^ viiiit^MK $ t t $ W« DO PR DlP^aiB D81 .3«D ipn Ml 18'? 
it n .;^'eyicMK i¥r"« pjgno w»n>rop»c:.38e-aio ip i D*D 03BPP= 
PDVP? *>1 PR CP>3R1B 818 \Wf\W PR C8'' 
i]} C"M C I^P IPJ'D'M Tjn ,VHp MYpMW 
ipnrDppci;8»"aio ip i tsc 
• tPOMns -CVT pc BR5$8Mf»*iK 
218 *i 1811 D181 '8 PR 
• '8 PD3P1 1P"I nMR n"" 
R 1P38"2 [V3PP IV 01R 
iM18 (PS R O'C 1P11CDPPD138Q VT 
38? D183 IV'PI 1* B"2 
181 [P3«M ID ,MI8 1?82'" 
- • ^ ^ 
W W . wyiritta DH«^ nyn 
.-#1 DjH"$ya TB»H .\VVM H pK TCSI 'pa 
.njBDcnpe IV3"J: Ipi3i8 DICB 
IX [paimiPM TV3ifn *ii can 5jwna Dtp { 
jpaipiviyc nvna |W"i «l *8 .IS'3V iPi 
cira B8n "I8F"8'*> ,D)«P *18 S'BMW. K ISE 
IS'jr H .B3't2B "IP"* D31WW "itf^ P B'3 JE1K 
D*C F01J3 IPWPWDM-8 IP331KV.VP3 *'* DM,"! 
D8 .ftttf |vrD'H»nv p8 ufrMn tP'P'n 
lp;"Ja DP ?«t .SjWa o n fie P^BBP K r « 
: nvni P3*BE3*PIV n TBC trot K IKE 
,-fysi'n sipl'ip"** .ij;:'*?*-* 1'OBSTUPB 
; 10*11' c*i?p»$ii tsyo-ip; : « T ^ *?*:«»•« 
.fT#j3 os-^n wpr i r* ^ipasptin "Wp 
,»B»B pi^' W -l*'**-' E1?P"a BVlpC "Up purtp 
V"» lP=-*nt7 !?=** ^n f; tpuftpupvn 
1?J»I vo x*i*c irw.-T ;re28 en 1* r;-z 
,Ijrr"ie,*j,-c3>fp 18 **B;IKP K i(« injs *,» J*7MI 
-;C-D'3 jit ipjm cH*o=T-:"a»f'i» ?*' c«i" 
-ixi«c ii" ir=-:-o p t^jTa»; n« pevBjnpMin 
i r i o » » ,»<t -in "owpB vir.R u»>»* 
-, n : i ; i r n i , i ; i ; « t : - c r ^ r c 
•jn ipirtfWi* li«PO i p a « i e r m : 
-:gs *#i cun i^ r"^B<r*(i *)* mmjr K -IBT IPT 
y _S'B»I: B>'K .iripii oTCntr ipr 
jFOipva ,iF;r:»n D>iff*9 ,in*nr)ieMH 
-'.TUMP WBlBplBjf 
PB'DBP IPT iv npna iinmaupa; 8 \I» 
p w K oop^Pi lya* «i ]P2*fl rtfnp tp-t pc 
-»nv wnwc. i9r r .yuH BHH e«n ,am p* 
iPtpn pc .PJKIC IP" pK utfyar ips '0"i 
D3.T 18 ,1PBP'$07 33ni 3JPPP3 [PO OM.T nP'1= 
"i !P2«n ,ctfe* n'i8 t»t$twe*'K IP28" "r 
P8 .rnipspnp Tt BSVEPS ipaniocp^aic 
r u n » n (» T P a i p n w i t t nyna ay* 
!*'1?'"<B H ipfcni' =;n "Win 1 7 ^ 1711 
irt'«'Tt PJ'B=MI ?='flp; ir»w iPi,1T BP '* 
-?r i»e -t>ua*« .ir:?3:t« =-: u'=7P *^o cijii 
•ptt TO t« .-••jzn "t'c i?;«'t .,ipsyj:r»js "> lift 
-»•: . . | o i i«n ) . I ; T K ? ^ jyMH i?"i7'V*p* ip? 
.„(.Tpv-.B»: »n-ijritfpip agsii »u» iriipj i?: 
e>B rr:*rr: ",'» =;•" v>* tptt i« -:?;••>; v s 
--",1. n pK "IP381B Pn83V"lO*21*. H 
-Piaip ou 1P3PP. •<: WW "!Pi^*;^9 pa'o 
— "eO"0„ n PK SfTBPSlVW IP"! PK > 2 . 
K Jpti8vj; oifa — "w ip"i ^«IK o^psrpj 
Tno*p ipt38.v-.pn "ink S»*n» I^J ipt>8f 
onpipa pK [PC8 EfcjruKnpa oan-J^JV n 
;sr"K'D8C8 *"! D«n ,D'ii2»i p^^8^P O'ts 
-^«* ,;P18TE P5PP3H ".PDaiR IPBSMRW Tt 
.ipawtfippa PH [PJipXBis'W'K .ipr-ipnpn 
8 i8c I8':v ' i Dinj^pnp n D8|} 5a mip 
.lPDC^8pn>'D p8 iPDD'aiKlS pB "CT3383-
-IJD n ijmjw CT pK ipnn'ca"K i»>m c*i\ 
-028tr5PIpS PS^DD^S'V 
"[*yV IPJBP'IPSS |»*P »*3 P8 D8T1-
-np^pnp Vfp*i"E8 J8 O'S DMIB iircW"n ' '8 
,PB113 Pf'DC^B'VJJD P?8P^81 8 ""3. -3311 
8 D?8 D3PO,138 WPIP'IC 8 OY)3P3 Dlfil 
-3PD8tlp IPB3B3P3-«t Cp-J IPt3>8n'V38 ^PO1^ 
iP3*iiP3 iv e3"spa T?va»o tP38" "I 
*»1 J3^'"3 p:'?D3PCP '1 P'tKJBO IptpH 0*2 
-S3ycp *i .on8;P3 p^satr -ipay Ti iw*n 
?P'E P38? **} IP38DEHPE D1J.1 33U"S pd*? 
'ii ''.ts
 t .ePO">8"">P iPa*n va m ipopa 
-pllJE nmit. IP3P3P33* n»^p csn pj'jl* H 
1C-DPPE138S1 c«v. "a*';B 018D a n t-iprpi 
-B13'D3*B pK IPHpD riP»*t .IP^P'BP DIP"! 
.1P3"V1P3*8'C3PPP3 D'3 Dp3-*p IP28H IP38'V 
npn jp3"i ]8,3P %n pc jpwnp-iwc '" 
"tfna !Prn8DB*n a n p8 i r ^ i P : B3n«c 
-ieTBPVEi38': "i iv BP'trps a«ri I8'3i* n otpi 
-o"i ai»ji mint DP 4icn IPB28 cpn DIPT 
: *ipaipn.n3P^«E pn a^np^p^p T ? 
-*•* cri uBySt«iK p'nt =•: »*m; •"= 
-;"« in nff v s IXJB^ opi c « « * ^8pw 
1>* n"* TflSipajrupa » v w sryofue ;;':pt 
r?T eipe>i2«^ptpn .-«?' '".n -in# a?:-" 
-";N< ^ » --tft Djrrtvm Bwjw n ipfi'tT7= 
lpi:«; PK r=?7tu'i i"? ir?»r ?z;r'- •tps 
-"fTSl* P?"-: lP=fW»V 1*18 *•! ip /- W » 
mieTO M ;~-»fl-:7 9»t ;m .r"i-n«-pi "•," 
-:MByti;f3 v i IIJ« m?n i n :-.c -r^Brvft 
-**nB5r v y 13"P W P O 1 ^ 2 n *!'="* r't7*1 
istttpi ip^p^ *p era .;rs?;i» r r r - t ir= 
-:-n ijn jm B^» :7*~r-*:'»-5 ;<zi": T$t 
•crwrajro^ •- :•« BTT** 'P'^pn ^ J'TBCH 
.1PT« B'rqttV 
.Cr-S^KJS p8 DT^KP^rD 1*8 Sip 3'W 
.iponpn pip*-! t>ro**oPi •« a^w ipi o»n 
U 1 9 1 5 .BDWMK 
0»h)V3W D«~ iy D«n Hnmtfinp Pttpvny; K 
IK ofrnajp. ssnny^pny yipn .OMKTBC 
-$D n 11K iii)3D oyn TWK P & w i C ' 
jopiP'tnpc ' I 180 iipav i n no jyaanvi 
W i r i » 3 |W*n t«JVUH8DH .TVD»^8 
\yy\i D*U imjfD'X PK |ybp«». y»w IMK 
K>"DD ny»«Jt» tan pc «niptf» o5ye8»P3 
pK ivayajwiiH PM IKS"? *i» osycDiSByi 
.147 .13 pojtfia 
omno B8n Piy*i •wMBn"amo"o K pn 
,cy*mnp n W D W U M lynaw b»w*vt. 
•an iirifti u n po tpwurvo PK nwye 
rt w» iJVwurSirw h pO'oya oyii nyatf 
,DVFn"& pe»5»P~ 
DTP'VUO |P31p| ?»D3KP PC |p»W*: n 
-D'ix iv3"i b**» w T m .i»3mi t n n v i H 
.ovro yi"3 po mm ID K irwuw onynyj. 
iyi33iK 3yu y:o"K tycprya PK 5*O;IKP UH 
»«>wn IP023 cjn pK jyvno y3»o«*snyE 
-«r»» n iP»s?y3i8B TJ£T» DP»J»D .*n o«n 
ov\ p« |yj*DH3 tarn iy>y* Kn p»n ati -
>D3WP pc O-.SBPI 
D'TJ* ;% ip33"t3 pita -IJrt'ii TO 
^•c:ajp "?ytpH i?« i?:« .33««-jya»nyt n n 
•M: I»T rpit ,B"S-I* l»l B*»-n»* |p=en cyu 
'-r.K «^i yrijm ;«•:'"?- K ITC'SBTS u J»= 
•Stfttpa lyatjn con wbttfiuniro »1 I37=nijrr 
npDciy iyn i«n o*n BmpVn ornxo 
pn> &u B*» a«»w i n an IB .OWJPU 
iycny;iV3* oyu |K»JP H PK yp ,03BC 
oy« iy lpaSjro w otf srys tyco'Dwa jyiy 
DiyiiB'DpyEiaBQ n t» ,'R3n ojn tJ»o ,i 
D"t *arj3B njn pc .ys^y: D«T i«no jy>yr, . 
iy 18 ,0"iratfpny tynap-nsyn oi*?icn etp 
jy5ya c-ijnicoppouKo *i v^ |V38t DO jy? 
.Vcaatp po otfippa nm IPCWIIPOSW v 
.lynoaiys Tpnnp »*» D^O VI ow "W 
IJTisiDF "«V t»38&yD D1JH BMlP^ n 
1({» TO :p*>3V Tin PD nUSO H |M"5lST 
n lysy^vn^e jynaitJir 5 0338?iyD o«n ivn 
iyt .^jniropyDU8D n po ."Djn«np. 
ny*8^  cyi jvaya lit iyD«5i?y3 oijn 5»D3iw 
H i8C pnsibt? :y3^8myi3ij nv Tiny pi 
.DyTjn yac-; 
'^D3i8P njn n8Q I33y^ y3-^ D e«n o*np^n 
. 
W W DP1115 DrSSipspyi ITS DISSP"! 
• 
PK r r o5y,» ^ a w IPWH'-P* ,vmh\ 
iy33\n»xy3 H I^I syv. K ivrnyr iv wapt 
ID^T "T t8 ,iyi8^iin W 0*3 ,iyinypisaw 
PK unPDTKD pja»n3 IX jw lyimi iys->y 
-iyHiba^iy-3 
Thvo-rre jn»a t53n»oijn >'D)mp ny, 
-una i in iyii .WDCIK lyniw-:?; cyi ;si 
OKiv/w K — [y-i^yrj jycscyj VH ?IJPKD 
3MK pK .uri"3 pc onyip Otf iy.yjs n« 
.,i*DE«rny>nyb |y»y3 »>K ^KPKOKIB nyn 
"'-138 niH3« IK TJH8 ,DiyD»3P»MK pK-Oijn 
VD3IKP -an .Di8 ?•' v1"* ITOIP *n«T tow 
K JW3181VE)*1K B33^ 1E3C»;3K V1 0|*'1 
..TWWMW-o»n p« ^8C38 jy:^J^ n8 .oyj 
: ?n iya'^3'13 'HTOWKB 
linwiUfa ~:yu3'tf»K PK D811 ^D3WP 1P1 
PIIJ^P Tin |jfc5»n iK PIW' W pc i«*yo or: 
-3'K "WT PK i8f"K^B8D« Diime'Dpye'os: 
|»q>% DTyPTS^ V t33yt>183 0»T^ ^ W I W 
-"-lair w n PK 330H3ya&iyc K IV JPCV 
1»c in no jyow: PK ,iyt.3>Sy3 ,IBD»P3'O 
*T pB UWlNKUf IV"' ,Dlp^31» DP3"«': 
D«tt I»33in*Vy3 yiPDVniKlB pK W^TP'^ C 
-'*Tt»vw'H pv&pym PK ©vooMPy iP3«f: 
own Viment u n ajar 5 VBKP* »I IBB 
!yt>nny^py;ciK oyi aihjflf m»op»tar 
PR iy3P3D"318 VI 1^0 Djny03*K-OD3fT' 
- K p f - r w pa'vi * ; » $ * PK ^ " 3 - s 
•pa ivi'v 6**fl* y^'a yajpn o'o iy5w~ 
180 !P3"t IP03MOMR pa^iync vi .osy^ 
ys'^j 'ni: H |1K OJPP^nyc WW ou'» " 
nyoam ;y»yi o»>v K 18C ipa"»? pKDHJncia 
L 
nppnHPi o i y i n w . D ^ P ^ i j n 
r a w i w Dsyiy* "I paw oyn iy itt JIK 
.D^mjH^l T'K D*n "W .5«i>HDK1B DPI jy3 
w o H i s o y ^ »a ijrtrtwn oyu oy >yu i» 
DIM cim^DpyDOBo H ntfyn . O W U B 
.'!W*jnB y a w n , runn ways?** tfa ICIK 
-D'3i8 p p ' y a ^ n s yiyn nya*N jy^yu "t 
.tyonyw* a*3 W»"J " 
-iM'K D$n c«n ,iyDiwm "co»*t>„ i n 
D-.v^ pTy Tynaw oijn .D-ISBUI p i y n jyayjya 
D'o D3,,opj iya«?i DijnUPBpyEUKo n DSII -
:iyuTini ruya^D px - l y r t t n a , n 
M iyBi3p3jB ipsan ciynrfcppEisRO *i 
^8 171 lie ;:rt"n=ii ; : " ? ; tut *»po oio'3 
t-irnw Wiv »i ecu ir:«» m» i c<n \ B » 3 
•»•!» it llrtnv 01711 rsppti Ufa H .pujw -my* 
*** iwnSain n PIS *&*<> y:«r> K VH* *«P*B 
7511
 fc'i*(3 170076 * I'm s^scryippiiu 171711 
-i«^ otj »J'IK wyons* I* 4*ft titm* <T*r«n 
**? 1*1 Me «ij ,m«> ."in I P B TUB* R »» iy3 
. ; ; : -MVW J»IIB ip*ye» i* w » » » l"i u 
> w w p JIB u w n yoony vt 
ipi»» K ]0 . ^ i t r n 1PB14 &yi . I B W D -
n imBiiys tyof'itnyiai* t'tt ,rvic i m PR 
^rro'o ns*yt> D«U ^DJIHP JIB mt*\ y a n y 
1P3»53IV&MR «my oyi 0*5 Bo'Dirya o*.i 
ttfyovw HK r n o PII^P PK C T W (h«a 
T»3Jjm ,"i0i« BP»5PD -*n jmwin » B.T« 
i n *vw iBc-iyo'D tmtfiw nyarweK VR 
-ya B"n3p35yi i y i « 3 tsipt j a w W>¥*> 
m tya»a i»o nyaSyii PD mm R tyoS*n 
- : ly^ycc pijya5*D 1 ipa'R 
I» t'K Po'Clfp ajt»,'t llfi MICODTi **» 
v«* BO-t'B , M i T a n ; ; ' : y M i i r * , « » l " ' 
7M1** 0«: pne* i»J | « TB'iro"" e*»m p'M* 
IJSil »^» C911 TD'OtJp H lP6»0#y3 « l^W 
.=?»• iri .o*2icw jrtj'iooru'ii lpatTr u 
K «m>
 #||insyi M'H cpi spa -iR-ya 171 t« 
•"iya » .p-iE'VKfNj'Teo i»* -,& y": K *IMK 
-siB.iy Oipn ,';nr'=jTffmcff iri 1« =='CTJ: 
TM( ojn • ipi:>v,* vr e:»o i'»p c s tyjji'jscji 
-:<M iynw )•« i^tyi-w i|4y«rA"ll »A \P~,%> 
•Wfttjtoim * >'=:IPP "yn s«n itp .••wsxi 
*J»K u* ease H — =:«o s»»Wpo * ayis»i 
•y«"*cHji« o'sit-ysijm* n ^jjjm urai:ii"«?B 
-i 
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« lyeip o«i im nwcipen e«o B»» iy%? 
K IIK rytr '.x iyiy» *^TVijn Djn ,crt» i»'p 
ijn .172?" a*; 3*ipvtt ptp V170 cyii p"izz 
-:BIB CS'R ,IT^P" iya«'T rj«'»i im VD»«P' 
c*H CIB inpi « iiiyi»3 iy:>M TO IIH »i»n 
"7» 1»B 3»ll| .ipa'tjp Ti tjVsii :i-ii:»'; »"» 
tnfc: ?73"B onr»»«P7»"'!8o n *» myi ry* 
17C.P i* in« .Djjrjn B'D &«'» 11 lyonyj^B it 
l»it p**nto R irti»*in» t ie u^sn ^ « B « 1* 
.17=«1> "TT«ra-|WflO »i 
OTtrU»1K DTS'BBp 71P«"» tiB 73"" W ^ 
lyn^j i* i'K 7='E«P jm*>m R =»«! .lyiy'"* 
17J?" i7a»'n j^ns»R ybs w r i e r * l « nyB»* 
7313 1»> 1RI ' 1 1707" CV»JP»^  ' 1 . P ^ T W R 
ty3«n i«i3t> nyn im' iy^»-na yJ'ia'* n n« 
i» *n .WB'upiiMJ'R ys'nyi ipoipys j^» 
.jymyao'iTy Btyii P»T=C ijn NJ* I*R ITVIJRT, 
.tjtjn N Ecnyj v^s?Q*D njpyo 
e*n B*T« yi»3 IID u ^ i y c om «IMK 
•>O*TIB jriawJifD H *W»*UBB *ycB*o "i»»yo 
-3\Kp. cjn jic Biyacira B5» lyjsnyi yosw 
jn«3 unynwB'iit ,",isp,,x*^B3ip >I* 5*D 
' : 01555* IVSKQ t y r a n t |IK E*IIX 
*?BIRO iytciRii?= 171 .Wi* cp'^yi .*n 
ntrB^fp Sjp'nc?. "<n P* iym»B IIR 17 '^ 
IO7»CBC "rr lit iRa.178^  iyi H* " ' W 
.B"3i«ri7iJ'? lyn'nijt 11 r37iwr a«ii 
171 171*73 l»R 175*7" J"1JR13 .1 OWfi 
-iR « IIRR= iy37:«fi733R VI lie I*CI?=B 
, l«i">T0t3 
,l'»*i73D7ra 'B'B IJ-: .171"= »W5 
R<3aiVnp 171 lie "iicn>;p rniitwn ,n 
jrtia- rr'7-* 
I'R eiTRB-n 1737*71173 R ,B'#J .C 17B*»11 
."&gm W BllfP 81*p1*JC CB"6C 173»31'» '1 
in cjjrmrw i n .i7B»n3i73 ^"M«TB 
.51-CCRp «!H 1?3B"»r 
.jjuye^a n opmyso*iK wp\ i r y e i n 
ty3*cya »y>y"'W3«nyB opyt y3»ir> n t« 
ty^yii n« P"*iaD K jyi»Diyc iv »n >yo*o »t 
-••DIVB'W* »ii IB?I jyr*»pm» K [ycw/V1* 
iyi P« noDns'K'iin pw onnp ttr« pn 
-iy ?P*Y*EIF iyn3w |y2i(n O^TI* jn**3 
lyryn 'DID B**OTWnb« **iy"i ffviy^ 
iy3»n nyaij onrwropyBuiw n .Vojut? 
•jrmiya ottn e*i: uniy^pny tit jyayjyjix 
-yncix >*i3yDt?^ »«j tyny3-tM.i»*n »»i »* 
-*nyc tytsy?* r ^ a o«pi r u a m n .TO . o r 
iyp 5»B3i»«P iyn IB ,iyDi»syi it Tin SJTJD 
K ri53 — 3jii"pD3y p*« ;P3y30'n« r»0a 
aijniFapycuBB * 1 1 « 33ii"6T33y ysnsei*3i 
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B*u .lyiifssraiynif y i " 3 pc-TVoincnpc 
*n .W\vt cm IBD otopnip rp*vyeo jpipr 
•j*rSbP3» y r jptis »r its .insDinvc [PEHH 
^PQ's ivs'^vyw ipip* IWIJOMK PR m 
,T»I iVF'ny yj«5p ' i jVDD^r iv 
1P*8' . tPWR "'3 T ' JP3PP "I 2'W 
yro^anjp JK IRD inp;ipa*R ipo»'p;'D"iDf 
— K iv : 3 n " p o j y 
K ~- - m tic " r w i p 5y*«iL\ (3. 
*31R I"K |1K " W 3 1 B P'K ,ny3PJDD"=1K 
IP3^PP30'IK ^«: osr. ,i8npfc p e w t n t u i 
*v jojJm . iwvsw ' Jwi* pi»*3 tic jpipu 
.who p't IRE tsftiip niennr; C T R IP^ 
iv:pn PK np^cp-s w ^ p o t * R pu, ?»? TP 
TWIp' IPI 18C tnpil 0*11 "D"P- PIP' PK 
"8! 3TP33PD '"V.V P3'13*R *T .DSmipnifE 
' : DtftfB '11 IP^ PH 1V2'?MU0MK IP? 
n r JP^RI w : ! ' ri PK i«ir»»c'Di#D« »i 
"^Pll ,|P:i#>1PB 10 pE feDO'5 R JP^ PDrE*131V 
pnjruK DPI pn pnyw |pD"nyrou IP^RI P3 
iv ip-ip; ^»r ;PDD^ »fts prpn .pc .iv 
K ipu *8t: cpip' !«npi p«K iP3 f^t>on*« 
ojn-pK-iv3y;o"3i» ojn pc iputf-,;^ 
P3"T yf»« PR pR "B»mKK»B0H„ pB D-.fi 
OP .1PD"31« "! D*E IPJ3in'VV3 Jhjn3« 
*1 O'O 18 ,iJhjW DP1P£P3 J»B3»r«KC n i n 
JPC 03"3 -IP33tfl28n P13pp*inP3w IPBTPll 
1P3P3C318 flritifrmxi DPI |p5n«D IV D'3 
.|PD3*13R » " ( : t 
op osn .v.tontrW3iK-pn IPP 33I^I3«M K 
33iin8E-iy n .DSMSR POU K R I "pTTi 
.PPM1P3 PODP3 »~ OiPD,5y3 VERI 
-1PB JP3PP IV 313P3 jtfp*"D»3 PK P3PO p'p 
0811 ttfSXt pK ^'HtniK Opjy3"K |«1 pr*vw 
1181 ip .phpi38 pB p'tfMRU DPT ITVP1P3 
PK ,Ty 3'1K .DMV301K p ' t 181 Tin pK 
,IJPl»»TCijf E3D3yn p ' l -IV tlPll ,31^P v^Pi ' i i 
D8ii 1'myb I'IE IPD»,ID*IK bn»« DPII IPD |pii 
PP3P3 |PP ,IPr3PO Piyi38 Ml OP31B ,1p 
miyh PK o*\p^D3Mt»3$vt PK ro*'n JIB PK 
-iP58E3'V18 IPP IP 
OT80 K p't ?SI OP 3'0*U PK 18BTP1 
D'TIS P-P>3 PB TP3"K ^8D PK ^8313^0 
PK op ?>ni pK .op-iipnpp3 IP^n'E l ' I OPT, 
. 
-onyoE'ojv "D"PM *IVBM3IV PSBSDMK- PCBP'^PT PK rwnw K 
^ .1 1PC13 ^ PKOKTB PE iPt3P31B ^ .5 V> BTjnifD OP 0^11 ,^313HO «t« JPJ-PDr 
15 PK 14 .13 .12 .11 .10 ^ ,8 .7 ;6,5 ,4 .3 
-»i;8 IPPi pK 0?pDPP33'n8 D's ivn iinpn 
o«n *^03iKp n C8ii |P33nm3P n o*e ,BJPO 
-3P P35«« »'0 [IK 038BP3 T5p»WTK:ipi 
n W inPll t3=K2P3 IPfPll 08iriP33np*t 
>D31KP pE 0P'V8^3y-8Pjn
 N 
•mr IPB^J on pr ipe^q | B 8 » V < «t) iPi»V3'iB P3"cy3 
: ^ -r. ];:>-. Vt^ KB pK pi8>p n - w ; 
• -iB IT p.* eqh? rr'-z:r- i>« ippit i?= 
. ts rvi iffTnij* '?cT(n =»s I ^ « I ip»>*a 
TlKMtruVB t r 1PH ilTrt'C >»ij«W i»P"»«t 
.-";z"2>v c?i pc 5>*:*V( -=: - r - ^ * 0 M iy3"iBn8E *8t pK iy»*V3'is 
-;»« :7:?n I M W « * ? P > n ^ ^ (3" . : |PDP3ii 
- - r =:*rapi "Si. 
- • • 
-3»K n oyn 1PG80 ,D3'Pt8C Poopna H 
T i n jy-ipii t3Tpoc-P3 ,D"i p'K pc ,noo*-
TP*lpn38 Tjn fits (IK D'OBPOl D'3H P^P'E 
-ipc ntfip iVDompc IIB vim n DPII D"» 
PPODn PBBD H 18381 IWW IVIVH IPD8 t^-" 
- TP3'1KT ,OP38^P P03P1P3 pK 
'CP 58 P1PH B'tf ^ 
18^ 5'03lKP IP*! 
-'0808'1VOPPDK1B Dip-lirDPPEOKD Ol*tpO 
ejymK-3 D p n ' ^ SyiMCpnpoa'M n ,18!?"K 
PB T1K83 O J ^ f n n pK WW DTP[n»8ll 
Bft»* D^3i»-qjojia tyvipo -PK -PIK5P n 
tPOJ»R03P f-81 0811 .oJVonw IK IPOP^P 
p : v -
P13VJ 
[8-V8P38318 ?"K PB P3Rf»P TP"»P (K 




-U( p'K " 2 •IP181W 035^3180 T^pTll PK 
" ^ P PrfPTB .1P1PT38 1P1 JPJP3 I8'V8P383 
1 ^ _ S 
iyp-iHm wyoiH: w i -ijn 
;M pB "iyo**2'iB »1 \yvn\vt 
Ty28 niBT ,B**pO*3y: I1K 13805? 
K DD'M DBT IB ,Un»tt DiPO^OpJC'lK 0*3 
!<* wsniiajy ,O**3IB yansvat? *PIB eon 
noons** m pn i838t i y i $ BBS? p«B 
«nBl WBTJWW llmnitfP B JJX383 K 0*8 
IPS 0*11 ?Bjn ,K.l« jyiPMlX IV1VM 03B3P3; 
i n DBIV M jn K m &r*x B IBB Tt D$yoc 
-QX*B j»W DBH 
.MBPD n lie T : IJID"3 ysnjVDc o$i 
-JIJpyplBDl? n JIB )yO**X pj#0 H pK »t*a «1 
.noons'* PIB^P m p« ocnyn OBII wnip 
Dip U"? J*0*U TJJ'CnytMlB BIB i»2BC 
c*n *8n*B DPT mm iyo is ,0*3 oo'*n 
]K 0*8 -||I"WWB 5y»x B IBD e^yoi? iyo 
,ou T I B ob»*n oy .otfn B -ins y'BBoiB 
•aro D**H »u inrvtmn »*; oy jyp jyo IB 
oy jyp [yo .OBJIPIX ivwmt$ iyi p« v> 
5BI lyo IJTW . ,T^yo 0**11 *n prvp&mi 
•ys n Indian iv [WIOBOK eosiy T I 
*ITB vw n n w *i ijnyayn p.B uirbcyr 
pn 5»r inJ 1yy$o»3«ow m IB ,5y*B 
lysy? jy3>i3yer;B IB *PIB jyays ix auvi 
-tyc i n iyaB -i-iB' i ruh mw o n m " 
iy38opi«ft> i n twt iy33»uxixE*n« ^u 
•o:3BJ"iya«B iy3*ox»K in*B p« .noons** 
o$n iyo*'ane iyi IB ^Brpi* a n ,i380cnx 
•JIB i*M ,o**3i8 J T S H S W «pi* osyi K 
nyc ys'OMjjiB lyoBriyc \?P oy .«?*ep8-ia 
.*yoy$B "IBO v$ivv I»I PB Dm 
W*» l>8 o$n frl on 3*>um -2 
PB B*XS'TB i n IB .tmBWJ osyofyjooyc 
-paw" n IBB o j^cyi i n pB "•oiyE-^y. 
niBhie*! jyciBi w a m n PE yoam fcstf 
— va prnBVtf .inim onsyiyriss 
o«n ,03n B U W iyo**3i« n IB (B 
"wo is *^i ,!PW»3« o*i *n »*3 iyp tiro 
jyiis oyn -IBE Hn»*:B3t« PB jy^3»B 
DTi»n3yoD y3*5JK3T5D3yn "T ;yo^ BmxD*iB 
r,,B PK ty3B*x*^ Bp pB imaioc ,nn*De po 
•".'li *.v onBnjyoo *i jyiyayn-Tyo**!*, lip 
; jyjB E^^ yT Tt jysBrj *Vy3 
0:81035 D*3 5BI iyo**3i8 |«p IB (s 
y^ DVII iBCTin imyn Bi'i*2'-)P0*i iriB 
-yno JBW p« 5**nt33B tyopjn*"i B oonyj 
; iyb**p3*D 
•W ;*-wnw IP?8t W»V» ^'M 0 
i t 
^»^3 i*53yc -185 opyBDin -an pB C'r;yr'cy.) D*'PC%; 
Di? ]y3*53ny iyo"3nB H po yo3in p3**rjyo y;'D*i3 *S 
.jy*jni ojr.3y^ y33B nicnw3."arcc*B ;ys-8^ 
-3*N .jytyiJB I'lBB iy3?*2 0*3 I'B i s p'& 
iinjm D*3 mm D"Pt:8tPi*" yfrnbnl 
"is *T po iyoynyD3*B in -IBB D-i'2a»y;E'iN 
•3*K y i y i ]&3yH ctt~ *yp m ^**v:';-ijo"2 
ys5yn po oyst^ *i iyD3'3iyc « iyojn?o 
x«tprn «n«n T'B ?n3vn ip'*t ynvs -T 
"jm jyiyi^  tnny^PTy 0*3 C*D3y*E"cy„) o**p 
•**aiB *i pc yoayT y3*^r;yr) *-t ivt nys 
iyo?e^38 v5i3» n3.»5 B iyp *r. 5«ni ; TVO 
i n i^ 82*v, .e-rcBip-i'ii y?ynoor.3*K 
ovum nyo**2iB JPWPB pc noiyu T»3*5B'3»O 
,TI oiintfo • ?syo3,:iyE "fllTK c-y-;*-v; 
yoj^enjn *T ]y3'3**B iv o»P3'03*nBE ,«i^ B 
D33yn oynjBiB pB inane .JPB^3ni **r.v 
O'Q D-n'-io "jy3,_:;yoc^ 8D iyn pc 28 
-:*IB "lis »n iy3'3"B pc o"2i8 ' i nys*. 
.isnoy; oyu iys 
: T E nwjWwia ciiBT 
p i oyo2*2 IW*OX*K' o n "yosiB J 
-3'B nc B*S3»II i n oiyiBc ,r;nw3Bp 
nyav30"2iB nyn IB ,o**p-:BtPTii y?p*noon 
IJrWOOW PB DiyDF&331B ?1B " IB l " l ^ 1 
-y2 D»« ssiof'eiiSyc pn l« IJ»awB*Ht *n 
jyaBis'^ B ytyn lyesiB .C- '^K n <y:3B^  
— osysyiysj'^B jnirn 
"**>P1SC*1B *^ 1B D*lB3*m 1*B ny IB (K 
; 3:^ y3y*;c*iB pn c»iS lyo-'siB WJM 
on irp'v-iynm'.B " i s I*B ny IB (3 
**ii cBii .oiyoyasBP o*: I*B CBH ijrp^Tii 
P2f-yiB .— D8IPT11 0*2 n* =s" .IK^BC 0 ; 
on I'BB T3ycsa:iB ?y3"t oBinpo**2iB 
p y i W "1031B !P3**I 08" iriB BBS" 
; ;yo2^ci 
jyn) ",TO**B ii3w pB " IB ;*B iy IB (: 
p'l in*I'383T8y'1 W (^ H*W O? 03"C ty 
lyjB**'-'-*? ' i 'B ,ow. y 113 imi ,»8c 
: =y innBo^oyii'o p*t r>c 
DB11 D"2iB ;V2v: ix 'no I'B iy IB (t 
TSU»3 jtfw>jr« B iynu r aam B o-mwE 
-13.*n iW:W3 W ' lyo'-iB P3y* « tr*p 
-0"po*3jf3 y;*o 
-3*'K p« ^ov -iniitya >n w r a *» (n 
py^O PB IB ,3"*"^ 133"! 0"?3*^B,3P3 P3BC 
D**n *n mmvo^"neix o"2"« *•: >8t :B;*O 
w 
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ys^apienytfR .ruyp'nys jyay: JPTPII tax 
Oyi pB iP3y3B"31« tilh pC I»JJ^ -!3e,-
P3"i I£B I*K pB "IHTIBCODH,, pc DIE 
DV .">PO"3n» 'W| 0»B- |«3Wi|P3 P I 
f l D'D TB .IHTyV, DP1jrQWJU33»nifD i m n 
IPC 03«8."iVMtfi«jn P^PP'TIPS. -lyc-npv. 
TP3y30"2-B jwn'Tjj}* DVT jy^BD IV D»3 
.jyD3'l3K yj»i p« 
sv on -T^inDiyjiK p** jyp wifctaw B 
aavuiBcip n .OS'ISB you B BT "3Tjn I'K 
.»!»ttM poops >*: D-iyo^ya 1'EKI o«n 
npc ipapp \v :uya 3>5P- D-3 PB csyo p'p 
D»II iP3Bt VH ^"noniK opaya-'B pM |P'ltB 
*pm iy .PTJTUB pc |»t5*wm DPI ppmrp: 
r* iy 3MK .o*np;D»iK \<*i 18* *un p 
.iinp^civ oosyn pn -i* opn ,3i?p T^PTH 
ciw I'nipD pc tvbwiK cn'K DPII IPD |pii 
pp3V2 jyp .UHMPO injruB nvowis ,TP 
«5im p» o»«p3'D3MDB35yt pB ro'n pc 
.jrfitu'rw IPP 
'm»o K p't 5«r cv a'O'U ''« ">wun 
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; «*TiS :w»n tBoan .DEKKIVBIVP ivrvn-
"?K3S;?y3Tye3'B„ TyT I'K ODBTP VrD3'T. 
.D*iE3 I**3P mp:«-:pii(5c» Ty- pk jilt 55» 
AH*w I'M tsoan ovnunvs 1909 ir;$» p« ' 
ovijcn,, Tin PK ,^ 8wj> DiPDins oyr 
TJJVB'n B TBB I^XSD^B H [#1 pB ."TTBIJ3 
H )t$ DtWIW T"TD D1»?P B'3'S P"1DD ?«-, 
'x ,O*'2TBTPE* ys^anyttya P H C » T V .lyre 
jyvayiycasp pB juonv: ?"no:H PK C«T 
TBD TMtfa yryo'Mi tyaim onan-iipi* DID 
b 'o i « : Tins »Bpn» Tin-pa a^cry e n 
W3JD30 i»3"^wc«w — DTmtB>&pyEiJ8<3 
ijto^R — Tya^aTB my»i' pR »» lyciw 
.jy»C80yJ28 .OJPMnWD'lK D.TK "3 0»T PB 
-1JH3WBC (W I i n y i y t o Ty;no T.BT my-
" B B TWBepitfp Vi P* T W P W ffntmjm W * y w IB ,*to .lyvPTBMBSB PK urenya 
Tin pM iy08Tt3t:nv:"T8 p'V.aycto js jyj .iyj8DBnyci"K tfy emu D*D I$'EB 0"r 
nyc "HP* > « "W o#ti Tyas TH»K DD"V, 
cpyfisyr ivavn DUO lfl*K pB on'« onyar-
D^poaioyryaDMR os r - .jyaaia^o W"j TSB 
K PK i'TjyaE* p ' l W 0*3 TK28 DIM 133KC 
PK 18S3M .ISOn D*3 ."y38^ TyD38TDTyc. 
rear on: pn Ty pq£p&*M .yaTyjy o*o 5a 
•DIT jyi^Tyo |8oan own ,1902 Tnip pK 
D8T OTBT .-U8^jy W DTTS'Cy pK TJB* 
-183 o n " ? , "3 jyD"3TM vt lyasBcyaaB iy 
-IB Tyi CQ oaypyn i n OB.T PR "Doays 
Tit>83 y r n w » |«t':ian ,aauyv(ya Tyo»2 
—pK D"3T8 *y*D !8no w |*B5B lyaiBW osn 
.33133yTD*lK D'O 
.PTB* V3 pK tBOSn'OOlP 1903 T.T|(» pit 
-m oyT c o tPonp3J»n TJWnB Ty oTjm BT 
Tjyap yp*-.*K *1 CBH ,CBTOC iinj>3S'xi5Bn 
•on JTE 03»T3y3 ipt D*e D«V Ty:y» PB QW-
IV OMK "DTP* IVPIP W»»31» P3'n *T .T38^  
*n iyp T'.DBJ yr^Tysy pu -lyEBJcnyc pn 
Tytsyas? V* oirona OP 1»« PK 4Jn5n o'; 
•Oyi JB^I* *T ;.D''3TB Ty-; H R8 DrypVBii JynoDBTJ^B. n ^yo^aB 
•T3D^n PM — C»H D"iy0*O B JBDJ'T DTBW — .« •" •« 1 — -T*V8" 
-3»nyc D^O tywya v t •.jya'O'W cy PB JB^T 
TJPV jysyasB iy>*t D^II ,y'nyjy p« lyo^p 
,JtJUV TyT pD D"3T« TyT TBE U'lT yVJ«: 
-ViyT pc- i»y>i D^B D^nyny; iBo;'t OTUn 
H PD Tyi"B 1803V DTPll 1910 npB' P« 
•P"TDD ?8T»syrn i jwonnn D'JJE -.yTn-c 
T O H PC Ty3"M TP DTyil P^ TDD I'3B3 
B "3 ,w*«^ oryaBspi^p TyT po nysynya' 
DJJH»*5 ?K3BryaTyo3*Bw TyT IID iBpayuasp 
•S3 T'B T» t a w "iB'ap mypTB^' taayoTsa 
TTB83 >v»iwpy ^BryayiPtT TyT pK uJmrn 
Tin pn B3yn*ty-a-B«» TWWMW .un 05* 
1U n P« tBT tSTflBD Ty .&B3l?C;3Tyb3'B' 
oyn"> >1 OTBT im'T^BaTS CO^BD nas^aay 
i"T« DTBT 1333"T3 Ty .TyO»3T8 03yOT«a 
v : pn pniy DDIP TV lyti JIB .aawitfcM* 
TytayTpyo D>B 5BPB^ !*>I cn'B o9ny» .PT^' 
.imiwinB 
P'T pB im't5'J8 ft 1* I8T D338D !«23M 
W»a»' Tyi T8E apya o»a P B oy is ,i**av 
"3 iyam»iya yryoys TBD P ^ S lyBBoypTv 




.33iay«y3 Tyiyn JID TyaaynaB TyoTytacaya 
V* C8T — hK .i»D8>TD pD DT1H ,>'3 l^ K'O 
,D3)I Ty C8" 
'jyvTia^p pn ,D<ia n« o»»npj»np pc D^V 
-5*3 pB aaitpnioay lya'Tp 5BI Ty mi ,Tyo 
T»D>» W«! PC yc^-n TP! mo . .^33 i3n 
->pc iK^ar Tin pn \>^ Ty ,BTBW, Tyo»3
 Dtfn Xg ,cnB v n a w Tyss v» V owt 
ivoip 8T • « » > B PB Dta-cyays ywTB'tr
 p K t B ,iyo«ao W m n n m>a :-B 
-»a nyo^aiB nan jyayj -lyiviiciye n iva*
 p K v o w u v » n y>8 n wwo IV'noK Tin 
pyny -wte..B^i ,TiD3y;<r3yps K - a3\ay«
 n S a , K n.3 Di, ) j n r D „T .D>,2-Itc w > t r n . 
p» — IB'3P Tyssep^P n [yajna iv T>B .„ $
 M ^ ta!85iyc Ty .QPBO O'O JM»»> 
ey ttgJTO v w ,n lie Ty>-B tny« i«ojr*i
 tKn ;.K c ^ „ iVftXS, oTyoyTB-piB>P n P« 
Ty x'5\3^a wiWBnjtt |yt->•••;•: ffnjrti -V2 »H I1K ,^>vBP38aT8 "oruyiru^B. IN 
-PK PB O 'woyno I'M lie iyD>Tya3« fffcft
 a n 3 n j , . „ , p K [KOJM^IO DD*M D'3IB ocny.r 
TBir.y "oyoB-s; nKPfl. jyvn « ffaJ^O'-WJ -3»K. Tin w i« iwMMW D»« o»e ipi jyo^r 
* J » W W W f t W f ^ ^ « ! f i ^ ^ 
DyD&m w n man punaw 
*nRWR IK P3R3-y3«5p3« I*B*W iPVVIpyilB 
Tfj^D y n o pR TinrveTrwr vii«na pfi 
P33RO JjuiniW j so i ' -pno H » I R pc "un 
P3TPl"K >T TpW'n DX'R pit? IVVB'f M| pc 
pK ; IRT*IB-OSID nypiR* t*j D'JID jpvna 
anpa'tTPB-rJpa R IPDSIR OVW jpny; passe 
TpB R :*napmRinp ,D-IR5KI i r iwr io lie 
•Kitt fcpftab D'o ipfcRn wro ay wn ,DPV 
-5pipa Tjm pc IPDIIRUOMK pc Mjmvsapo 
-R'XROPD *ipn pc oBRsyaiptn'R pR DCBC 
•pconi ip^ya 
W3V3&9} iptpn »a T O y-* O>MI ay 
po iy3nt>r-urap»iK3 IR*B K IVD-WUB 
-*p3 Tin / l y s m n y c , per"mi>3 PTPT3IK 
iyaopD<Tjn ,nyip5 Tjn eyn IPVPD pccBia 
PR WTO p-$3 R I.P3PP ,D3R*3V PTPUIR PC 
»t IR» . t m w - r o w j n y n P M S ' S D "IPI 
cyn pR PK -jpaBripys tfimriP TP"T iw«n 
vovy> *1 . pR D»p3'oyno TT*T pc -tfpc 
•D3ys"R »»t jyo 9*t\ osn ajrSi* DRH jmns* 
.ipap-mpB D*R i rnen ro T* 
pa inptyaas tR .T" » $ * »W" TPOMR ' 
,'lPOTjrs yjpa^x. ma": p ' te «! c«ii npi 
"P11P3 1Pr3lR PC WDPRWIDWR jospn^s 
?aWi tR ru i iu jp MPDIWMTVMVW D'a ,aw 
# i D-D i i p "t tjn^a .RTiycRrooyo'nyv. 
-*TM njn pB ippnRODM n px .nevn R 
"t V1R ^H IP^pll 3313PV.V3 "U'D"3"!8 "IPC 
-jn^snyDP«nB3 j n ^ n .p^yoraR |»m. 
.mBoyiyerx awn \wn ipsan 
-J 
Mnit-nnonpDinpPD TPI ,IRBM DTIRB 
priRiiya jp-iRapa iw.JwRffWtfOJ.'R 'un pc 
mis na«3o «i .-URSon ,tP*:m»Djia PR 
•ys :*R Whan wti jnp'v.iD R pmw rR &TK . 
•P3 ETR E3R.1 DR1 3 T W O r W TPT JJHV, 
"1DR3 PD3y3JP.p3D^R» P3P* pE pT « MRC 
0*3 *8» 1K03M DV11 JfB"3iP3y R^H pR "[pi 
• 
.n p i p n 
p s 3313PHP2 lpt^•,2^^^ PC"1*R npraiR 
PR ipjne* liR e n s »nRiiy3 >'K -i3«1> iytP'1 
-;,ocpiP 
-p3c*iK T I 33uyi-.ya ipriw c«n ?»=« 
.;3i-ijrt3D"3y3 .m^PBnn :•*:; c": a;p2"v 
".sjYciRB-tf yvn p^c 'I OR." cxp* 
yipiyBnyc oaRoPaain pisr JPSRH T O 
-i8n o ' s .pnsyt'na pR P3^TDT,OP : IPOTV 
ViR.pR DJP^RIU j»"a P « wan* .VTJVC 
jyO'^ C CR11 ,IPtt"H yDD3RI JJR01R3 J ^ W 
jTpa |PB"»Y rP3iy ^ 3 " o yo'a^n'npB *« 
w t j m PDM-IS Dsy^psrm pic iWRn *wa 
a n 1P3R1D r^Roc T3»3 jyjps DRV .DP-nco 
jnviiiR PR ."nsyoPC'iR-cfrBc,. : IPTRJ 
•osysRo mft B*3 pw iy3»! nytsfRiiiyc 
»^1K 113 ,iinP3R'0*» nPJR'sifi^*jn .IJtfJP? 
jyo^RP o^o .writo W»0«n» .ipnn^c p'rcR 
-P3 ljnp» IP"! I'H OPRD IPC'DRSRf'I'T 
.mow} 
"B3R'XRI»3831R IP'nCK tR p * *»»« "TO 
.1P3J^  
0P03 DX'R 1*3 »3>R URH 1P2R ^Rt'P*R 
-BtlRP PB*r« : IPTCP3D*1R JPX3R3 pR Ml 
IP?3p\ae'3W VI SR* M wn .jpopyRie 
PTPT3W PB . opD'tpinpj jrww*ntrurii n 
K J3RW3 0*^ OX'R 1*3 TO IpaR-T ,B'R3ir 
,1PT^.TCt33np3 »n PR T3W JPJP3 33TUmanPC 
R iP3Rn am T*y P*y ff^w: rjptiiR wm 
IPW»3"RP3 TP"? IPPM**rrD,nw 0'*."!3P3P^P3 
piroR3Rpy np"T IPIPI nu DO
 reopoR*a 
H IPp3 ,PC-'0^«B *1 T'R 113 ,DV12 '5P3 
tlfe IP3R.1—iW33 *!P3P? -ahj-.R pE IPIlpn. 
DOIP S3R J1R' .D3lrSp»W D*3 ^ RJ OV*R P3 
-air? !P3»n o»i T « V&M ^ a l*-R 3RD ijn 
J03RCP3 
ipp^r vs ojn i * «OWO^*CR ijn 
C3PO«^ VT 03P3"t 3R" .'31VOR Op**W5C»t 
5*v, J3»prnpt3w •yrwisitra K O»S S'IR 
• i"Jlr L"*! Mi1;' TZ^ZASI » - j ^r; 
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T.ir P* ."D1KB WDE^B'XIP 1JH pK 
j'opno DTVii PR p*p TO I'K iy eo-.p ,1906 
,IB'3P DIBD'nySK P ^ P "\ ,ftp»i p'l pit 
p'sya^B npn pit pR ,.• .n .3 .*> M ,1 fyjtf 
"i»c H ^nn J3UPMP3 !«*:r-pnt3 IBB»-PK 
•IPscBFPnp"?: p rnu t PD3':'*K 
*PS c'3'K 3'opno in»i jyrjfj PK rove 
•w PR DBII ,P"IDD myp"o iyen jyoenn 
po ojjnMjn» iprtypR e'xn IPIB'.IP; o w r 
PR ropo .lysj'iy^c .3 ,5wKyjiyoj*K njh 
v n jyD'ni D'JIB -iy-!.n'R n |ifi W K \y\m 
-D'D *yc PR P'nDD DPVPP Dnw-oyri SPD 
p'noo Jmysy^n jyotnp c'3nt mc^ny: 
1'IR PK "iy -Diyp"o DD"M oy'i"5 *f PE 
pc p»noD ivoma K PD ipin'D ivn paws 
b«S yemiw K IRE PK TPD'OIB .orr-Rii 
tnyp"o nyv.pyj w no ipcrtpjyo- nyn 
nyn pR iPE^BnyjO'c 5y'B esn ny .JR-SP 
,'0yj>orD PR I P S B S P ^ P »i pe J S ^ E ' I R !«T1 nn >* iv - ^ 
TPP'JBTB D>R inRMPJ Djsnrp; PK ny IKM TO;" PM,.D5PM njn vw lyiRiiyj 
,1910 pit .' .n .3 .f .R t in pn 
iyo*n> ^n IP&*IP3 TIDWJW^P '" IPM 
royo crum ,1910 pit P^TBO faftantn K IV 
|'D83 JJD'SRP_P"1BC nyi PR oiwwa 
•KB yw'R orODpEiyB jfcjp n urn ,p»nbB 
lypnyiyo R D^S trtramw np D W I .oyrnn 
.D*t* OpnDCH R PD 
-jyoBT "3 IPD"3IB ix ojiny5y:oMK n»i 
' * .iyn»5? 
n '{pernix opnyoya ny o«n 5yo«n PK 
.-pyiB^njt? po K DPBP -IPD"3*IB P e r u 
Dy PR an'R .Jtt-nnio nyss 3H'3iD-a'.v 
"iymRD PR anjyair .tMsoinpDj'K pnipua 
BiR ip PR Dy IB .ODWMlyi V' ny ayri ;M 
iyo : lyosjnioD.pK "Wa-iB PB *iran„ pa 
»nyiy5 D33M jyc ,DEB "wwt |*ovm Ti 025 
•3W„ v» l»fi" " ' 11K iV^a's oiy^ |K 
T » no' "iv tB ,iyDB f^ y- ot$n iy ."[yocn 
?Mt» MI n»3« ;/m3n» nyiyn pK pns 
-nyD Dip .\wst oo pflB cr,'R ?hl iy3"P 
-38V, -^ y .^ ysRn oi«^yc ny .oa-R DD'-H 
VWn ?Kiy3*K .DnRU l^X DIROI? pD S i r 
jyoiPW' in'R » ."iron" nywip njn pc np 
B3HBP PR, jyii p*p b'j'TyaB iy psn ~ 
lysyppa is i n |y:3tfya yFav .D.TK !*K 
IR s?3yo TJJDD3^P^; 
ny IR»
 (DIBT PR ny &rmiM IM oip 
.pn « olyiary: ^Dwryaiw ,gnn»* o p 
VjynyiriyB-nya'K IBT oinijfi r w e 
-nyo'^iR n ' v w .TK^Diyo*' pK Diycr 
•"R m nsB pic DH'R jya osBibya D W I T : 
iinn'3B3iB i» BB5yn lunBco |*R -cyst: 
-B31BOD yDDlBHP3 »T — y'i'tnDD3l(DJO K 
ty DB^Pn R35MV I*R .P^B"W3D3ipin 1J3 
IP-IP' PK M»« PR -D1PP5B11 n Un'I'3B3"« 
.yaTyay D»D iy D»31S ,oaip iy IRM D-!«Dr 
TPT 1*R iyt3"3nB PC'H'R n j]R»SW"18 
J3wyv.p3 nynpsB'V^BT.i-. 
T3 IB'31' n"iD "un pK o^pj'Dyrro p-r 
"5pt ")jn pR D*3 *iy2R crvR D-yo» uum> 
-CRP ysmy'snpB PR iPo»r\K \i PM* nyn 
o»3iBy3 iy DBH :3i;3pnDWB"iiny-i!vy- * -z*mt froo PK .ivtuyoBD «win PK 
DM1P5ST jyn ,D3»'BOKP13Mlp^ n ^ 'T PR ^
 M S n 0 j ^ j ^^tftfD 'T IP" \tn ,\VO 
i y o i 2 j » 1BCD1PUJBP0*B - ^ t f * ? "SW enp: i i toi |sarn R O:BC |IR ^ I PR p-is 
|K iy PK jycy^B w is .O^B rope Tt . pK DpnDBH-oyi;3BP — « ^ 9 O^BOKT 
Cjn pR ,D3"BPKP IBiJB^1 VKB '-. ;\s 
n n ipryj VDPO PR msf#&i& UTOTP? 
OBM j j r t ' i f p w ^ n o iyi .lto iptpiiyjys 
IBB IPE3"318 tt ^ V P S D opn^ap) T! DB»" 
.:^npinP D '3BT3^ 
M»B DPBP nmjv'p •yyiR ]R ,-iHX'ay MI 
H PR IVD1lf«y33*nB 
|»3"» iKM -jyay^ PC DP^R«3 PSHOpnic:' 
P3^3"B PK,-»P ^Bt onKtt tjjnyttfy »3"t 
? iPaBs K lie B*yo->yvyj irwni D»3 IPDIS"; 
njffi OVR PR voys »=v> npoBB pn tB flM noMnjn rovo 
JWP-PK yD3';».R-«PE W W W PK PK nyoio pn pK wz> 0*3 
i D3yTi^a-D'*v, Syo^M'x 
ic lye-nyjyo ^ PK 
3. yi'opnD pM § W « .35 ^BPB^ 
PK P^3»1 I1K DB »^ ".Pl>3\1 IWM p.D 
PR ;p:v? pn iPvynvD^Bc IBT BfflPtejra iy 
.13B? |Pa5yiDin 
p« rova IB DaiP ,1903 VIB» V» 
UPttbtt R "»p Diyi; v^> m , J1«DDE 
•n-rmrrrmiiiiin'inrHifiii 
l y p n ^ n wjiDitp o*v^ i jn 
jpaaimxys jn»Dwnyj PK f>K3se'y3*iyo3'K 
?Bj«rPaipo3'K *i .isnnc PK DV IPH 'n 
]1K IVVJBa'D P^BPS* 0*0 Vt DV0ripO3'K 
•rjjy*& n D»p-aiomio BDEK PK onyo* 
-3Pew Tn»K T»VT Diyb5(»no |1K iiTDjnPI*? 
[tpepa 5y'B wjn i*ar» .-IIJOH*IK pnvf 
cn*K PK iiOironvJ'-K oyoo'p DJT»J iPiyn 
.B'linp 18D1PT ooip 
Jl»an *»3 -V3V&W K PPfcO TBPK 03**n 
p« pn» PK ny DSU aso tpotmy DjnpB 
IV mo pocma n ipeiaya v t i-y'oijn cctj 
oayooitjByi p*t iv oiynps DSP tf« iws$«n 
.aiajrn* nyooys -tin p« 
WDWJjnjn PK v i * DD^ yn IKO3*I PK 
o i n iy ,Tyi**38J-sj \* PK ny — D**3i» 
D*O v> OTDjnpoa'K iy ,ipaai5©«nyE VIM 
D3'**3T»C v ,5*P$5 pnp* pc n p r a n 
-3**K l y y ^ n p a lPoia K o»n pK OOIDDO 
O*D tMfn DK» "unp* -lytrapo VW DI5B 
•u 'Wi iy:8? W3i» pK o'poy DKnya D.TR 
.nye-ipi*. ya**o ipVoyocps iP3 
U)Wn«fl"B Tt 0»n 1KOJM D«U D'lP 
*l »T tP3"t TBTH P« ,008 DP"3 p*r pK 
^oa*n. Tinni PK I*D>M — 'unjmcnPE 
. . . "cyotn; 
PK royo >IKD pD D-iKBtroo'iuys H 
.nswJon JMTMW ipiuja'snysro PK rys-iy 
,T* Toyo Dsn unns* yosny P3**T PK 
iya«n ljnyttfy yj»i .i3p?y otwvyh "tfB3 
MI* I * J ntp PK iy tyii .nation lyis^iya 
you I*IK typwuv iwJaw I*K *W .UWM 
.wfoipniraifpp' pK P*$*OBB p*i ps ippajra 
yt no T» m-pTBenn v*5a B*n royc-
Dip IP jpiYTOKOT?' K WWK9 P'>* 
IP3»B3 » D»rjy3y5yj *i w*nw i m TO* 
yt»on H tsamy^-jf osn iy w i &\V K 
y$8 eyas iyj"i c i s n myaav w^» .Itrsir 
•D« Mirpva K .-.VDinp po *yna*p jjnyu 
-ynmv 0*3 cy own .I'TOBO ,on'K jrtfwaw 
tt (wnsito-wfn'now pv .e^yotnfa »fn 
1" *»» D»'mv,»B«i£yi» yoascripaa'K 
-ysyJ ^ t r i v i p*» 5*i by urn .UJaynt'3 
ViK W#iK»ti» VI ooy^wa -tp J n 
ffww PK ;*va«sD ytwny pn -»5)m "yn 
e»n a-«n JJT»O»> « s * v i r r w K ^W»n 
*ii jypMiyfiy .DUIIIJP n pK nan»p K ^t# 
on*K jyay: yi"iiy3 n jya-n oy omanaysiiK 
K lyeaa-.K jyenyaivQ'nH o-.jp pa CTK Q ^ 
onnss ,^KT laypio 15 JIB : ; n y 3 ' n p D - i ^ 
nin pc iwcayiu«p TjnayMp^P mx ty 
-ya OIIJT injrr, pK J9H pK .* .11 J .* 
pc njnurtjnD-iyDnpyo f-Biyayrn oi 
."*KJBI?P31jrD3'K„ 
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PK : DBiP"* 5se oy33»c tyay.B jycjyc 
? oetj cm -IKD i»o lynaycKB iyi itra: 
! K* 1V0MKB 
o^pj'Djtea^B pK o^po3y3inp:DMK *i 
ys^yji 0*0 B"pa'D"?6 n .niow CaKs:'! 
pipn oij — nyayfs p.K iPin*K D^'KE I P 
inpyo jpa'os'o K "I»C D,TK ;y2BQ n^ys 
D3»»*H(Jpri»^ ^K3«crp3nyt:3'K ny-i p o p e 
ppvsP3«;-» yip* p© jwEno'DDa^ P *i 
H PC- IPSKJB'IK pK IP03^CB *T 1»E 03'^F 
iP3^01«»B3«iPE KIK I'K iP3tf JDD8P3 
-B1-; lP^iJBn nyoawa K tia l y i y n MI'WSW 
I«J 1U »nK3 03»n«f IKCIO'BDJKP *T '11 113 
D«n |P3*t BWWBWi pK t*no 5»D no K 
PD iy .D'3 nija D3nt(e*iin ttfpio'ooiip *1 
pK *1P0"11 >P'B inyj p.K T.TPS JVE npo 
"6»n» iutneocasp ijn pE iyp IPC m o c a 
iP2»r: Tholes ;ys IOBT «TIH -ipeayj 
.*'» 0$n ir23*t — PK 1PP31T1P3 P5P3U-1JJ 
OBi-i ipo '« IPIK ,n'an ^ys K \"t <nm tP» 
D«n tKoa't — PK "iprnyapo nyeis K : OKI 
t uawnu 'v* *n*-< !Po. .|yo"p3*npE ptyn 
— pK Iff2P5 pK 3**> O'O 0"3lK."Un pK 
T?3P>3 *1 tP3$! Wl \VQ -Dp OVW I«33'T 
ly^aun .iprayo o»s i w w w : o"» j o 4 
VW Jjaifrt IP3PP 5*» IPC (K ,MT« "! 0*2 
piy^ TJO*' P,*"11«oa*i — px Bi^3»m IK «t 
KI^K o«n i»P3inu»P ^nay>ii»>P n J » 5 « 
lysKeav e«n M jmi niyo p»p osnya o*a 
•paiyoj'K Tin pB nyomppc nj*c rfSipwa 
^K3)»e 
P3'03'll Pa'a-'K 03«Tt2y33*n8 WW J«53M 
w r r K .eajrcoiKBpn p % PK ipsji-anay 
T3"i8aPT03w»E im biP" yaTpay o/aucan 
TRJCO 5»»l BSPK *K3»my03'K 1P1 pE DJPD 
y^ S'XSKa'B pK IVB*. .OWUW. TWOWS 
•un oto D?KP(|> «1 nmyor pro^napartraaK 
ii 
• , , • SFBT" 
• M U M 
21 1 9 1 5 , B D I ; M K 
m' m 
'awn n pc iw"K 1y oijni p»nD3 
, jnyQinpyc 
•80-Dpl^ p-K PBS'8 Q-.yil 1912 inif PK 
b3"?3 pK ijnuis iy3» PK iy .•urwepPEU 
asuyvjtt iyD"2i« ny-i pn T3«Ta Ty*'")D x 
5»t iy i»5»n I«*JP tsn pc O*RJW n PK 
tyrivw pK jy-itpy: px ny«'o .i DPKO 
pK osip ny jyn -,;» . ^ne t* p« m*itiu 
» pic *iy PK ,1904 imp PK ,T:K^ lyryn 
..."VPW ix i s c coyBtaumiys 
P"1DD ?KTjHjre*n oyT IKD a*-* yviip K 
Tjn px nyncyo K T W O tyum ,1910 px 
on** -emm w w n .(r*w Tyssopis?? 
,P"1DC *mjHyc»n o'a'K i'Bwo PK iy a»»*. 
.3".K IK crrx »pm D'H;IB- **t lyc-ngn 
iz nyu'D tnjm yo:Kpya ya»T \yv^m. 
Dcyib nycK ."D-IKBD,, K D>K "aybssnu 
.Tiri"5p y:"i yjny» PK WPH nn<« 
"Dcio a n iy:my3 V£ D»IK tasip H»K n x 
cy:nyt? K jycno blip "W«K t»m .JKPIB 
iy?»*i3 PK jinybt? i w w K b^b txs pun* 
3n...— in .pruruun K W tn>K iwa oipn 
,nj»33»c .1 DPKO -iy»w PK CUT jwn3M ,vi 
•< 
-ipy) lyp^aiDD onxo PK T3«5 jfl^i pH 
-y ,"ug>on .oris | » .1904 w PK ! « 
•CPI^P K ctf« iyo"3is IV jyajscyas osn 
. .nyDin* 
p'-.ec jKiwycn cyi IKC b"V Jfirtip » 
•w*s» "an r * ,TWabjw K tmfiiyj ny tw 
H$»jy cnycy-ia 
&Q »>nVt SKI J*W PK iyp>:B10D V)K 
• 
-'-i i\-# .row pw HNtt»l ^ '"« 
' WIP PC nVJ"K PX TPP'JBlOtl 
PK — PK -lyjfcnyayam K I^ K tyy^ KR 
, . . "Tup., 1KB DJK^ Pl 
nyu K ODK:ny:iyB n — DBBK' Tjnyt5'3 
! D'EEK D''3T1C« DpnDD'T pK fK^ B 
iK i'K ,1^11 I*K jyrtfiy PK lynjiy; 
.3K tD«ip rnycfioyp'DD,,n,,iB })t yiyccssay. 
pir *iJK* i»ty>T PK ,1901 "ma* p* .lysa^mi 
D>K O"?DIJK^ yj"i jypniv -ly^ BBB ;njy»: 
.DD^B'VSD iyai: x 
3'oyno nvsawnn trjyn .1909 ,xk> PK 
pc DV« iih PK : n w IV38OPI»^P nn p« 
n pa lys^K Ty:3'-i;v. PK P'HOD 5irwsw*h 
iyi ly D3y>n p"iBD |'3«3 .yo'CKp-p'ncs 
.D3y&,n,,K^y3P3 * ttf« 18'3P maKsPU^p 
o>3 trK -»y.tp« uw*e«*n iy3K i»t D^.-'B IJI 
Jnsn Tyo'Miv « »*3 .isnye y^y*Y'cs I»*P 
n«D in ,^i3KP w ny33nyii y i DJ»:WP 
.iy .J8*3P nyi pK DD« jya^y" nsyj^ -x 
.BK-tfso ny"-,o nyas iy3'?3nynya K oa^5s 
n PK .nui?3 tfs'ncneo^ « o»n Tya»"jm 
UE« |n Dy'2ja'iyE i»fi^ W»n PB |y5?3Mi 
D'3*K ;*n:y"i ,o-.'"< it"E8 -H'3'^t- iycn K 
pjiyn arPK "3 ifi'K D3,DV3 .wtnsTJOio 
. . . 5y3"cr 
^ I P K C S T ?iinDn»« fiprwm?vi 
iyT THE D"proyno | « 3:ivyioi8B K *n5: 
! !V*3i'' 
-PEffB .^  
.n>i«ii op?irn pfaI8ooi38?» i»w »'! 
.ifTK-o pn-jyj^irv n» iinKays PK Ty 
-ys lyf'ABKB 3M tsifn iy ^*IK PK .T38?O^ 
."•?3i3. t^ E :PP>TP n PR 03KC 
"11V X^DH pK IJiyM "18381 P8 PBr« 
ioh&&i Ciy b^'n^no IKE D*Pb3jn» 5B2 
-yi oin'C ,DDH3I: Tys'opra K A^I»K 
v\ ?t?^«ry;-vTK Dfn DKH .Dy'XKiooi?-: 
: D>K 1M iy;3»v D«fl / W 3 i K y3DKBjn*.i .,.? !vc^3 [yjj-nz tt-K ^s: '•v^KB.ivmpa 
iirb^riK Tlh # b»W»ip i s " ; i^a PVK ,;-y(v:^is -.f'KS 1P3* T ' O*"1 *•»«*« 
.»0KaW pH iPiiyib^ KE prart l"f !P»b bmi v ; s 
*»n V (99^,1905 * T I*H .-.3x5 iyT3» ;x 
myii iy .tWWtffl* yurr'KiyD n pK on 
c:»v. »tip3v i n p« :-uy-» i ^ w e w ^ K 
. f-Kiyjyrn D'3'K PK .jw^pi'nro on-vx 
PK v:x' : 
en T?vbi3 ^'1 a=i 
« - — ••I 
lyprtjn wytrup o*v^ ijn 
•»n6m o«i PK OIK^KI ly-uypia ya^wvx 
-I>IDD yjiBciyiyiiB'u pK y;*ip:3in IV ptf 
Tpemwpo K »I$UHI trim*, p'nos i'a*3 *WB-
03'9OT» TJH pD, B*C8 BP'TEBH X pC 
Bpjo nysst^ piB^p H jyii ,1912 imp pw . 
Itframiv w »ii3rtt>e»3K W»T$»W» K oattd 
por3"Kiyc n pc Djn»tp DI» j« i ; ^ vno 
pc Tjn.-pB38 Tin •&*« onim .lyowotr 
.P<BBKP (W»Ti»npTjto eyjy* 
ijn pK l ire yjnyryasK ;K PK ttfiKii 
en ov* Qwtovz iy .IB'JP TyatjowiitSp 
Tin T»c T y p h i s Jsiywrn K pe a~s 
-IB-BOID a'3'K CXM iy .•rjup B3'«cn. 
^tp BVBI# now p»i ivay .PIS' va PE JS: 
H pK ,iye*K *n ,p'i iv BIB ,t)»n«iB ijn 
-'bDiS-DEBCKp -wvu -ipn pc )yn«i yacny 
T3:y:"K PK jo$jm .pyois lyBBBpiBto iy; 
-pa nypKan* iym»t pit pp*="i8-m:yn *i T ? 
T'K ,jp*r$83 pw ,5»OTJS>P p4p « pK 
*5p M«l .pnijnyj tns:y: TWSipl c*WS 
.iy'3^yi-33,,io&* tw^ny on** iya«n pipe 
-3»K o n TJHMU* 'tyewwa *iy PK MJS p« 
"iy t>a jjrreri yan'^oiyos'a^p pC CtfC 
Wferi p*p 0'3«f*ay !B .liUtyaslTB y i e**n 
pC 3'33yn3B pn iw cpsi i n PN ;vvr >v 
ipaipya iy PK nn-*K "ansymo »tt 4**»5» 
.acoipis K v ^80 jvia T«5 pnyn pst 
DD^ PK TVDBO-DTIPO M bTMl 1Pv5«n 
taM$ ,HP3P cnnKOtnMpo iy* ;$ |« w 
HP3P-un pK OSB p*P B^C3, p^ &yn iy 
vayvpe TM«I( -ip=B PK iv Janw^pi b'3 
•** DHV,
 (a*iy:-y»> ibttaRrwani P« v '^OP 
.t»jw Tjn | « b«3iK n prom- » i»o 
^Biffjyrn am p« 3'oyno »HVJ PK TW>»n 
en .Ty^ BO DTMPD pK pMf^p H po P^TOB . 
V1K iy*8J)»3 T'K C11KT PK 3'W o'wwr 
. . . WW* 
Tf r3»r. r3W ti»>-WHn ?'« ei*n ny 
Tmyf iy»e)pTi?=c*'.K ;K PK T» j ^ R ^ o t f 
j ^ tunm tw jy»«5"t jnv=y= Irviaw 
ny3'DBE-?yc lyiy-s p» ;yt:ny: ^"HD3B iya 
•om a^jra n jyiw t*» ,T3*>an ,B3~Bi3 
pn I^ IK PK n5imi ap^an pc oiwor 
IPnyj iyj'T pnya^y y3»t .pB?2-aj;in'>;-iy 
iy:v iy2$n "i ,prp« j«f**Bp5"B5%,jwvic 
D"un1« v* c«n np ipii .onpery: B'3 D 
jfriips pc t;y3p THOO'OW^'TD TPT c a 
'^? =if^ Kiva»n iinnip y;3P y3"T pK i«3 
nyi .cnoi^viJD pc jyyi'K H a*a a:ypy: 
n 1^K B1?C:**K lyp-.BB!? K IB! Olfn "1313,, 
Q'3 aery: DP .(fimpu pn D*»5J33V J P ^ K 
D-.BBP TPIPH PK aen^iyn oiyv< RJimi ,;:B^ 
.iPDB'nai: yuc^vepB '* r^ "iya^ K C?>B 
pn j-K iya»*5aT»B au 33B^  iy:« IVP T» 
lynayacciK yajnyriyc .oiBa '^CDTiayj 
-,y *.KI*. ro»?B cr? JPIB^TPC *.x O-TK pfas«nv 
pnsavsip P3nw p« e ^ n o s v nv aw-; 
1903 w pn oe«» *i^ iK)i .a^^yj'y^'K 
tpayjiyc a*3 -yisv ;|W ^ ."U»? DW*i P" 
PK .aim ua*?3W iyj**f c«it .a^-on p3"j 
K PP-.P in* ipi^'t PK ,"C"r. i»a?B_ p-r 
njnron Tin ;p;y: *&?«? ipj'pp;aTB^ 
-pi K tenun aiy« iy, .oEsnpnxai'yr 
nyc yr'aa-n:!; n pK ny^a nyaiyeo"3 
,138^ WttM pK .BT lpl lJTSVn D«ll rP3'*K 
iyi TBE yvar IPEBC* w OIK .ojns'Tay: 
."i3B^ Bn PK .BiB-r :3i;jn\y:_co-.i"*'c 
WlKli D"ljniS/'T*0>,TplK BPD0P K B~K 
ny -IB'SP Bnyp"Dpi»!>p i n p» ivasSB K 
oyii ,;*n:y^ Mi a*3 3n;y^'^ is ,BPI8 V; onyr 
.B"n p't IKE T3tf IPIP'T lysw: |fi» iy 
"iP3»n *ri pK — TB^B pi :'K l^aSpi pK 
p*t pn asQp.TD air* "<y .JJUKOM nye-^-B 
-3BP K »a •»! aiyii ,1908 TpB* I*« PK HW» 
aSfcs L^^V-V; .' .H .; 3 .K njn pi3 nfffijni 
.-!3B2TPC p.c BSJTPtya'C'^ *. K 
^8P8* pM unrnp p^rcaino-syE ^ H D 
•BCPIB^P *«n pa TiK*: aa'iprr;, i n PK 
4Jp31*T)D 
9|r^lWtl civ !Paio*np3i« .'n ^a 
a^yny; tftam Bin: 4910 >"H|* P* *»»noa 
.-»»«:«:-* Bf-« -nKip 03»B»'n. m pc 
cr'K ;jT2 O^PKIST r«»ioD nc a"* TTt p* 
,-ya^ip %p»*r>, ^ n pc iB=iyra cri B-B 
. 
• 
M 1915 ,DDUMK 
H 
.Itf^ OVD YS ttf«*yJWJ r i i»2«n nyta"3"i8 n 
i'ayw i-iyr jywya PK D"3*IB jyw jypna 
tay»3 I*PD tun i»ni(n "» pR TyByc. H p« 
iy«i pn c n c rasa ^PR ,Dny3Btruni »w 
ijn i« ,tvc cnyn !yD"t y>* PC .pj«ny: 
5n»ii2K ,iym: R p?i tayw IBPD ijrpyoip 
18'ai* n anyus? R p'i eyw eman* n 
pn an iPDEinp nn»K ;y Dn*n ta«"-»Di? 
imvw D^nymy iy^Bt OVD'OBP-PHB 'T 
lytoyo w 'w* nv iynytaenyo c*w jypayo 
18*31* n . - w a n s *n " i o jya'n pK jypna 
b ' j |»i i»>*jt oyo'DBP n CWT T^K enyi 
| w? 5^MI ,IVP*-IB iy*ovo o*o IV>"B 5y>oiv 
PK nyt3»*2^ H iya»r ;un«s >DBT lyo'ni 
lyayp \vn cnyaawyao'iR OSMK lysyt? y?>y>B 
.PHB iva**n N *I«D D"2TB tvtoyD 
* * * 
tfovy^ n anyav^ "myt PK tvai* "ivi PK 
4»»DWP WP»M'3«rnf H ..lyotuip ya'Soy 
*oy» yayaynys'R 70*60 pc tanyocya DKW 
•*n*-D'3 n ,o"3TB tnamoy^a pwe ,DTV3 
rasa K jyciayaaB DsaBO j] 
nyi DBII D"x yvasa n .lycpanw p/ona-iy 
-ys myj'M .-.yiRwya oa^Dya PR Bayc-a* 
I'DDK n ^»580i«3 p'P o>3 tyiywya Itfuvw 
-eyo jnn'« ivr$B*naaBP taavpya- D'a tup 
IW«I jyasiD tyw jtfyD. y&'iiya PK PK eny* 
I8*3i» i n pnaoaia IY unBWVa nnyroay 
tyswysip lyaBttaayTf eiyH yoTD n JIB 
-ya ta*3 iKC'K'bip* n &8^ .aan-'Ptaay n 
.aatfybt? p'p prou 
lytavift iPi"t nyayw y i y n po *»1tt PK 
P'p iBD w n u imBwya opyoya Dwy-
-"i "i "OBH ,nyi WMs r a ys*rwK ^m:K 
PK oyo'DBP"I«T» n pn a-oyno jyny: jy; 
T & n wniw DM"* DBT ; i^oi* Tp- ps 
pn p« .iwjnp .D PB ?8OD pK ly^ Mii eye 
jyon ociBiya \vo twp nyeyt? n " : 
,58CO.pK ly^ RH PB ^«B DJTl pK .DP"1D0 
WTWadn t'H IBo^y»e-BBs? Tin m\ 
•vw iv ipnya r « iv ci{\\ iBDTyi iy-i8"v: 
-aBr njhTi D«n JW'EBP T"^ ijn pK re 
V I Esa»K oy MI -jysJ'ti'c « lyn'ic e«n 
*yp pDTi'aBnBf'a n pR prc> t>8n ,D'ii8 
'T ;opy^ya a*a«n EB:P O"V yvjw n nya 
>ri PK IBI'D H e»>p cy t« iy5.ro iyb"atB 
jyo 18 ,iyivn D^yoyoya 'I:B -iyrio tyi"ia 
-tysy^ K lys'tfa jyayp 5B» 
* * * 
•j«-m IBPD lyovy^ tav" B,2^y•l8f,,B p» 
*»rn. n ,BBU* DTWD « P^B* ^ no Dcioya 
••! tyj»t ^3»'Knn*\i .BP tar^PO "«u), p« 
•va iP3Bn " r^ '«» .rtfTmtf'B 1W ww* 
po p^yc^ynya'» o^* taiBtae* »i D3»^ ta 
-l*'3i* i m 
w ,i8C"8'pBDH vyw bayoiKW nyi o*3 
ayt i n PK .oaas^ys yo ro yiyn nyrfyi: 
aaio'nys yo'inj ra*a K ovn BBS? o n p* 
mn jyp'ws .t>uw*«va ya»oya^8 n i"* 
.I*'3V "UTI pK IBC"K'D«3K 
DaB p^yaa* !*':v n c«n nf»»*K'DB08 n 
-"DT8E31K -iy5y'v'CB T l ,1'nVDnKB -TO iv 
jnva Diynyao'i* ottn ny .iBciyro TPC^ 
aavr'^taay i* tyayayaowTB o*n pK D'v.x 
.IB'3i' i n nBoayi nyanayDB-^ BB H I'K W*" 
t* .T^P'no'W uir'rtaay p'i pK taa*t iy 
iv ty3'i5"iy ma T.I IBD lyiwropyciaBo p'P 
i y iy c*w iBOTjn iKoiyrtj-BBB1 K jypy? 
-iiPDpyoiaBa ^ D«*I PK ,D3'5BB pn ttf'E 
. 
»i -pn*' ya PK g$H<fl*JPi P» , t f n e r . tvc«n iv tm oy . i y r w » e r 
•V3BW Pa . |y | ' r» jyo'^ya a38s ,„ B K ^ ^ ^ 
PK 53B- DiV tyeoya iyj«» lyc-a t ; , ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ iyc<y-.8>'B vi csw iya;-: 
2 n .B8r cm lyrt'jwn* tPS'inyuB 
jyL^« Din TBB ;ycuy: v*-3 ,^T 
• * » 
p !i* yasnynoivaiK n lypyo p ^ ?yo 
osnayya .iyu"2t8 wtitnQ 
K px p'nua N -"c peaMBta 
y^8 
n pD i-nyes'^ 'D'iK DBWI BY'K t'3 ivayrf 
.D*na '^y: 
W oa»r i*t'D .imayov ont iy»"n n 
-oyawo can; v w ya*TB yooa'oa'W n v> 
-an .ny3*2py*^P TyE^jn^'o H po oar* 
jyw a«**D 33'TtD cyayaaBanyo can jw iB=y; 
tfflJttMBW—— 
"lyp^HJ" wyoup DH«* "TJTT 22 
iw lu rve ieo »w "= pnpiv**i — PIPI 
-yj T O JP5PV 5yp*DiB ivDcay: cpn p« 
1P3P5 Dm I1B 1P3'1BJ? P3»3"K HV'p3 }P3 
MHPMM ipo"3i8 Tjn pK B"PJ*t>yno p * 
•una* IW»» CKU D'lan yo:nMc-p3 n pc 
jnj»;m pt pnpfcg n T»K c*i otj 
pM wiyiftwta ,np-in'D-ipD"2i8 peiioopis 
»*r pc p*8 .1 JAI -a .5 .K i m pc Ptaewra 
"t pc pDDinyo n .*ipi3*P"CP58B p2*>nnp 
"I lie iyi? ' .nps^piM'K 5 r c i i w t y a 
JMMM 1P1 PK 08ft; [PC'DD'f'ttVTK IK B*b 
?npari2npE ef>8 jp'ntmpc " t B$*n i r r x . 
."5"a„ "31H D*K3*.r PC"-|B3 PO'iPBS'.J'PSalH "VVK ,r^ 
• C ^ ' l -H .» pc 
1J3 BJPM jpasn "t .e"2i8"DJ8'v8r;8;">s 
.vjpv.p p o m 25 pM D^BE8 O»"3 K iPois 
DWD'Et* DpD t3tf"J 8 »Sljmip TW IMJJH 'I 
"iv pK .po^ajp IVDIPPTPP pe"3iii3P IK pK 
,-lPl»38Jllf CP"3 IP"! ,D"» .12 O'S ;P08T 
;PIP> iwnpW"-!* IPBI^OTQ T> "t }y2*n 
njn ..yfth< TPI PM i " i a pc vnc p* IBO 
p« t#»nt»x r * P"»r w p « 1**10 -»px:83 
-38o pK >m3tp2 PK :ivnp*neo>T «T1 
•xiv nyiy: :y^iv pK ,c>p38i2 n pK jyopn 
B»B IWJrrJK* "IVIIB? PPBC PM D»p3pD18*.l 
ITOEjnp n D'jjjs^aisTas'VMT'JBJis i n 
•?# pE tptflPE P« .t>3«onVE IM'31* *' D*" 
w * w u n PB w»5epvj*tt»i 0838» Itfo 
y;-;'-8 — tp-UjilpJ DVt'JMP* W O P8 IPS 
"*ttlt -1PX383 pK P3'3"K pK J'M^'T-Q W$3 
nPT^TSOP 08*08 n Vt D3'DV3 « t IPS" 
n PH -8P *5ipP n IWt p5pii3 PK ,DPV8r. 
ipuap 3np3p5p n pfi PI*3"K pK ^p3K-!2 
lihsvjtt o v r « J i 8 pts»i C8«. ,I«^pro pK 
"P) C n^a $V&?1 Vt IP28T! ,B"X potfp? n 
•*s»D w^oyno -wps. n o*o [pspaptb^ !»oi3 
»? "2 IPt3»218 0 8 " W'31* V l 11E DTP3 
1J?"1 PB D3P55128 »»l J« J03KO IP3»™ 11H 
,PP^0 D8»M MK'D ?'*« ,t3k»218 
.)y:H-ic-cy;ttc i r » ^ P » ^ » 
PK ]8»3V Ipl IPP»11S IW^Pl'tJOMlK T . 
^r0PVEl38O PE !»r"K'DI(D¥ "»PTp3P5p Wl; 
rsJrmjiD n«, D?K t>DW>yn rK OMV ,o-an 
*1»E I*K Ifl38n.»"I8C"K*08D8 "1^1 D3P01K11 
"VP> n 18E 08" I8'3V IPSSO-DIVPJ^ *1 
pK .D2P3P30MK TPT11 JPD828C 188» VO 
-ya3'KiyE PM D8» " V I O pM iP3"K ipip' 
•armi v t =>*.i .IV^MPJVJIV TPT PK D T P 
DPI IP'121VE^ t« D"2"I8 i n 18E IPS13P3 
•>KP8^  
"1 1P28" -Pt-Tl JP034 CP1 ,38DD1P381 
•^P981 Ejn 18E 33'0*C-CO8C K mVOflM 
DTP2CPD P»3 IPn'XlV3»18 OIK : Wf l |P3 
;p3p3 m*ocpcKna W v w D* iW^v I P I i*K 
.ip-;*-t2 p:nhe*3iK nW3W p.E IPSOPIK " 
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